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Electrical fire scorches Edmond's suite
Residential Life accomodates students displaced by smoke, water damage
By Walter Alarkon
Asst. News Editor
Hundreds of students were forced
to evacuate Edmond's Hall and several
rooms experienced smoke and water
damage after a fire occurred on the eighth
floor early Sunday morning.
The fire injured no one seriously,
although one student went to the hospital and was released soon after, said
Vice President for Student Affairs Cheryl

Presley.
A surge protector sparked the electrical fire in room 812 around 4 a.m., said
Presley. Most Edmond's residents were
sleeping.
"I had just gone to bed. We thought
someone had pulled the alarm," said
Meegan Miller, A&S '04.
Students outside saw smoke rising

as Boston firefighters poured water into
the eighth floor room. A mattress, charred
at one corner, fell eight stories.
While firefighters contained the blaze to one room,

Stacy Goldberg, A&S '04, lives in
rooms on the seventh floor

ceiling all over our bedding. It was all
over all the electronics, like our TVs, and
that experienced severe water damage.
laptops. The carpet was soaked everywhere."
In total, 12 students
water from the sprinkler syswere displaced from their
ceiling
of
parts
tem and fire hoses damaged
rooms on the seventh and
collapsed
fallen
over our room.
several rooms, said Henry
eighth floors. The residents of
Humphreys, director of resiroom 812, where the fire ocwas
over
our
dential life. Water leaked
curred, will move to an apartlaptops.
down to the lower floors and
ment in another residence hall
carpet was
damaged several rooms from
for the rest of the semester,
everywhere."
floors five through eight, said
while the other eight students
Justin Price, assistant direcare expected to move back into
?Stacy Goldberg,
tor of residential life.
their rooms by the end of the
The University will proweek.
vide on-campus housing to students liv"We walked in and parts of the ceilThe Edmond's alarms initially called
ing in rooms heavily damaged, said ing had collapsed and fallen all over our for the evacuation of the seventh,
room," she said. "I think they had eighth, and ninth floors. City of Boston
Humphreys. The school will also reimburse students for destroyed property, cleaned the floor before we got there, laws on high-rise apartments, such as
he said.
however they were still pieces of the Edmond's and Walsh Halls, allow only

one of the

"We walked in and
the
had
and
all
It
electronics,
all
all the
like
TVs
and
The
soaked
Edmond's resident

three floors to evacuate at a time, said
Ann Carey, hall director of Edmond's.
Boston firefighters soon after called for
the evacuation of the entire building,
said Carey, and officials knocked on
doors on lower floors to wake students
up. "The processes in place worked as
they're set up to work," said Presley.
Housing officials didn't allow students back into the building until 9 a.m.,
five hours after the fire started. Those
students whose rooms were damaged
were not allowed in until noon. Many
students went to friends' rooms in other
residence halls or lounges in Walsh Hall.
"We want to make sure everything
is up and running, such as the sprinkler
system," said Humphreys. Residential
life officials also reimbursed Edmond's
residents for breakfast at the Lower Campus Dining Hall.

Lynch School marks 50th anniversary
By Jeffrey LaBroad
For The Heights
The Lynch School of Education
(LSOE) celebrated its 50th anniversary
last Thursday with a reunion, conference, and symposium. Faculty, staff,
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Director of Dining Services Pat Bando serves samples of new offerings such as panini
and smoothies
at the Hillside Cafe's grand opening.

Café celebrates grand opening
cbration because of the student input
that went into the menu, the design, and

the layout."
Obletz
that the event was
meant to thank BCDS for its consideration of student feedback. "This is the
first dining hall where the whole menu
was picked by the students. It was picked
based on what students liked."
The Senate and BCDS invited several administrators, members of the
UGBC, and friends to the event. The
Bostonians performed several songs,
and BCDS employees served guests free
samples of vegetable paninis, chicken
pesto sandwiches, cookies, Starbucks
coffee, and Island Oasis smoothies.
Pat Bando, director of BCDS, said

See Cafe, A

Starting with the defection of
former BC Coach Frank Leahy in
1942, the Boston College/Notre
Dame rivalry evolved into one of
the most storied traditions in
college football. Read about the
rivalry and this week's tilt with the
Golden Domers in Sports.
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BC has grown as fast or as high in quality as the LSOE.
Organizers of the day selected "50
Faces" to represent the faculty, students, donors, and 20,000 graduates who
have contributed to the success of the

See Memories, A3

Globe reporters speak out on abuse scandal
Extra credit draws many students
By Tim Czerwienski

concerns over the lack of promotion

Heights

outside the communications department.
"I don't think any of the Church in
the 21st Century events have been well
advertised to the students," said Doerr.
"The RAs are supposed to be getting
the word out, but I don't know that that's
happening.
"I've been to every event so far, and
this one has been one of the most interesting. For the most part, the other
events have been too dry for the average student. If you're not well versed in
canonical issues, you're out of luck."
Rapper Vanilla Ice played at the Rat
on Wednesday night as well. Very few
students at that concert told The Heights
they were aware that there was a Church
in the 21st Century event at the same
time.
When asked whether or not he
would attend if he knew about the Globe
panel, one audience member said, "The
only reason 1 would have went was if I
had to for class."
"I had no idea about it," said David
Thayer, A&S '05.
"I probably wouldn't have gone to
it even if I had known about it, because
there's a million Church in the 21st Century events. You can't go to all of them,"
said Chris Grillo, UGBC director of club
coordinations and A&S '03.
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For the first time, students constituted most of the audience at a Church
in the 21st Century event the visit by
The Boston Globe's Spotlight Team. Motivations for attending the panel discussion last Wednesday varied among students, but incentives played a big part
for many.
"I'm just here for the extra credit."
said Keegan Skidmore, A&S '05, a student in Rhetorical Tradition. Other
courses that offered extra credit include
Rhetorical Theory, Communication Law,
and Advanced Journalism.
Some students attended based on
their own personal interest in the scandal.
"I'm very interested in this story,"
said Sarah Stroker, A&S '03. "I was here
while it was all happening. I've watched
this unfold."
"I'm a Catholic, and I wanted to find
out more about this scandal," said
Jenevieve Doerr, A&S '05. "Honestly,
it's depressing. Unfortunately, the scope
of this crisis casts doubt on everything."
Stroker said the communication department did a good job of promoting
the event. "All of the professors talked
it up, and the department sent out an
email to all communications majors," she
said.
Both Stroker and Doerr expressed
-

Rock 'n' roll met religion on the Bonn
Studio stage last week in the form
of "Godspell," a play by the BC
Contemporary Theatre. The musical
interprets the Gospel according to
Matthew through song, dance, and
drama. Get all the details of this
high-energy performance in Arts &
Review.

that one has accomplished.
Offering comments on the progress
of the school, University Chancellor Rev.
J. Donald Monan, SJ, who was president of BC for 24 of the LSOE's 50 years,
said, "At 50, the School of Education is
just coming into the fullness of its
power." He said that no other aspect of

The Church in the 21st Century
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Sara Lawrence-Lightfoot, a professor in the Harvard Graduate School of Education,
spoke at Lynch School of Education's 50th anniversary celebration last Thursday.

Lulu Wang contributed to this

report.

Members of the Boston Globe Spotlight Team discuss coverage of the Church crisis

Team discusses breaking story
By Walter Alarkon
Asst. News Editor
The journalists who broke the story
of scandal in the Boston Archdiocese
said they compromised neither themselves nor their readers with their coverage of the scandal in an event at Boston
College last week.
"When we cover institutions revered in society, we do no one good
when we check our skepticism at the
door," said Walter Robinson, editor of
the Boston Globe's Spotlight Team.
Robinson and four other Spotlight
Team members spoke in Robsham Theater, packed mostly with students. The
communications department sponsored
the Church in the 21st Century event,

entitled "Spotlight on Scandal: How the
Boston Globe Broke the Story and Covered the Sexual Abuse Crisis."
Since January, the Globe has published more than 600 articles on the
Church crisis, said Robinson. Investigations have revealed more than 300 victims of abuse, he said. Prosecutors have
received the names of 80 to 100 allegedly abusive priests, 24 priests in the
Boston area and 400 priests nationwide
have been suspended, said Robinson.
The story broke when Cardinal Bernard Law, head of the Boston Archdiocese, admitted in a civil suit deposition
that he knew former priest John Geoghan
had molested children, said Robinson.

See Spotlight, A
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The new Hillside Cafe held its grand
opening celebration last Friday afternoon at its Lower Campus Faculty and
Administration building location. The
event featured music and free samples
of the food featured in the Cafe.
Jamie Obletz, a member of the Undergraduate Government of Boston College (UGBC) Senate and A&S '03, said
that the Senate decided to plan the event
after holding a series of Boston College
Dining Services (BCDS) student taste
tests last year.
"There were about 60 of us that
chose the actual menu in the Cafe," he
said. "We thought it might be a good
idea to have a little grand opening eel-
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By Kari Russ

News Editor

alumni, and students gathered to hear
speakers, discuss trends in education,
and reflect on the LSOE's first 50 years.
The anniversary celebration coincided with the third annual Lynch School
Symposium on Education. In her remarks
opening the celebration, LSOE Dean
Mary Brabeck declared the day to be
one of both celebration and learning.
Six LSOE faculty members presented some of their current research in
panels entitled "Teaching and Learning"
and "Removing the Barriers to Achievement." Among the topics discussed
were the effects of welfare reform on
education and the challenges of bilingual education.
A luncheon allowed alumni, faculty,
and current students to meet and share
stories about the school's 50 years.
During this time, guests had the opportunity to tour Campion Hall. Most Rev.
John Boles, Ed.D. '65, auxiliary bishop
of Boston, presided over a Mass at St.
Ignatius Church.
The theme of the afternoon symposium was "The Centrality of Respect" in
education. Sara Lawrence-Lightfoot, the
keynote speaker and a professor at the
Harvard Graduate School of Education,
discussed the need for respect and understanding in the field of education. She
also noted how an anniversary is a time
to both celebrate as well as challenge all

2
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The Martin Luther King Jr.
Memorial Committee presented
the 13th annual Community Service Awards Program in the
McMullen Museum of Art last
Wednesday afternoon. The
event was co-sponsored by the
Undergraduate Government of
Boston College (UGBC), the
Black Studies Program, and the
Office ofGovernmental and Community Affairs.
The recipients of this year's
awards were Catherine Dußois
Gaynes and Deborah Jackson,
GSSW '04. Gaynes received the
MLK Jr. Community Service
Award and Jackson received the
Amanda V. Houston Community
Service Award.
The MLK Jr. Community
Service Award is "presented to a
quietly heroic person in recognition of service to the general community" and the Amanda V. Houston Community Service Award is
presented "to a public figure in
recognition of exceptional community service that has gone unacknowledged," according to the
ceremony's program.
The MLKJr. Memorial Committee seeks nominations for the
award from the Boston community. Kwasi Sarkodie-Mensah,
manager of instructional services
at O'Neill Library and co-chair of
the committee, said they "look for

&

BC debate team competes in
D.C. competition
Boston College's Fulton Debating Society reached the
its junior varsity division* and quarterfinals in varsity
at the Capita! Cities Classic Debate in Washington, D.C. last
week. The Catholic University of America hosted BC and more
than 100 other universities including Georgetown, Harvard, , and Northwestern. Ben Bireley, A&S '05 and teammate Chris
Schroeck,A&S *04, led the varsity team. Reaching the finals
for juniorvarsity team were Ryan Miller and Joe Bowdeu; both
A&S '05. Bireley and Miller both received speaker awards.
finals in

Phone outage affects campus
Damaged fiber optic cables on Center Street causedahe
telephone outage that occurred last Tuesday, according td.
. Verizon and BC Information Technology officials. Verizon repaired the damages the next day. Some members of the BC
community on Main Campus were unable to receive incoming
telephone calls, but could not make calls within the campus
and to outside numbers. The outage affected no data lines,

Lesley pres. seeks support for
bilingual ed fight
According to last Wednesday's Boston Globe, the president of Lesley University expressedfier.support of bilingualeducation in Massachusetts. The system of bilingual education that
Massachusetts has is at risk of being eliminated in next Tuesday's
election. Itis known asbaOot question number 1and is the source

of debate amongmany Massachusetts educators. The president
said she plans to asMother universitypresidents, including tlmPresident Rev. William P. Leahy, SJ, for support. As of
atiori, Leahy*had hbtjbeen contacted, said Jack Dunn, di-
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BCHEIGHTS.COM POLL
Which fall concert would
have been the hottest
ticket on campus?
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Poll responses were gathered on-line at www.bcheights.com from 10/21/02
to 10/27/02.

Vote in next week's poll:
What's your favorite Thursday night scene?

of Nursing (CSON), introduced a
film produced by CSON about
women living with HIV and AIDS.
The film featured Gaynes, the
second honoree. Anne Norris,
associate professor in CSON,
spoke about Gaynes' role in the
film. She praised Gaynes for her
"willingness to talk about things
that are personal and not easy to
talk about."
Gaynes lives with HIV and
is involved with many AIDS
awareness groups in the Boston
area working to prevent "one
more person from being infected."

By Yunseon Kim

posed to on campus."

Continued from Al
that the Hillside Cafe was in the design process for about a year and a half.

"It's very un-cafeteria, un-college," she
said. "We tried to create a feel that was something students would find off campus as op-
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I Coolio & Nappy Roots
16% (27 votes)
Snoop Dogg
43%
LL Cool J & Cam'ron
14% (24 votes)
Ludacris:
27% (45 votes)

vidual does make a difference."
After the presentation of the
award to Jackson, Jean S.
McKeigue, co-chair of the committee and BC director of governmental and community affairs,
said Jackson is "a tremendous
role model."
Jackson is the CEO of the
American Red Cross of Massachusetts Bay. "The work I do is
really the work I have been
blessed to do," she said. "My life
has been full of blessings. I give
back by the work I do."
Rosanna Demarco, assistant
professor in the Connell School

Café offsets
Lower crowds

Heads were rocking and feet were tapping as the Battle of the Bands worked the
crowd at the Plex late last Saturday night. ,
Hosted by the Boston College Peer Education Network (PEN), the second annual Late
Night at the Plex was held in support of students who have been negatively affected by
alcohol.
"If you don't stand for something, you'll
fall for anything," was the slogan pasted on
the T-shirts of the PEN members at the event.
"I think that a lot of people don't know
what they stand for, and this just means that
it's okay to speak up for what you think has
a negative impact on your society," explained
Kimberly Timpf, assistant dean for alcohol
and drug education. "This was to encourage
those who participated in the Pledge of Solidarity and to show support for the students
who have been affected by alcohol abuse. A
lot of BC students are affected by alcohol
abuse 25 percent of them come from alcoholic families."
"This is just to show people that we
could have a good time without abusing alcohol and other substances," explained
Kristin Naylor, A&S '03, as she scooped out
a chunk of ice cream from Ben and Jerry's,
one of the Late Night sponsors. Other sponsors included Coca-Cola, Powerade, and
Dunkin' Donuts. The crowd enjoyed the free
food donated by each of these sponsors as
they dispersed to enjoy the various activities on the floor.
First there was the obstacle course,
where students competed against each other
on an inflatable mountain for athletic gear.
Students participating in the football toss
could win prizes like a BC sweatshirt, cap.

A robbery that occurred, on Sutherland Road in Brighton
involving a BC student was an "isolated incident," said BCPD
Chief Robert Morse. The incidentoccurred Sunday, Sept 6. Three
individuals approached the student around 12:30 a.m. and held
him up at khifepbint 'There were no incidents prior to that or
after that that were related," said Morse.

?

role models so our students can
see them and be inspired."
Vice President for Student
Affairs Cheryl Presley gave opening remarks. MLK Jr. Memorial
Committee member Sandra
Sandiford presented background
information for the Amanda V.
Houston (AVH) Award. Houston
was the first director of the Black
Studies program at Boston College and once said that "to whom
much is given, much is expected."
Sandiford said the award was created by the MLK Jr. Memorial
Committee to "recognize those
who labor" because "an indi-

Late Night at
Plex offers
alcohol-free
activities
Heights

therland Road robbery said
to be an "isolated incident''

Catherine Dußois Gaynes (left) won the MLK Jr. Community Service Award. Deborah Jackson won the
Amanda V. Houston Community Service Award.

Two students enjoy themselves at the second
annual Late Night at the Plex.
polo shirt, or sweatpants. Many students
also battled each other on an inflatable boxing ring. Equipped with helmets and oversized boxing gloves, students fought on as
spectators cheered and jeered.
"This year's Lale Night wasn't publicized
as much," said Raul Reyes, student coordinator of PEN and CSOM '03, in response to a
smaller turnout than at last year's event. As
the night wore on, many more joined the festivities at the Plex. Still dressed in Halloween
party attire, a few fairies, skulls, and animals
made their way through the crowd around
the bands.
The musical entertainment at Late Night
featured six different BC bands Innate, Chris
Canty. The Crowding Out Effect, Lower Case
j. Sorry Charlie, .lade Monkey, and the Flux.
"I think the band was definitely the best
part," said Anne McLaughlin, LSOE '05.
Although the bands played their usual
repertoire of pop and rock music, the crowd
also responded well to original songs.
"[The music | was a lot more interesting
they were really good," added
this year
Ann Purr, A&S '04.
-

...

Bando said that the feedback has been
extremely positive, with the Cafe serving 2,300
people each weekday between the hours of 8
a.m. and 8 p.m.
Bando said that the "long-reach plan"
for the Cafe is to "offset some of the popularity of Lower Campus Dining [Facility]" in
preparation for the addition of approximately
350 beds on Lower Campus when the new
residence hall between Vanderslice and
Walsh Halls is completed in August 2004.
"We've already achieved that," she said.
"There's already 1,200 kids that have moved
from Lower Campus [Dining Facility] to here,
so it happened a little more prematurely than
we wanted to."
Students in attendance were pleased
with BCDS' latest addition.
"We're in here at least once a day, usually twice," said Laura Goodhue, A&S '05.
"It's better than Lower," said Jackie
Horan, A&S '05, "especially the sandwiches."
"I love it," said Colleen Thornton, A&S
'05. "It's too popular though, because the
lines get really long. And I wish it were open
on the weekends."
Helen Wechsler, associate director for
restaurant operations, said that long lines
have not deterred many students.
"The place was certainly not built to serve
the number of people we've been serving,
but students seem to be willing to wait in
pretty long lines for what they want," she
said. "And I don't think there's any place on
campus that feels like this. I see a lot of the
same students every day. I see students
studying together. It's a nice meeting place."
Wechsler said that students who wish
to provide comments on the Hillside Cafe may
do so on the Dining Services Web site
www. be. echt/offices/beds.
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AHANA Center benefits from renovations

Shaking the tree
Jim O'Suliivan

By Natasha Reilly

to go in the future." said Brown. "The
renovations provided an opportunity to

Heights Staff

look at the mission of the AHANA center."
"The opening ceremony was a success because we had a cross section of
staff, students and faculty," said Ines
Maturana, associate director of the cen-

The Sister Thea Bowman AHANA
Center on College Road is looking better these days, after much-needed renovations took place this summer. Changes
to the building included a new paint job,
installation of new carpeting, and the
rearrangement and updating of office
spaces. The downstairs kitchen and
bathroom were refurbished, and the old
conference room was converted to a

large reception center.
"The newly painted walls alone made
a big difference," said Gloria Lee, A&S
'03. "Even little additions like the new
window seat cushions make the place
more inviting."
Plamyenne Penka, an academic
conselor at the center, agreed. "The center is more inviting when it looks clean
and well taken care of."
The AHANA center provides a
broad array of academic support services to students falling within its jurisdiction. Dr. Donald Brown, director of
AHANA student programs, described

ter.

"What I
pect of it. It
our founder,
the sprit of
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The Thea Bowman AHANA Center on College Road held a rededication ceremony earlier
this month after undergoing extensive renovations this summer.
the center as an office to "assist in students' academic, social, cultural, and
spiritual journey at Boston College."
The center held a rededication ceremony on Oct. 9 to commemorate the
renovations. The event included a tape
cutting, prayers, a discussion of the
center's history, and a call for students

to use the knowledge they have gained
for the betterment of others. The renovations created a renewed excitement
among staff and students about the future of the center, said Brown.
"The ceremony was an opportunity
for us to share the mission of the
AHANA center and to focus on where

liked was the spiritual asencompassed the spirit of

Sister Thea Bowman, and
the services we provide
through our programs," she said.
Dr. Brown said he was pleased by
the turnout at the ceremony. "Diversity
was very much present. The AHANA
community was well represented."
Penka expressed her hopes and expectations for the future of the center.
"If we want students to take us
seriously, we need the University to take
us seriously. We just hope that the renovations will put us on the right track
and many students will be successful
with our help. It is our hope the University will continue to support us and we
can grow together."

Jimmy Breslin didn't
think much of Tip
O'Neill's chances of
bringing down the
President of the United
States, who at that time
was Dick Nixon.
O'Neill, ours, was too
folksy, too Barry's Corner, hadn't gone
to Law School (actually, he had; in what
passes for a family secret around here,
Tip was shown the door by BC Law),
could have been no match for Nixon and
his crew-cutted Ehrlichmans and
Haldemans and his G. Gordons.
But Breslin wanted to see for himself, so drove down the Cape to talk with
Tip, who was throwing a party for wife
Millie on her birthday. The dubious
Breslin watched Tip and his comportment all night and by party's end had
arrived at a conclusion and what would
later serve as a theme in his book on the
fall of the President. By the time Tip,
bulbous nose, donelop belly, unruly hair,
archetypal Boston pol and House Majority Leader, serenaded Millie with the
even-then hokey "I'll Be With You In
Breslin knew
Apple Blossom Time"
that Nixon had no shot, no shot-against
someone as good and open-hearted as
Tip O'Neill.
This story came back to me at dinner on Wednesday, after my Oysters
Legal had disappeared and while I was
contemplating if it would be against
Hoyle to order another Bass.
Walter V. Robinson was still working on his coconut shrimp, swapping
stories with former boss Tom Mulvoy.
Beside me, eyes perhaps not as wide as
mine but close, sat Ed Keohane, who is
going places. Ed's great-uncle gave me
First Communion and my grandmother
Last Rites, and now Ed and I were listening to Robinson, who has been writing
the stories of priests who were nothing
like Father Keohane.
The Robsham stage earlier that
night was peopled by the reporters who
had broken the biggest story this town
has seen maybe ever, big enough to
squirm men in big red hats and people
behind high walls in Rome. Incredibly,
the girl next to me in Robsham read Marie
Claire's advice on chin tucks while the guy
and the girl in front of me played hangman. Here we had the Woodward and
Bernstein of Beantown and this kid was
trying to come up with a five-letter word
ending in "A."
It takes people like Tip O'Neill and
Walter Robinson to shake the tree of
power because the folks highest on the
tree can't but rustle the uppermost twigs
and maybe the wind will gather and sway
the trunk. Tip loved politics and government more than anyone but knew he
had to do his job to save them. Robinson
is from the institution; he's friends with
priests, grew up here, went to BC High.
Not hateful men.
The tale of my sinfulness reads like
a fully-conjugated verb: I am sinning,
had sinned, will have sinned, etc. But
I'd feel much better confessing through
a Church whose shot-callers didn't place
in the way of the worst sins those who
can't protect themselves. I felt better sitting across the table from Walter
Robinson, who is telling the story of how
they did. That story is getting things
-

First graduating class shares
memories of Lynch School
By Jeffrey LaBroad
For The Heights

HEIGHTS PHOTO / SAMANTHA MASSIE

University President Rev. William P. Leahy, SJ, Academic Vice
President Jack Neuhauser, and University Chancellor Rev. J. Donald
Monan, SJ, listen to a speaker at the Lynch School of Education's
50th anniversary celebration last week.

LSOE looks to
the future
Continued from Al

in an interview with The
Heights. "We wanted 10 tell that

story."
LSOE and the field of education,
who were recognized at the
conclusion of the day. At the
close of the symposium a video
was shown commemorating
the school's anniversary and
highlighting its current achievements.

One of the main themes
throughout the day was the
unique nature of the Lynch
School. Brabeck said that while
only 10 percent of the University faculty works in the LSOE,
over 30 percent of the
University's research funds
more than $12 million a year -is
obtained by the LSOE faculty.
She also noted that the LSOE
was the first BC school to
launch an on-line scholarly journal.
"It's a challenge for any
school of education to both
prepare professionals and conduct research that is rigorous
and well funded," said Brabeck.
"Either of these goals is
complex. Doing both is difficult
and rare to find among education schools."
U.S. News and World Report ranked the Lynch School
By Kathleen Conn
21st among graduate schools of
Heights Staff
education around the country
and second in New England.
The Campus School celIt continues to be recogebrated
its annual Spirit Day
nized as a leader in educational
last Monday. At the event, the
world,
studies around the
includCampus School Volunteers of
ing in the September 2002 AmeriBoston
College (CSVBC),
can Psychological Association's
handed over a check for
Monitor on Psychology for the
$ 100,000 to the Campus School.
school's "Tools for Tomorrow"
The event was attended
program, a collaboration with the
not just by faculty and volunBoston Public Schools.
teers, but also several football
"I felt a strong sense of
and cheerleaders who
players
pride in a superb faculty, superb
time
with the Campus
spent
students and all the alumni,"
School students. Jim Unis, Josh
said Brabeck. "Everyone felt a
Beakman, Dan Berglund, and
sense of pride that they were
Brian St. Pierre were some of
connected to a school that was
the players who came to lend
significant in society."
their support. Many of the Campus School students dressed in
football jerseys and hats, or
carried pompoms.
"The kids get a huge kick
out of the players. Their whole
day leads up to it," said council
member Dan Cahill, CSOM'O3.
'"One of the main goals we have
is to give Campus school kids a
good time"
Lynch School Dean Mary
Brabeck and Campus School
principal Dr. Don Ricciato were
also present at the event.
Brabeck spoke at the event
about the importance of the
Campus School within the
Lynch School of Education.
The amount of money that
the CSVBC has raised has in-

Among those in attendance were Peter and Carolyn
Lynch, for whom the school was
named in 2000 for their donations to the school of more than
$10 million. Peter Lynch, BC '65,
is a University trustee and vice
chairman of Fidelity Management and Research Co., while
Carolyn Lynch is the president
of the Lynch Foundation and a
board member of the Campus
School.
"It was already a good
school," Peter Lynch told The
Heights. "[Our donation] was a
push allowing for a higher level
of students and a better faculty.
It had nothing to do with us."
Carolyn Lynch said their
commitment to education
comes from a view that in comparing education to anything
else "there's nothing that comes
close." She said that the emphasis on undergraduate studies helps strengthen the rest of
the work of the school. "People
[here] are not afraid to face the
problems head on."
Brabeck said the celebration was the result of nearly two
years of planning on the part of
the LSOE dean's office. "The
School of Education is a fabulous success story," she said

If you want to know why
Charles Donovan, SJ, the
founder of the School of Education (SOE) at Boston College,
said "It was a feisty school in
it's youth," just spend some
time with it's inaugural class. In
an interview with The Heights,
a number of the members of the
LSOE's first class recalled how
things were 50 years ago.
At times, each had to fight
to get a word in edgewise. Hearing their firsthand accounts in
person adds a new dimension
to a history otherwise recorded
only in books and records.
While there were about
3,000 students at BC in 1952,
only 110 were women from the
SOE. Their presence required
the construction of Campion
Hall. They were forced to share
a single-stall female bathroom
in the basement of Gasson Hall
until the completion of Campion their senior year.
"The boys didn't want us
on campus, and they let us
know that." They recalled huddling in the basement together
to eat lunch, avoiding the boys
as much as possible.
"We weren't allowed to
wear socks, only nylons, and
our skirts could be nomore than
14 inches off the ground."
Within the core requirements at the time was physical
education, and the ladies recall

Write now.

Come to a Heights news
meeting Mondays
at 5:30 p.m. in the
Eagle's Nest.

how fearful the Jesuits were for
their lives as they practiced archery on the lawn of St. Mary's
Hall.
One of the requirements
for the ladies of the SOE was
membership in a sodality, a
group with a special devotion
to the Blessed Mother.
The group recalls fondly
membership in the Blessed (now
Saint) Oliver Plunkett Society,
an Irish Society that provided
one of the few opportunities for
singles to meet and dance. "Can
you imagine having tea and
soda bread at a dance?" They
mentioned having afternoon
dates, as well as other things
that would make even the current BC student blush.
Anne Turbini. now a
Franciscan Sister, did in fact
have the "best hula of anyone."
Mary Byrne Collins is still
proud of her "most improved
writer" award.
"If we didn't have Louise
Burke with her ukulele at exam
time, we would have lost our
minds."
The group remembered
how BC, absent of housing for
coeds, published in their SOE
brochure that ladies would enjoy a "brisk walk to campus"
each day
from Cleveland
Circle.
The alumni recalled how
back then, as is true today, the
SOE students had a special
bond with each other and with
their teachers. "Our instructors
?

only remembered our
names, but the people we were,"
said Ann (Sullivan) Glennon,
not

who traveled from Alexandria,
VA for the 50th anniversary celebration.
'They [BC] got all the best
teachers they could get."
"Father Chris Sullivan he
knew every one of us!"
Glennon and her classmates recalled Sullivan's philosophy and theology review
sessions on Saturday mornings. "He was so funny!"
Most importantly, the Class
of 1956 appreciated the quality
education they were receiving.
"It was a wonderful opportunity to get a Jesuit education,"
said Connie Regolino of
Brookline.
The group proudly remembered how that while just a
small fraction of the Class of '56
was female, Anne Carroll was
salutatorian.
"Superintendents were
happy to see us women from
BC," said Elinor (Callanan)
Slattery of Maiden, MA.
It was undoubtedly a different education than exists today.
"We had no mention of
special education or the allowance of differences," as is
stressed in the LSOE today. But
nevertheless the women are
quick to point out that with a
School of Education, BC finally
had a "liberal arts school with a
-

purpose."

Campus School celebrates Spirit Day

BC football player Jim Unis hangs with a Campus School student
creased significantly over the
past five years. The volunteers
hoped to raise $60,000 from last
year's $55,000 and far exceeded
that expectation. Since 1997 the
amount they have raised has
increased by $90,000.
The CSVBC holds several
large fundraisers for the Campus School throughout the
year. The annual Beanpot
hockey tournament and Alumni
Classic golf tournament, as well
as participation in the Boston
Marathon,
are
major
fundraisers for the Campus
School. The CSVBC is also
planning an awareness week set
to take place in November to
increase BC's awareness and
understanding about the Cam-

pus School.
In addition to celebrating
the CSVBC's gift, Spirit Day also
honored the hard work and efforts of the volunteers
"It's one of the few times
we get to recognize the work of
Campus School volunteers,"
said council member Dana
Langston, A&S "03.
The Campus School, located in Campion Hall, works
with students aged three to 21
years old who are mentally and
physically handicapped. In addition to their fundraisers, members of the CSVBC also spend
time with the Campus School
students in one-on-one rela-

tionships.

fixed.
At Conte last month, when Father
Leahy and BC started exerting the will of
the people, the most subtle message of
the night came in wicker. People passed
around baskets, just like at a Mass, but
didn't ask for you to dig into your pocket
to buy better silverware for the chancery. What they asked for were questions, ideas. The baskets were ears,
which hadn't been used in the Church
in some time.
Before that night started, I was
standing on the floor and talking to
people, their whole lives from Boston,
who had come to see where their Church
was going. Behind us, in the tunnel to
Conte's bowels, a flop-eared dog
chomped a stuffed animal in his teeth.
He shook his head at the runway's entrance and no one paid attention. He bit
harder, wagged his tail, growled, and
when the toy began to squeak we all
turned and watched.
Only slightly more passively, Walter
Robinson noshed on his coconut shrimp
on Wednesday night. He talked of the
story he'd helped unfold, what he'd seen
and what had come. This will bring him a
Pulitzer Prize, though he finds no joy in
the story. He rues the whole damn mess.
But this is how change happens
now, not with any political or religious
leader exalted and shaking the tree. Their
perches are too high and they're afraid
the effort will make them fall. Regular
people, doing their jobs, shake the tree
and gather the fruit.

Jim O 'Sullivan is a senior staff member
of The Heights and a senior in the College of Arts & Sciences. His column appears regularly in this space.
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The Church in the 21st Century
SCANDAL RESPONSES AT OTHER COLLEGES

NEWS

Catholic universities pursue
own response to scandals

Student attendance far from perfect

By Amy Johnson
Heights

Editor

"Going beyond the Blame Game: Conscientious Catholics and Dysfunctional Authority." "Restoring Trust: Perspectives After Dallas." "How Did
We Get Into this Mess? From Vatican II to the Next
Papacy." These forums, held at Regis College, the
University of Notre Dame, Villanova University, and
the College of the Holy Cross, respectively, are all
examples of other schools' efforts to respond to
the current crisis within the Catholic Church.
As Boston College's own Church in the 21st
Century series has garnered national attention as a
model response to this issue, Catholic and Jesuit
colleges across the nation have also reacted within
their respective communities.
Regis College, a small women's liberal arts college in Weston, helped begin this process. Students at Regis asked Cardinal Bernard Law on April
5 to speak about efforts being made to resolve the
crisis. Dr. Mary Jane Doherty, special assistant to
the president of Regis, had described the Cardinal's
response as optimistic, but after the case involving
Rev. Paul Shanley broke, Law never made the proposed appearance.
On Oct. 3 and 4, Regis College held a two-day
symposium entitled "Women, Church, and Society: the Heart of the Matter." The event, described
by Doherty as "brief, but very intense," consisted
of discussions, seminars, prayers, and dialogues
among faculty, members of the Boston Archdiocese, alumnae, and students.
Similar to the style of BC's Church in the 21st
Century initiative, Regis's symposium was directed
at the wider community. Doherty noted that there
was a very positive student reaction as well. "We
see [Regis College's] role as very dialogical
to
always be making bridges between knowledge and
practice," she said.
Other Catholic colleges and universities have
also chosen to deal with the Church's problem
through faculty and guest speaker-ledpanels and
dialogues. Notre Dame's "Restoring Trust" conference on Oct: 14 teamed five faculty members
...

with the editor of Commonwealth magazine, Margaret O'Brien Steinfels, in a lecture and panel discussion.
The conference contemplated the June 14 conference of American Catholic bishops in Dallas,
where bishops passed a zero-tolerance policy regarding any abuse act by a priest.
Liturgies and classes within the school's theology program are also addressing student concerns, said Michael O. Garvey, Notre Dame's assistant director of news and information.
Villanova University has offered a similar response, organizing presentations beginning last
month and continuing through November. Faculty,
area Catholic leaders, and religious scholars from
across the country have gathered for forums such
as "Anatomy of a Crisis" on Oct. 4, and "Being
Catholic Now: Scandal, Discipleship" to take place
Nov. 12.
Closer to home, the College of the Holy Cross
sponsored "From Vatican II to the Next Papacy" a
joint lecture given by Robert Blair Kaiser and John
Allen, both reporters from the Vatican.
The majority of these responses, including
BC's Church in the 21st Century project, have aimed
not at the student body directly but at the school's
community at large. Schools are dealing with student apprehension on a much more individual level,
and most insist they are addressing the questions
posed by students.
Not all Catholic schools have responded formally, some choosing instead to simply watch the
proceedings unfold and provide individual support when needed. St. John's University (NY), for
example, has offered no official program through
which to address the crisis. Jody Fisher, spokesperson for St. John's, said the school is handling
any concerns brought by students on an individual
basis and with great care.
Looking ahead, officials from all schools hope
their efforts will allow participants to develop a
deeper understanding of Catholicism. Quoting the
title of her school's symposium, Doherty said that
Regis' endeavor was "a mutual effort to get to the
heart of the matter."

Dustbowl "dorm fire" flames out
By Sarah VanHom
Heights

Staff

Boston College Fire Safety
Awareness Week culminated on
Friday before a crowd of curious
students. At 1 p.m. in the
Dustbowl, students watched a
model dorm go up in smoke, or at
least try to go up in smoke.
The event was organized to
demonstrate how a fire in one
room can spread throughout a
building in minutes and leave
students and their possessions
at risk. The fire safety programs
co-sponsored by the Peer Education Network (PEN) throughout last week attempted to make
BC students see fire damage as a
possible reality. After a week of
Safety Bulletins passed under
doors and numerous contests
based on fire safety trivia, the
dorm fire was intended as the final, most effective and eye-opening event.
The dorm model was set on
fire just after 1 p.m. before a large
crowd of students. It was set up
by the parking area, close to a
fire engine equipped and ready.
A match was thrown into a trash
can filled with paper, but the
flames were slow to engulf the
wall hangings or the desk: the
wind blew consistently at an
angle, keeping the flames from
spreading. Shouts of, "Burn!
Burn!" and "This is weak" could
be heard from throughout the
crowd. There was little that could
be done to make the fire more effective and it spread throughout
the small structure at an unusually slow rate of destruction.
Members of the Newton Fire
Company were on hand with a
water hose ready to put out the
blaze. To many students' dismay,
the fire was brought under control in a matter of seconds and
only after five minutes of flames.
Many people yelled "No!" when
the three firemen stood to take
control, because they hoped to
still see some additional action
out of the fire.

ANALYSIS

Brian Denitzio
It seems that if an event on
this campus isn't conducive to
"pre-gaming," students won't
come out of their own volition.
Members of The Boston Globe
Spotlight Team, the journalists
who broke the Church abuse
scandal, spoke in Robsham Theater last Wednesday night. While
an encouraging number of students were in attendance for the
event, many of them were present
because they were receiving extra credit. The fact that it was necessary to essentially bribe students to come see possible
Pulitzer Prize-winning journalists
speak is indicative of a disturbing trend at this University.
The Church and the 21st
Century is no different from other
events on this campus in one regard: Organizers are unable to
motivate the student body to attend the events.
The communication department,
the
of
co-sponsors
Wednesday's event, made a concerted effort to bring the event to
the students.
Many classes in the department offered extra-credit to stu-

PANEL

dents who attended the event.
According to Communication
Department Chair Dale Herbeck,
this is a common practice in the
department and often produces
a positive response.
"Students often thank us because the extra credit opportunity got them to go to an event
they normally wouldn't have,"
said Herbeck.
In addition to extra-credit
opportunities, the department included announcements about the
event in their weekly e-mail to its
majors, hung fliers on campus,
and many professors announced
the event in their classes.
There is little else the communications department could
have done to publicize the event.
Their work for the Globe event
should serve as a model to other
departments for how future
events should be publicized. A
joint effort by departments would
go a long way in helping to inform students about events, such
as the Spotlight team speaking
in Robsham. The intent of the
Church2l initiative is for a broad
cross-discipline examination of
the scandal and for that reason it
is imperative that departments
work together to promote the

events.

To be fair to students,
Wednesday's event came at a
busy time in the semester. Many
factors including midterms and
other events were competing for
their time. It was the third event
held by the communication department last week, and Vanilla
Ice was playing in The Rat at the
same time.
Students too often miss opportunities like the one on
Wednesday. The overwhelming
sentiment expressed by students
in attendance was that they
wouldn't have been there if they
weren't getting credit. That is a
sad commentary on our student
body.
Attending Boston College
presents students with innumerable opportunities. The Church
in the 21st Century will bring
scholars, journalists, and other
experts of national reputation to
our campus. A well-rounded education from BC should include
taking advantage of the opportunities that are out there.
Brian Denitzio is the managing
editor of The Heights and a senior in the College of Arts and
Sciences.

DISCUSSIONS

Spotlight team responds to
accusations of anti-Catholicism
Continued from Al
"We told our editors that Geoghan appeared to be
the tip of the iceberg of an undetermined size," he
said.
The reporters looked at annual indexes of
priests, noting where an index didn't specifically
account for a priest, said Matt Carroll, a 15-year
veteran of the Globe. Since 1992, when prosecutors charged former Fall River priest James Porter
with molesting children, the indexes showed an
average of 100 priests each year being either sick
or on leave, said Carroll. In the eight years before
that, the indexes showed

an

average of 20 priests recorded as sick or on leave.
The Spotlight Team
also looked at the public
documents in the lawsuit
against Geoghan, said Spotlight Team member Michael
Rezendes. In the lawsuits,
the Church and Geoghan's
accusers had agreed to make
many documents confidential, said Rezendes, but
some documents were public. Reporters saw letters implicating Geoghan with child abuse, including a letter from a woman with several children molested by Geoghan. Other documents contradicted
the Church's position that psychiatrists had cleared
Geoghan. "This showed we didn't just have a story
of serial pedophilia," said Rezendes. "We had a
story that everyone who supervised Cardinal Law,
the bishops in the archdiocese - knew about it."
But the reporters could not find abuse victims
to further document the story, said Sacha Pfeiffer,
Spotlight Team member. The Church wouldn't take
questions, and only a small number of victims who
went public existed, she said. When the Globe published its first story on Geoghan on Jan. 6, it in-

eluded a phone number for tips. Men called in from
all over the country about Paul Shanley, a former
Newton priest now awaiting trial for molesting boys.
The Globe won a lawsuit releasing many Church
documents from their confidentiality agreements.
Pfeiffer said the story "couldn't have happened if
the public hadn't been willing to talk to us and we
hadn't been willing to listen."
"In the end, the goal of all reporting is the
same," said Stephen Kurkjian, Spotlight Team member. "I've never seen a story like this one cause a
fundamental change in an institution. But it's most
important that the resources and tools in this one
are no different than other stories we've done. The
importance is to report thoroughly and fairly on the institutions in our lives.
If we weren't fair, we'd
step away from the story."
Kurkijian,
One adult member of
the audience questioned
whether the Globe was fair
toward the Catholic Church,
and another asked why
there hasn't been the same
coverage of abuse in other religious institutions.
"Anecdotally, [the abuse of children] appears
to be more prevalent in the Catholic Church," said
Pfeiffer.
"In Protestant denominations, [charges of
abuse] are much more likely to come out," said
Robinson. "It brings out the issue of celibacy and
the role it plays. There are generations of priests
who have not been allowed to talk about their sexuality."
Kurkjian strongly defended the Globe. "There's
not a conspiracy, there's a deterrence - a silence
by the media. What we had was a number of the
cases which weren't coming to our attention. It
was pure dumbness on the part of the media for not
covering and digging at the daily events."

"If we weren't fair, we'd step
away from the story,"
?Stephen
Boston Globe Spotlight
Team reporter

-
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A demonstration in the Dustbowl simulated a dorm room fire as part of
BC Fire Safety Awareness week.
The demonstration seemed
comparison to any real
fire. The wind direction prevented any strong flames from
destroying the room in the same
manner an actual dorm would
have been engulfed. In addition,
actual dorms contain far more
combustible materials: mattresses, bedding, books, and paper. Had it been a real contained
fire, the temperatures would have
soared to over 1,200 degrees in
the time it took the model to even
begin to burn. The slow rate at
which the fire burned is uncharacteristic of a real dorm fire.
The fire, though controlled
and somewhat unsuccessful in
igniting, seemed an effective
way to carry the importance of
fire safety to many in attendance.
The small blaze had enough influence on the people who took
it seriously. "It's a shame that the
fire wasn't more intense," said
Ann Clark, A&S '06. "It was a
good idea though."
tame in
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Student panel debates
"Asian Mafia" myth

Police Blotter

By Natasha Reilly
Staff

grouping

happens

Uh acknowledged she had
conflicting feelings on the issue
of self-segregation. She felt that
segregation was not closeminded, but detrimental to future
generations who will need to survive in society.
Uh also brought up a theme
that would dominate the panel's
discussion. She questioned the
nature of her Korean and nonKorean friendships. "The majority of my close friends aren't
Asian, and my Asian friends
aren't friends necessarily because they are Asian." Han concurred by adding that her most
meaningful relationships haven't
been based on ethnicity.
Chung felt strongly that
friendships were often based on
unifying factors like race. He resented pressure from within the
Asian community to seek out
non-Korean friends, pointing out
that self-segregation is not necessarily a bad thing. "It goes back
to comfort of familiarity. What is
a friend? Someone who shares a
common interest." Yeeconcurred,
saying it was difficult to seek out
friendships with "people who
have trouble sympathizing or relating to issues they haven't experienced."
Yoon said it is a conscious
decision to seek out friends. "It
is statistically impossible not to
make friends with other races
unless you're choosing not to. I
think the practice of segregation
is wrong." Yoon also challenged
the assumption that to integrate
with other ethnicities required
discomfort. "Why are we letting
society tell us that we can only
be comfortable with those of our

"It is
sible not to make
unless
with other
not to."
you're
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ally share
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our discuslook like you
sion
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CSOM
ii out.
Why
the commudid
I
come
at
nity
out to BC if I wanted people just
large."
Evans, vice president of the like me?" she asked. "I could
ALC, hoped the caucus would have gone to Korea."
have a two-fold impact. "I want
Lee countered by adding that
this event not only to help supit is only natural for people with
similar backgrounds to seek each
port the AHANA community, but
also to raise awareness in the other out and pointed to the failure of non-Koreans to make efentire BC community. We are adforts to infiltrate their group. The
dressing a social truth that is apisolation of the minorities is twoplicable to everyone," he said.
fold and involves more than the
The forum consisted of a
round-table discussion that Han
group that is segregated. Lee also
hoped would "be like the table felt Koreans had no obligation to
conversation we wanted to share put themselves in uncomfortable
with everyone."
This
situations by "forcing ourselves
open debate was then followed to associate with those who
by a question-and-answerperiod don't understand us."

-.
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that invited student participation.
The forum ended with comments
from the audience and closing
statements by the panelists.
The interplay among panelists ranged from serious to humorous; and while all remained
objective, panelists intensely defended their views on a subject
highly personal to them. Yoon set
the tone for the discussion by
asking, "Why do people around
the globe segregate to give themselves a sense of identity? It's
not just a Korean issue."
While Han acknowledged
the natural right of minorities to
sit in segregation, she challenged
panelists and the audience to
"become
more a part
statistically imposof the BC
community.
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racial and ethnic groups.
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Students met last Wednesday to discuss self-segreation among various

\u25a0

Students met in Devlin last
Wednesday to discuss an observable trend on the majority of
college campuses across the
country in a forum entitled "The
Asian Mafia? Why are all the
Korean students sitting together?" The event, co-sponsored by the AHANA Leadership
Council (ALC), the Asian Caucus,
and the Korean Student Association, focused on the self-segregation of Korean students and
the tendency for minority groups
to culturally adhere on a daily
basis.
The forum not only aimed to
address the reasons for these
social clusters, but also sought
to explore the benefits and drawbacks of group seclusion.
About 80 students attended
the event, which was centered
around a panel of five students:
Edwin Chung, CSOM '03, Cindy
Uh,A&S '04, GloriaLee, A&S '03,
Paul Yoon, A&S '05, and Arar
Han, LSOE '03, who is also the
director of research for ALC. The
event was moderated by two students, Young Song, A&S '03, and
Jonathan Evans, LSOE '04.
Han, a panelist who also coordinated the event, explained
how the idea for the forum originated from a dinner conversation
in Lower Campus Dining Facility.
"It was a total accident," she
said. "We were four KoreanAmerican girls who normally
don't eat together. We all had different ideas about why this
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Popular theology prof shares his life story
lives. He resigned himself to the fact that as a diocesan priest in Brooklyn he would probahly never
teach, but after two years in Brooklyn, the bishop
requested that he teach at the seminary. He then
obtained his Ph.D. in historical theology from the

By Sean McLaughlin
Heights

Staff

Friends, students, and faculty gathered last
Wednesday in Devlin 008 to hear Rev. Michael
Himes, professor of theology, speak about the
choices that have confronted him, the decisions he
ultimately made, and how they have affected his

University of Chicago.
"My years in Chicago were lonely yet great. I
knew no one and lived at a local parish with one
I was studying
other priest who was very busy
so I could eventually help [studentsl and since
that time I have never spent an unhappy moment
teaching."
Himes said that his vow of celibacy has
changed its meaning over the years. When he was
24, celibacy meant that he would never be married,
but at 34 it meant he would never have his own
children, and later on, that he would never be a
grandparent. He said that these questions of celibacy are always present, but the answer must always be "yes, I made the right decision."
"I have never remembered being bored of any
particular thing in life. I am still interested in what
comes next. The worst part ofmy death is that I will
not be able to attend the funeral," said Himes.
Himes said that he feels a profound sense of
service in being a priest and a teacher. Priesthood
has allowed him to share the deepest aspects of
people's lives and to help them. Teaching theology
helped him introduce people to their spiritual patrimony and allow people to discover that others have
the same thoughts as them.
"IfI had to sum up why I do what I do I would
turn to [William] Wordsworth. He says, 'What we
have loved, others will love, and we will teach them
how.' As for whether or not I am a source of service, I can only thank you for your comments."

life.

...

"Whenever he talks, he is intellectually stimulating, spiritually nourishing, and entertaining," said
Rev. Joseph Appleyard, SJ, vice president for University mission and ministry, both introducing and
praising his friend Himes. Appleyard told the audience that this speech was a result of a number of
people asking Himes how he chose his vocation.
Himes eventually decided to share his life story
with anyone who was willing to hear it.
"The myth and the legend could not make it,
only the man," said Himes, apologizing to anyone
in the audience expecting to see what the banners
in the Dustbowl and the ads on campus promised.
He added that he would gladly manufacture entertainment along the lines of the break-up of his third
marriage to Elizabeth Taylor and his adventures as
a professional polo player.
"When choosing a vocation a person must
answer three questions: Do you enjoy it? Do you
have the talent for it? Is it something people need?"
said Himes, explaining that the first question can
only be answered by the individual.
Himes said that nobody has one calling; people
have many callings that are often similar and work
together. Parents, friends, experiences, and many
other aspects of life influence a person's vocation.
Himes said that when he was 10 months old, a
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Philosophy professor Rev. Michael Himes told his life story to members of the BC community last Wednesday.
fever impaired half of his heart that led one side to
develop better than the rest, leading his parents
and the people around him to constantly worry
about him. Himes said he picked up on this worry
and began to sense that time might be running out
for him.
"Who knows how long you will be here was a
question that seemed to surround my early childhood," said Himes, adding that this sense of time
led him to develop a keen sense of historical development. The constant worry about him allowed for
a great deal of free time in which he was able to read
a lot of books, especially about history.
"I was very interested in making sense of time,"
he said, mentioning that the long history of the
Church drew him to study it and eventually turn to
it as his vocation. Himes joined the seminary one

year after the Second Vatican Council and began
his journey to the priesthood.
Himes said that during his ordination to subdeacon, which includes the vow of celibacy, he
was always wanting to set aside several days that
were devoted entirely to him and making the decision if he really wanted to go through with becom-

ing a priest.
"I was shaving one day - in fact, most of my
revelations occur during shaving and I realized
that the decision to enter the priesthood had already been made. All I had to do was acknowledge
it."
Himes said that he was attracted to the Society of Jesus, but saw the importance of becoming a
diocesan priest because they are immersed in the
life of their parish and help to shape parishioners'
-

Renters' insurance a good idea for off-campus students
By Ryan Heffernan & Kari Russ
Special to The Heights
Six Boston College students have
moved this semester after their apartment
was robbed earlier this month. Tracy
Clifford, A&S '04, said she and her roommates moved aftter much of their belongings were stolen from their apartment at
I
1711 Commonwealth Ave.
came home from class and I went to my
room to check my e-mail and I noticed
my computer was missing," said Clifford.
"So I went to check it in my roommate's
room, and her computer was missing
too."
Clifford said that computers, a jewelry box, and several other items were all
missing from her apartment. She and her
roommates called the police, and when
they arrived, they discovered that the
thief had not broken into the apartment,
but had entered with a key.
"We also called our landlord, who
came to the apartment," said Clifford.
"

"He blamed it on us and said it's our
fault that we're not more careful. Then
we figured out that there'd been keys
floating around."
Clifford said the landlord agreed to
let the six girls out of their lease, and
they have since moved. She said all the
girls' belongings were covered under
their parents' insurance, although Assistant Dean Paulette Durrett from the
Office of the Dean for Student Development (ODSD), said this is not the case
for all students.
"Students need to find out if they're
covered under their parents' insurance,
and if they're not, then they need to get
[renter's insurance]," she said.
Durrett also suggested that students moving off campus request that
their landlord change the locks before
they move in. "That way whoever lived
there before can't just arbitrarily come
back, or even just lose their keys and
have someone else find them," she said.
In most cases, the landlord is not

liable for the lessee's belongings. "All

personal property is [the lessee's] responsibility," said Ryan Kelleher, an
agent at Great Places Realty. "It's in the
lease. If [students] want to protect themselves, they can get renter's insurance.
Not too many people do it, though."
Matthew Calkins, an agent at AllBright Real Estate, said that his agency
advises lessees to get renter's insurance
for their personal belongings. "I don't
know for sure how many students I rent
to take out renter's insurance, but very
few students ask me about it," he said.
Durrett said she doesn't think real
estate agents always mention renter's
insurance to their clients, so students
should be "proactive" in getting information about it. "The onjy place I've
seen it mentioned or seen informationrig,
passed out is on campus," she said.
According to www.insweb.com, a
Web site that allows you to search and
compare insurance quotes estimated that
the annual premium for renters' insur-

nity to kind of trail in with the BC students, scope out what you have, and
then come back at another date."
Durrett encouraged students to
leave a radio or light on in their apartment while no one is home, and not to
leave doors open at any time.
"Even if you're just running downstairs to the laundry room, take your
keys," she said. "That way your door is
never open so anyone can just walk in."
Information on off-campus living,
including renter's insurance, can be
found in the off-campus housing office
within the Office of Residential Life, said
Durrett. In addition, an off-campus housing fair will take place today from 11 a.m.
to 3 p.m. in the Heights Room in Lower
Campus Dining Facility, where students
can obtain information about various
aspects of off-campus living. Information can also be found on the Residential Life Web site (www.bc.edu/housing)
and in the Residential Life office in
Rubenstein Hall.

ance for a two-bedroom apartment on
Commonwealth Avenue would be between $277 and $411. Actual insurance
costs vary depending on an individual's
possessions and their cost, as well as
apartment size and location.
Durrett said that if students experience a theft off campus, there is not much
the University can offer them. "Students
when they are off campus have a private
lease arrangement with their landlord,
and the college really isn't a party to
that," she said.
Insuring one's belongings is just
one aspect of off-campus security, said
Durrett.
"Students have to be more aware of
their surroundings when they're offcampus," she said. "The.same propping
of doors that is prohibited*gn campus
should be prohibited in your off-campus apartment because it has the same
kind of results unwanted people in the
building. Also, if you have a gathering,
it also lets anybody have the opportu-

Notre Dame
pep rally
Club night hits Newton Campus set for Tuesday
"The point was to provide an on-campus
club which is free of drugs, alcohol, and smoking,"
?Stas Gayshan
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By Rosanne Palatucci
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was transformed into an "underground club" with a strobe light,

glow-in-the-dark decorations, and
a fog machine last Thursday night.
The event, co-sponsored by the
Office of Residential Life and the
UGBC Senate, was the first of
many Thursday "club" nights on
Newton Campus.
'The idea was to get this happening every Thursday or every
other Thursday. The point was to
provide an on-campus club that is
free of drugs, alcohol, and smoking," said Stas Gayshan, one of
the event's organizers and CSOM
'04.
Gayshan said the club was
open to all students, even though
it is located on Newton Campus,

which houses only freshman
dorms and the Boston College
Law School. Gayshan, an RA in
Cushing Hall on Newton Campus,
explained that he had used the
Barat House basement for other
functions and thought it was
"very fitting for an underground
club, it being underground."
Gayshan said the night
started off slowly, but attendance
later peaked at around 150 people.
"I had no idea what kind of turnout there would be because this is
the first time that we've held something like this."
There was no entrance fee for
the event, and refreshments were
free. Three BC DJs provided the
music for the club: Damien Dong,
CSOM '03, Yuriy Kryvosheya,
CSOM '04, and John Vatour,
CSOM '04, rotated working
throughout the night.

"I haven't seen anything like
this at BC forever. It's something
different," said Dong.
Kryvosheya explained that
the music he plays depends on
what the crowd wants to hear. "[I
play] the way it falls for the crowd.
You have to get the crowd going,
and play something that everyone
can relate to," he said.
Dong agreed. "You just have
to feel the crowd. I usually spin
techno, but that's not that popular at BC, so I'll probably be spinning more trance. There's a lot of
New York influence in what I

spin."
Gayshan said he is optimistic
about future Thursday nights. "1
think it was a worthwhile event
and that we'll do it again, but more
publicity will certainly be in order
in the future."

Alcohol Research

Tried Cocaine?
Earn up to $650
R IllcLean Hospital research group is studying
the effects of cocaine and other drugs on the
brain and behauior. Vou may qualify for this
study if you:

are a male 21 35 years old
are willing to glue blood samples
use cocaine occasionally
can come to ITlcLean for 5 uisits

events.

A pep rally is set for this Tuesday at 7 p.m. on
O'Neill Plaza, complete with apple cider, donuts,
and host Elvyra. A new episode of "Boogie
Heights" is set to air November 4. Diversity month
has been set for February, a change from April last
year. Noted linguist and political critic Noam
Chomsky has been scheduled for an appearance
at BC the last week of March.
In coordination with Residential Life, UGBC
will host a series of informal "Table Talks" addressing housing issues. An International Dinner has
been scheduled for November 13 in the Walsh Dining Room.
LIZWINKOWSKI

Earn up to $800
A McLean Hospital research group
is studying the effects of alcohol and other drugs on brain and

behavior.

looking for men and women to help us
understand how gender influences the effects
of tobacco cigarettes.

A research group is

You may qualify for the study if you:

You may qualify for the study if you:
Are 18-35 years old
Are 21-35 years old

Are available to come to McLean Hospital for multiple visits

Use alcohol regularly

Smoke tobacco cigarettes

Are willing to give blood samples

Drink alcohol occassionally or socially

Are able to come to McLean for multiple visits

Are willing

For more Information call:

617-855-3823

each department regarding recent and upcoming

Gender Research

Earn up to $700

-

(transportation is prouided)

The UGBC Cabinet reconvened Sunday after-

noon for its weekly meeting, including updates from

(transportation may be provided)
For more information call
(888) 999-5655

to

give blood samples
For more information call
(617) 855-3823
Taxis provided for all study visits
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Lynch School is worth celebrating

A

brief look at the work of the Society of
Jesus shows that the Jesuits appreciate the

value ofeducation as much as anyone. St.
Ignatius Loyola, the founder of the Jesuits, established the first Jesuit school at Messina in 1548.
Approximately 4,600 Jesuits provide education in
56 countries, with 356 high schools and 186 postsecondary institutions, including 46 high school and
28 colleges and universities here in the United
States.

Jesuits clearly place the highest possible emphasis on education as an essential tool to "improve
the human condition," and thus Boston College's
decision in 1951 to begin the Lynch School of
Education seems to be a natural one. The Lynch
School marked its 50th anniversary last week with
a modest day of ceremoniesand conversation that
focused as much on the futureof the school as they
did on celebrating its past. As the school looks forward, the BC community must fully appreciate how
much the sometimes-overlookedLynch School is
an essential part of the University's past, present,

and future.
Father J. Donald Monan, the current University chancellor and the man who guided BC from
being a humble commuter school to a national university during his 24 years as University president,
knows the value of the Lynch School, saying during last week's ceremonies that the Lynch School
is "just coming into the fullness of its power" and
that no otherpart of BC has grown as much as the
Lynch School in the last 50 years. Peter and Carolyn
Lynch, for whom the Lynch School is named, also
showed the value they place on this Lynch School

by giving more than $10 million to the school in
years. U.S. News and World Report recog-

recent

nizes the Lynch Graduate School of Education as
the 21st best in the country. The dedicatedand talented faculty now rakes in more than $12 million
a year in research funds and has earned the school
national recognition for its specialty programs.
The people who can best attest to the Lynch
School's importance are the thousands of elementary, secondary, and post-secondary students who
will benefit directly from the graduates of the Lynch
School the researchers, administrators, psychologists, teachers, other academic professionals who
make the American education system tick. Even
as they are earning their degrees, Lynch School
students devote a full semester to student-teaching
in local schools, making an immediate, tangible im-

pact. In order to tackle the daunting challenges the
American educational system currently faces, the
nation needs more people like the dedicated students, graduates, and faculty of the Lynch School,
who are truly, men and women for others in the

Jesuit tradition.
Everyone here at Boston College should appreciate the Lynch School of Education's significant contributions to this university and to our society. As Dean Mary Brabecksaid last week, there's
more than enough work to keep everyone at the
Lynch School "busy for the next 50 years." Given
the talentedfaculty, administrators, benefactors, and
students who have propelledthe Lynch School forward since its founding, there's little doubt that
those next 50 years will make the first 50 seem
like just the beginning.

Don't bust on South Bend trip

This

Saturday's nationally televised rivalry
between two of the most prominent Catho-

lic universities in the country should make
for another historic day in BC's college football
scrapbook. For the students making the 800-plus
mile trek from Chestnut Hill to South Bend, the
weekend will go down as one of the most memorable events in their four years at BC.
It goes without saying that when on a fifteenhour road trip in a 29-foot RV with seven to ten of
your closest friends (with various legal and prob-

ing lots, especially after the game.
In the stands and on the tailgating field, behave as responsible fans. This might mean sacrificing that additional Busch Light?or at least refraining from throwing the empty cans onto the
field. Support the Eagles with the class and dignity
they deserve. And if you don't buy that, keep in
mind that Notre Dame anticipates rowdy behavior
from BC students andhas emphasized their heightened security plans for the game the one thing
you don't want to face when you get back to BC is
a date with the Dean for Student Development.
Remember that even in South Bend, you represent Boston College. Win or lose, our reputation
rests almost as much on the fans as it does on the
team. Make the time and money you've invested
into the weekend worthwhile.Use your better judg-

ably illegal activities taking place onboard), anumberof things could go wrong before they go right.
Nevertheless, students can take a number of precautions to ensure a safe and enjoyable weekend.
For starters, watch out for one another. It can
be easy to get lost among the anticipated crowd of
ment during all parts of the trip
even the sober80,000-plus in Notre Dame Stadium, not to thepossible trouble to be had in the wild tailgating scene ing ride home and root for your Eagles to knock
outside the game. Stay in groups and keep an eye off the Fighting Irish.
out for your friends and fellow students in the park-

-

Digesting Dining Services

Among

the many images of college life in
American pop culture, the scene in Animal House where John Belushi's Bluto
piles pretty much everything intothe cafeteria onto
his tray is legendary. You won'tfind many people
stacking up burgers and gorging on macaroons in
BC's dining halls a la Belushi, but students and
other members of the BC community gobble up
tens of thousands of meals a day, of which BC Dining Services dishes out the vast majority. Only residence halls come close to a campus' dining service
in terms of an impact on the average college
student's quality of life.
Many colleges choose to bring in outside companies such as Sodexho Marriott to provide campus dining service, and BC's choice to run its own
internal service allows for a lot of flexibility (not
to mention the fringebenefit of providingpart-time
employment for many BC students). The best example of such flexibility is that the dining halls
run on the la carte system, wherestudents buy what
they want, instead of using a flat-rate, traditional
cafeteria system. Students can take their food wherever they want they want to go (important, given
how crowded the dining hall can be), and the din-

ing halls sell plenty of food to go, everything from
fruit, cereal, and bread to chips, salsa, candy, and
soda. Other creative options such as pre-wrapped
sandwiches and salads and sushi spice up students'
diets and are great for people on the run. The menu
options change on a daily basis, occasional special
theme nights and brunches spice things up, and
while every meal might not be a "gourmet" experience, the food is pretty good the most important consideration. It might not be cheap (a common complaint), but then again, what's cheap in a
big city like Boston? The numbers in BCDS' "Dare
to Compare" posters are probably skewed to reflect well on BC, but the overall cost of the meal
plans seems to stack up pretty well.
Considering the sheer volume of meals that
Dining Services serves on a daily basis, the people
who work hard behind the scenes deserve a lot of
credit - they're doing a good, and often
underappreciated, job. Part of the secret to Dining
Services' success is thoughtful, creative leadership
the decision to hold taste tests to make menu
choices is a great example of putting what students
(read: customers) want first. Comment cards are a
-

-

common sight in dining halls, and in the past, Dining Services has put up largepads ofpaperon which
students can write suggestions. But while Dining
Services deservescreditfor its success, it must seek
to improve in the areas where students find it lack-

ing.
Although long lines have improved since the
beginning of the fall, they're still a regular sight
during peak times. The additional 300 beds in the
sophomore/junior dormitory won't include
will add to the
crowds at Lower. Dining Services Director Pat
Bando said in a Heights interview thatLower can
accommodate more students with a few slight
changes, but the BC administration should explore
other options as well. Dining Services changed the
original plans for the new Hillside Cafe to include
extended hours and accommodate more students,
a goodexampleofwhat could alleviate overcrowding. Anotherneeded improvement is to open every
possible register and serving station during peak
times. There's little sense in wasting students' times
and crowding the dining facilities if a couple extra
open registers could help.
For years, student government leaders have
clamoredfor the University to add more goods and
new

kitchens, and thus, those residents

services that can be purchased with the EagleOne
card. Some progress has been made using Eagle
Bucks in the laundry facilities and Bookstore is a
great convenience. But the long-discussed possibility of other external food options to the card have
made next to no headway in recent years. Domino's
is great, but it's certainly not the healthiest takeout option, and it gets old after a while. One would
think that ifBCDS was motivated, it wouldn't have
a lot of trouble finding restaurants to participate,
especially given the success of "alternative" meal
plans run by private businesses in the Boston area.
It would technically mean some money out of the
pockets of Dining Services, but the additional gain
of allowing those who don't have kitchens or don't
want to cook to order in on the card instead of further taxing the dining facilities benefits students
and Dining Services alike.
With new challenges on the horizon, BCDS
must continue to come up with creative ways to
balance the needs of students with the realities of a
large-scale dining service on a crowded campus.
After all, Dining Services is what's for dinner.
-

LETTERS

Torah arrival deserves more attention
To the Editor:
Flipping through last week's
edition of The Heights, which we
had been eagerly awaiting, we
were stunned when we were unable to find a story about what we
consider to be a momentous event
in the history of the University.
This event, we find it necessary to
report on for the edification of the
student body, was the dedication
of a Torah to the Christian-Jewish
Learning Center for the use of
Boston College Hillel - the Jewish student association on campus.
We're sure many ofyou have questions about this: What is a Torah?
Why was it donated to BC? There
are Jewish students on campus?
Let me explain.
A Torah is a scroll, written in
Hebrew, containing the first five
books of the Hebrew Bible. This
means that the Torah includes the
Hebrew text found in Genesis,
Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers and
Deuteronomy. For a Jew, the Torah is greatly celebrated and immensely necessary. We read from
it weekly during services in the
synagogue, study from it independently, and even dance with it on
certain holidays. The other, more
earthly, aspect of a Torah is that it
is an extremely valuable object. A
scroll is hand-written with no mistakes allowed. One scroll can take
a good scribe a year to create, thus
explaining the high cost. This
scroll was taken to a scribe to
verify its accuracy, and declared
kosher.
Understanding the incredible
significance of the Torah should
help you understand why the gift
of a Torah to any community is a
momentous event. Imagine now
what the meaning of this gift is to
a community where Jews are far
from the majority. If the enormity
of this is just beginning to become
clear, let me tell you the inspirational story of this Torah.
The Torah recently given to

Submission policy
The Heights welcomes Letters to
the Editor not exceeding 400
words from the Boston College
community. Said letters do not
include anonymous letters,
poems, or fictional work. The
Heights also welcomes column
submissions for its op/ed pages.
Columns must be from 450 to
900 words in length.
The Heights reserves the right to
reject letters and columns and
edit for clarity, brevity, accuracy,
and to prevent libel. Submissions
must be signed and should
include the author's connection
to Boston College, address, and
phone number.
Letters and columns can be
submitted on-line at
www.bcheights.com, by e-mail to
editor@bcheights.com, in person
or by mail to Editor, The Heights,
113 McElroy Commons,
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BC is over 80 years old not an
amazing fact on its own, but it gets
better. This Torah's original home
was a synagogue in Poland before
the outbreak of World War 11.
When the war did break out and
Nazis invaded, many synagogues,
including the one that housed this
Torah, were burned to the ground.
A Catholic priest living in the
town, upon seeing the synagogue
set on fire, rushed into the building and rescued the scroll. As Jews
were oppressed and eventually
sent to the concentration camps,
this priest kept the Torah, out of
harm's way, for 21 years. He was
looking for a Jew to give the scroll
to, but at that time in Poland this
was not an easy task.
This is where Boston College
comes in. During the war, it had
been home to a Jewish student,
Yale Richmond, who graduated in
1943. Mr. Richmond's BC education began him in a careeras a foreign diplomat, which eventually
landed him in Poland. While in
Poland. Mr. Richmond was put in
touch with the priest who gave him
the scroll. Mr. Richmond kept the
scroll for 42 years, and received
many offers to buy the scroll. However, as none of those seemed like
the right fit, he continued holding
the scroll until one day this summer when he found the Boston
College Center for Christian-Jewish Learning online. According to
Mr. Richmond, he knew exactly
what to do, he emailed Rabbi Ruth
Langer, Professor of Theology at
BC and Associate Director of the
Center for Christian-Jewish
Learning, and asked if they would
like the Torah. Through their correspondence, they determined that
the Torah would be for the use of
the Jewish students on campus,
and the rest is history.
Mr. Richmond brought the
scroll to BC on Oct. 1 and a dedication service was held on that day
in the Multifaith Chapel. To ex-

The

press our joy at the gift, as well as
our thanks, we danced with the
Torah while a Klezmer Band
played. Mr. Richmond spoke, as
did Father Appleyard, Rabbi
Langer, and Hillel President, Brian
Lerman. We heard its story, read
from it, and placed it in its new
home, an arc (cabinet where the
Torah is stored) specially designed
and built by Boston College carpenters.
The addition of a Torah begins a new chapter in the history
ofBC Hillel, who have gained the
ability to have Shabbat and holiday services on campus, which
translates to the ability to build a
stronger community, meet the
growing needs of its students, and
be a spiritual home to Jewish students. We're now supported by not
only a faculty advisor, but also
privileged to have a Hillel professional on campus from the Hillel
Regional Office, Hillel Council of
New England who both help to
serve our Jewish community.
The immensity of this gift was recognized by many, including The
Boston Globe, The Boston Herald,
and even The Washington Post.
The story also found a place on
campus in the forms of The
Chronicle and Crossroads newspapers, as well as on-line on
Infoeagle. The event is important
to acknowledge in relation to
Christian-Jewish relations as is our
story that we share together, and
something we can all be proud of.
Hillel
this
appreciates
acknowledgement and is disappointed thatThe Heights, the largest student newspaper on campus,
did not find this story worthy of
space in its last issue. Hopefully,
with our growing programming,
we will merit space in future issues
as we have in the past.
Brian Lerman
A&S '03
President, BC Hillel
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LETTERS
College Republicans question Heights coverage
To the Editor:
"UGBC Cabinet announces
Vanilla Ice concert" (Oct. 8 2002)
is a dangerous example of the
sloppy journalism plaguing The
Heights these days. The article,
which summarizes a recent UGBC
Cabinet meeting, ends with the remarks of Ravi Kalwani, director of
social issues for UGBC and A&S
'05. Regarding the recent National
Day of Action, in which a number
of BC students voiced opposition
to the United States' response to
terrorism, Mr. Kalwani commented on some signs in the
Dustbowl promoting the event,
which were allegedly torn down.
He said that the acts were perpetrated "by people that may be in
the Young Republicans" or other
people in favor of war with Iraq.
This statement is an egregious affront to the College Republicans,
and The Heights' publication of it
is an even more serious blow to the
art of journalism itself.
As a vice chair of BC's College Republicans, the organization
I believe Mr. Kalwani was shooting for (The Young Republicans
are a different organization entirely), I found Mr. Kalwani's accusation highly offensive. His
statement is simply not rooted in
fact. As Heights readers may or
may not know (since the event was
not covered in The Heights), the
BC College Republicans staged a
"counter-protest" event in the
Dustbowl across from the National
Day of Action event. Our intent
was to provide an alternate point
of view to those passing through
theDustbowl that day, a peaceful
intent to show support for our
government's actions in thwarting
terror. We were not there to tear
down signs and immaturely betray
our cause through acts of vandalism.
As a member of the BCCR
Executive Board, I held a sign at
the event for almost an hour and a
half, and I witnessed no such acts
of vandalism. In fact, I find Mr.
Kalwani's remarks extremely
ironic, since 1 defy anyone to show
me an organization that has more
signs torn down than the one he is
accusing! Namedropping the Col-

lege Republicans offers no more
insight inlo the sign removal than
would mentioning any other club's
name. To even implicate the College Republicans shows Mr.
Kalwani's fundamental ignorance
of ourclub's methods and motives,
and ignores the fact that politically
active non-Liberals can hold
peaceful demonstrations without
being destructive.
Far more offensive than the
actual quote, however, is the fact
that it appeared in The Heiglits as
printed. On the topic of fair and
accurate reporting, I refer The
Heights' editorial board to the Society of Professional Journalists'
Code of Ethics (www.spj.org/
etliic.s__code.asp), a code professional journalists strive to abide by,
and, one would think, The Heights,
in the interest of appearing professional, would give credence to as
well. Bullet 2 of the code states that
journalistsshould "diligently seek
out subjects of news stories to give
them the opportunity to respond to
allegations of wrongdoing." Simply put, our club was not contacted
to comment on Mr. Kalwani's accusation, nor were we offered the
opportunity to refute this erroneous and improper claim.
It is the purpose of this letter
to do just that; however, the fact
is, the damage has already been
done. Our organization has been
mentioned by a member of the
student government, no less in
conjunction with a purported act
of vandalism, and a huge portion
of the Boston College community
has observed this. By publishing
the offending article as-is, The
Heights exercised incredibly poor
judgment in the realm of fair reporting. Through its blatant ignorance of the most fundamental tenets of legitimate journalism, it has
compromised its integrity and
done a disservice to itself and the
school it purports to be the voice
-

-

of.

Hal Mackins
A&S '04
Vice Chair, College Republicans
of Boston College

Media overload "makes him God"
Dave Storey

Australian victims
worth consideration
To the Editor:
The Oct. 22 edition of The
Heights contains a piece by Jeremy
Raelin regarding the recent terrorist attack in Bali, Indonesia. However, the piece leaves several
things to be desired. First, this was
the largest terrorist attack since
September 11. Why is it relegated
to the Marketplace section? Second, more importantly, Mr. Raelin
does not recognize the true target
of this brutal attack, the nation of
Australia. About three quarters of
those killed in the blast were Australians, yet Mr. Raelin does not
even mention that country once in
his article. After the September 11
attacks in the United States, Australians were among the first to
show their sympathy and solidarity to theUnited States. Since then,
they have been outstanding allies,
their loyalty surpassed by no-one
and matched only by Great Britain. In fact, Americans and Australians have shed blood together
in six wars (World Wars I and 11,
Korea, Vietnam, Gulf War, Afghanistan). Along with the British,
Australians are more than our allies, they are our brothers. For The
Heights not to recognize this and
mourn Australia's loss is shameful. To my fellow BCers, I call on
you to show the same level of support for Australia that they showed
for us during that terrible time last
year. To do otherwise would be,
well, unbrotherly. God bless
America, and God bless Australia.

"This one's gonna go on, and on, and on."
"Why?" "Because it makes him God," says Edward
Norton's character in the recent blockbuster film Red
Dragon about a serial killer and the authorities' efforts to profile and apprehend him. Of course, this is
exactly what has been going on in the Maryland/Washington, D.C. area right now. Many people in the media
are as they always do - blathering about the disease
of violence being spread throughout the popular
psyche. They cite patterns: the highest rated television show is C.5.1.; the highest grossing film this
month is Red Dragon; that we are a culture infected
by violence. Yet they fail to realize something: they
too are a part of the media, just like the actors and
actresses on screen. And they too are spreading a dis-

ease.

The disease is the media itself.
"Mister policeman, I am God," says the tarot card
leit

oy

ine

sniper

at

one or

the crime

scenes.

Can

of fear paralyzed the surrounding region. ,-jjM
Fifty miles of 1-95 was shut down forjjij
hours; a man was seen pumping gas in aH
bullet proof vest; high school football H
teams held practice indoors. All because 1
of one man. That is power indeed. Yet tB
the sniper couldn't have done this all on VF
his own, could he? Who could have granted Ft
him such God-like status? Naturally,
lgf m*
same press that points the finger at films
like Red Dragon. Yet we need to real- /
Jm?
ize something: CNN is just moreCT jNEf* f
popular culture. The sensationalizing \ WW \u25a0. .'
of such stories multiplies the original
terror they invoke, composing an atmo- j
sphere of over-proliferated information IM
that blinds more than it informs.
iJB|
"What can we do?" We ask the re- fejf /
porters. They raise their eyebrows and 'B|
\u25a0
say -as they've been saying since Sep- ffij
tember 11
"Just maintain an extra Km*
m
high level of awareness. We're all in
this together." But we're not. What
this burden of information produces is
IK
an environment of paranoia and preju- Ww C
dice. Nobody trusts anybody, because everyone
is a suspect. The dumber the reporters, the dumber
the people. The sniper never asked for all this attention. In fact, he left specific instructions on the tarot
card not to let the media know about it; not only did
they broadcast its existence, but they revealed the fact
that he didn't want it leaked! Yet don't forget, the
inclusion of such a juicy plot device makes for a much
richer and riveting story. Like Red Dragon, it boils
down to just another story. As in the movie, the killer
has been given a nickname the "Beltway Sniper."
What this does is establish a popular identity, which
he can either embrace or defy; it gives him a motive
to keep on going. Similarly, the killer in Red Dragon,
played by Ralph Fiennes, is given a catchy name: the
"Tooth Fairy." He is enraged at the label, and is in

the/TJr
'

JUf M
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Alum praises
Tacelli column
To the Editor:
Rev. Ronald K. Tacelli's article on homosexuality was both
excellent and accurate. Rarely does
the dialogue on homosexuality rise
above the stale cliches of "civil
rights." And I commend The
Heights for having the courage to
print it.
Matthew Richer
l;;
A&S '93

-

It's time to learn the lessons of
civil disobedience
Ruth Kirschner
tration not only to provide a course in non-violent
civil disobedience with Daniel Berrigan, SJ as the
professor, but to allow the establishment of a forum
or Center for Mindfulness, with the purpose of bringing together students of all ethnic origins, especially
Jews and Muslims, as well as faculty, administrators,
and students to voice their pain and grievances in a
calm manner that enables all participants to listen
deeply to each other, and thus find true peace, forgiveness and compassion in our own hearts and towards those in our immediate community. Only by
transforming the hurt, anger, and hatred in our own
hearts and minds, will we be able to encourage our
politicians and show them how to show real compassion towards other countries. We must acceptresponsibility for September 11 and then encourage our government and politicians, through showing our support of them, to acknowledge our part in such violence. If Boston College really wants to encourage
social justice, then all of us must demonstrate true
social justice, something that I clearly have seen is
not happening here.
As a disciple and follower of the Vietnamese
Buddhist monk, the Venerable Thich Nhat Hanh, 1
want to ask the BC administration, and the Jesuit community in particular, to invite him to Boston College
next Spring to give a public address, Day of Mindfulness, or even a retreat for all students, faculty, and
administrators. I can think of no better memorial for
victims of 9/11 than Center for Mindfulness or Forum for Compassion that would bring everyone in
the community together to work for true social justice and a true and lasting peace. The national press
will cover demonstrations, such as the one held in
Washington DC. this last Saturday, but never reports
the peace walks that countless Muslims and others
hold periodically in Washington D.C. There was such
an inter-faith peace walk on Friday, Oct. 25. It is about
time that the media start reporting activities that promote true peace. Yes, it takes time to transform our
hearts, never mind the hearts of others, but let Boston College be a leader in such a worthy effort. We
can have an effect on our leaders if we have the courage and willingness to stop and breathe deeply and
slowly before we speak. We must keep quiet until
we can respond with compassion and deep understanding. 1 invite mindful responses from all and any
members of the community. My e-mail address is
kirschner@bc.edu. Belter yet, express your ideas by
writing to The Heights.
Rulh Kirschner is a junior in the Lynch School of
Education.

fact spurred on to only more violence. Ironically, he
captures the reporter who is responsible, uses him to
create a popular image to his liking, and gruesomely
disposes of him. In fact, the killer actually uses a newspaper to communicate with Anthony Hopkins'
Hannibal Lector, another serial killer. The point is
that the press which is just another branch of the
media - has become merely a tool to aggravate already tragic situations. The more coverage the sniper
receives, the more he becomes God, the more he'll
keep on killing. After all, he has a reputation to live
up to.
There is much talk, at times like these, about patterns. Several of the murders occurred at a gas station. Several occurred in the general vicinity of
Michel's stores. People cite a pattern in the violence
of popular culture, and presume that it breeds serial
killers. These are not coherent patterns. They
-

merely exemplify the

we really disagree? Weeks ago, an explosion

-

Alex Fowler
A&S '06

'

Much has been spoken and written about George
Bush's latest resolution of declaring war against Iraq.
The activities of Oct. 7 on the Dustbowl were a good
attempt at encouraging students, alumni, and faculty
to voice their views on the U.S. attitude towards other
nations and peoples. It seemed that a relative fewer
members of the BC community supported the
government's action, and I want to take this opportunity to make a suggestion that, to the best of my
knowledge, has not yet been publicly stated by any
member of this community. A retired professor of the
sociology department here called upon the administration to offer a course in Non-Violent Civil Disobedience. 1 strongly urge not only that his call be
seriously considered, but that Fr. Daniel Berrigan, SJ
is invited to teach such a course.
In addition to this, 1 want to express my deep
concern about the fact that despite hundreds of telephone calls and telegrams to Senator John Kerry's
office, voicing opposition to Bush's resolution of War
Against Iraq and that he vote against it, he ignored
the people's wishes and voted for it. I understand from
the BC Democrats that John Kerry felt betrayed by
the Head of the Democratic Party and that since it is
now clear that Bush is leading us into a war with Iraq,
and the deaths not only of young American men, but
countless more deaths of Iraqi women and children,
it is important that Kerry is elected as President of
the United States in 2004! Although I understand
such sentiments, the means does not validate the end.
Changing the occupier of the White House will not
stop the escalating violence in the Middle East. The
President is elected for a four-year-term and at the
most for only two terms. Furthermore, without a transformation of the hearts and minds of our elected officials, nevermind of us, there can be no just and lasting peace.
Due to this reason, although I am a life-long
Democrat and have supported Kerry since I have been
a resident of Massachusetts (i.e. since November'93),
I will be voting against him on Nov. 5. Furthermore,
I strongly feel that for students from out-of-state to
vote in Massachusetts, although currently legal, is
both irresponsible and stuffing the ballot box! No one
should be allowed to do this in any state whatsoever
and since this law exists, I am determined to fight
against it. It was only as a result of a retreat I attended last August that I realize I have been irresponsible in voting a straight Democratic ticket only because my parents are life-long Democrats! Now is
the time to stop such irresponsibility on my part and
to encourage my fellow undergraduate students to
behave in a responsible manner.
In this respect, I also call upon the BC adminis-
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tendency of people to de-

rive an easy answer in the wake of chaos.
This is when we look at the big

.

.^j^Hr: The real pattern is the growing
Hppower of the press to work peopleup
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that have very little to

pit do with their everyday lives. It is
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phenomenon that has been brewing

the last few years, and it gets worse
new story. The school
\JBJ|W shooting at Columbine resulted
fe,
in a national revision of school
security and operation. Now
WE[ JO schools have "Code Blues" in
.JMSpcase °f an attack, measures that
f~ Wp are just as effective as the bomb
Kjjjrtff drills run in schools decades ago.
Nothing is really any safer, and it
IF never will be; the security is an illuwßjK sion, because it tries to prevent irraTOifc tional acts rationally. Every problem
, U B becomes everyone's problem.
//n§& Another example is the kidnapifeP' n 8 hubbub a couple of months
While the media bred terror
among parents, the numbers

I \u25a0eIL. with each
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'Jft

showed that there were actually less

kidnappings than the year before; the only difference
was the amount of press coverage.
And, of course, there is the granddaddy of them
all, September 11. That event was the culmination of
the aforesaid phenomenon, and gave birth to a media
even more pervasive, invasive, and influential. So it
goes with the sniper case.
The difference seems little, then, between the
reality and the fiction, Red Dragon. The sniper thus
becomes just a villain in the scary movie that we think
is our lives. Welcome to the Sniper Show. Playing at
all times, on all newsstands, on all computer screens.
Admission tree of charge. No purchase necessary.
David Storey is a junior in the College
College.

of Arts and

Iraq invasion fraught with costs
Ben Schupmann
An invasion of Iraq could
pose a grave problem for the
United States' security, economy,
and the well-being of the people,
and the justification for war is circumstantial at best. If invading Iraq
is a part of the War on Terror, then
what effect will a U.S. invasion of
Iraq have on terrorism? Arab resentment of the United States
stems from perceived imperialism
of their historical territory: the
sanctions on Iraq, the support of
the Shah in Iran, General
Musharraf in Pakistan, and the
Saudi Aristocracy. An Iraq invasion/regime change will have a
similar effect. According to the
Times, "Anger over a United States
presence in Iraq will only help
groups seeking to attack American
interests in the name of
Islam.. .This atmosphere makes it
very easy for Al Qaeda to operate
It makes the soil very fertile to
launch attacks and to recruit
...

people."
If the United States military
presence in the Gulf region causes
terrorism, it is clear that the invasion of Iraq will run directly contrary to the War on Terrorism, to
stop terrorism. In urging not to invade Iraq, the left is trying to stop
another terrorist attack, like September 11, from occurring again.
This is not to say the right is not
also interested in doing the same,
but that it has missed an important
piece of the puzzle.
It is incorrect that the campaign against Saddam Hussein and
his development of WMDs is the
most important terrorism. Pakistan
has already taught North Korea the
secret of the nuclear bomb. This
flow of nuclear secrets needs to be
stopped immediately, or the United
States' risks more states obtaining
them. People can speculate that
Saddam has the bomb as much as
they want. The reality is that North
Korea has them, and Pakistan is
still sharing secrets.
Although Saddam has tried to

develop them, Scott Ritter, direc-

went alone at this time." An occu-

tor of inspections testifies, "All of

pational force would be subject to

their instruments and facilities
attacks not unlike those suffered
have been destroyed." To rebuild
by the marines in Lebanon, which
the facilities "they'd have to start resulted in a United States withfrom scratch, having been deprived drawal from the region. We canof all equipment, facilities and renot withdraw from Iraq or risk a
search. They'd have to procure the worse regime taking power; there
complicated tools and technology will be many suicide and guerilla
required through front companies. attacks on U.S. soldiers.
This would be detected." Ritter
General Scowcroft says, "It
says this with confidence because
would undoubtedly be expensive."
all shipments into Iraq are moniWar has not had a positive ecotored using economic sanctions.
nomic effect in recent times. The
Saddam might not cooperate with
Vietnam War cost the United States
the UN, but he cannot escape its the Bretton Woods System of exwatchful eye.
change, caused inflation, and
If Saddam had Weapons of crippled the economy. The Gulf
Mass Destruction, war would leave War plunged the United States into
him with the conclusion that he has a recession; the Internet boom
no reason to hold back his forces,
pulled us back out. Part of our abilaccording to U.S. Persian Gulf ity to recover also came from the
Generals and the Director of the fact that Germany and Japanpaid
CIA. "The agency line is that it is for the War, not the U.S. The
basically unlikely that Iraq would United States would foot the bill
this time, and given the current
give weapons of MassDestruction
to terrorists...except when he beeconomy, it is safe to expect that
lieves he is likely to be toppled." further deficit spending would
Saddam would unleash whatever have a very negative effect.
WMDs he has at U.S. friendly tarIraq does not have the means
to build weapons of mass destrucgets in range. This would be terrible, and is the last thing that anytion, and any attempt to get them
body wants. Despite the fact that would alert the United Nations.
Saddam does NOT have WMDs,
Even if he had WMDs, it would
it would be senseless to invade if be better not to invade, for fear of
he did because of the consehim using them in desperation bequences.
cause it will result in more terrorSaddam is a horrible man. He ist attacks, cost many U.S. lives,
ruins the lives of his people and and wreck the already ruined
the lives of people in surrounding economy. Saddam is at bay, and we
countries. However, if the U.S. inshould focus on more important
vades to remove him, it would terrorist concerns and then attempt
have a devastating effect on U.S. to resolve the Iraq problem through
armed forces and the economy. means besides senseless warfare.
General Schwarzkopf, commander
When one looks at the complete
of Operations Desert Shield and picture, it is clear that invading Iraq
Desert Storm, says there will be a is a terrible idea. Despite the reforce of 400,000, 100,000 of moval of a horrible dictator, the
which are members of Saddam's cost of more terrorism, dead U.S.
elite Republic Guard and Palace soldiers, and a crippled economy
Guard, not a discountable force.
will be far worse.
"It's not going to be an easy
battle...During the Gulf War we Benjamin Schupmann is a junior
had an international force.. .1 think in the College ofArts and Sciences.
that we would be lacking if we
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Carney's Pizza (2-1128)
Toppings:

Cheese, Pb>peroni, Meatball, Italian Sausa6E, Ham,
Buffalo Chicken, Pineapple, 6reen peppers. Black Owes, Onions,
Mushrooms, sliced Tomatoes, and extra cheese.

Tw One of Our 'Specialty" Pizzas
Cheese Pizza: Mozzarella cheese

with Newmans Own Bombolina

Sauce

pepperoni pizza: moundof pffperoni with mozzarella cheese and paul nbvmans own

Bombolina sauce

Hawaiian Pizza: Diced ham. pineapples,

mozzarella cheese and newmans Bombolina

sauce

Buffalo chkj®j

pizza:

Marinated chicken breast with mozzarella cheese and house

SAUCE.

ve6etarian: seasoned vbBetajles with mozzarella cheese and newmans bombolina
Sauce

Combo 1
2L

I

Combo 2

6 3-Toppin6 Pizza
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«

2LITEftCOKE

2UTERCOXE
4
Boneless Buffalo Pwsers (8)

$».99

$24.99

Sunday-Thursday4:3o-11:30 P.M.

FWdayA Saturday4:3o P.M.-1:30

AM.
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Men's ice hockey wins
two, improves to 5-0

Jake Berry
This is the first installment of a twopart series in
which I will explore the endless
shortcomings of
the University of

\u25a0 BC 4, UMass-Lowell 3
BC 4, Wisconsin 2
By Chris Fernando
Heights Staff

Notre Dame football program.
I hate the University of Notre
Dame. I hate everything about it.

table?
Screw that!
Few schools have given Notre
Dame more fits over the past decade
than Boston College. The Eagles have
won two of the last three games
against the Irish, and it was only nine
years ago when the Eagles singlehandedly brought an end to the
Irish's national title hopes (an honor
that has eluded the program ever

since).
Notre Dame fans would like to
say that there is no rivalry, that is
entirely one-sided. But I would bet
that the Notre Dame faithful remember that fateful day in November of
'93 as well as we do here in Chestnut
Hill.
It was windy and it was cold, and
it was never supposed to be close.
Notre Dame was undefeated and topranked, and coming off of a big win
over Florida State. Boston College
was 7-2 and had opened its season
by losing the first two games. The
win over Florida State had left the
Irish as the only undefeated team in
the country, and BC was to be its last
stepping stone on the path to the national championship.
Four quarters later, a4l -yard field
goal by place-kicker David Gordon
gave BC the win, and left the Irish
one game short of its title. Florida
State went on to take the championship, and Notre Dame has not been
in real title contender since. Yet Notre
Dame fans would like you to believe
that there is no rivalry. I hate Notre
Dame.
This year, the Irish are undefeated
once again. Again, they are coming
off a strong win over Florida State,
and once again, they are right in the
midst of the national title hunt. Although our football season has not
yet amounted to much, the Eagles
have a chance to once again shock
the college football world and ruin
the title hopes of their rivals in denial.
Jake Berry is the sports editor ofThe
Heights. His column appears weekly
in this space.

www.bcheights.com

Changing directions

I hate the
University of
Notre Dame

I hate its history, I hate its prestige, and I hate the unwarranted reverence it gets within the world of college football.
I hate Notre Dame's football program. I hate its players. I hate its fans,
and I hate its mascot. I hate Notre
Dame.
Did you know that just hours
after last Saturday's win over Florida
State, the Notre Dame athletic department put on sale T-shirts that read
"Tradition Triumphs."
How arrogant can you get? The
Irish beat a pretty good Florida State
team, I'll give them that, but it was a
single game, not a national championship.
Who prints up T-shirts for a midseason, non-conference game? The
same type of team that refuses to join
a major conference because it would
be below them, I suppose. The same
type of team that boasts a national
television contract with NBC that is
more lucrative than that of most pro
teams. I hate Notre Dame.
I hate how rooting for Notre
Dame has become more definitively
American than the Statue of Liberty;
I hate the way people look at Notre
Dame Stadium as if it were some sort
of sanctuary; and I hate the way that
the University eats it up. But what I
hate most of all is the way the Irish
look down on Boston College. Many
at Notre Dame like to hold themselves
far above the rivalry that we cling to
so dearly. I mean, of course, with opponents like Michigan, Florida State,
Nebraska and Tennessee regularly on
schedule, what could a fledgling
school like BC possibly bring to the

Inside:
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Place kicker Sandro Sciortino missed his second field goal of the game in overtime.

Overtime loss leaves BC winless
in Big East conference play
yard attempt in their possession of the

\u25a0 Pittsburgh 19,
Boston College 16 (OT)

extra session.

By Andrew Smith

to

Heights

Staff

PITTSBURGH

The las! time

a football

team traveled from Boston to Heinz Field
was the Patriots' domination of the Pitts-

burgh Steelers in last year's AFC Championship game. The Boston College football team did not find a similar fate as
they fell to the University of Pittsburgh
in overtime, 19-16, in a game with a huge
impact on the Big East bowl picture.
With Virginia Tech and Miami occupying the upper echelon of the conference, games like this separate the
teams with impressive conference
records and those struggling for bowl
bids. Sandro Sciortino missed a 39-yard
field goal on the Eagles' first possession of the overtime after the Panthers'
freshman kicker David Abdul made a 45-

The Eagles struggled all game long
capitalize on their opportunities. Finally, with less than eight minutes left in
the fourth quarter and the Eagles trailing 13-9, the offense found its way into
the end zone. Sean Ryan's acrobatic 15yard touchdown catch from Brian St.
Pierre gave the Eagles a 16-13 lead. Panther linebacker Gerald Hayes tipped the
pass and while Ryan was falling down

he corralled in the wobbling ball with
one hand.
The BC defense, which played
strong all day, .contained the Panthers
potent offense for the next two drives.
After these two stops, the Eagles held
possession with just over two minutes
remaining in the fourth quarter. The
Eagles faced a third down situation and
the Panthers had no timeouts remain-

See Field goal==, B8

CHESTN UT HILL - The Boston College
men's hockey team is off to its best start
since the 1983-84 season when it won
the first seven games. The Eagles made
a clean sweep of their games this weekend as they defeated UMass-Lowell, 43, on Saturday night, and took down the
Badgers of Wisconsin on Friday night
with a 4-2 win.
The win over the River Hawks improved the Eagles' record in Hockey East
conference play to 2-0 and remained unbeaten overall at 5-0.
It did not take long for the Eagles to
get on the board against Lowell as
sophomore Ty Hennes collected his second goal in as many nights as he put in
a rebound off a Dave Spina shot. The
goal came at 11:27 of the opening period, and freshman Chris Coffins was
credited with the assist as well.
With the first period winding down,
sophomore defenseman J.D. Forrest
skated into the middle of the River
Hawk's zone and fired a slap shot that
got between the legs of goaltender Chris
Davidson. The goal was somewhat of a
demoralizing moment for Lowell since
there was only one second remaining in
the period.
The River Hawks made a statement
that they would not go away quietly as
they cut the deficit in half only 45 seconds into the second period. The Eagles
were quick to respond as sophomore
center Ryan Shannon, moved up to the
first line in the absence of Ben Eaves,
netted a shortbanded tally. Forrest and
freshman Peter Harrold picked up the

assists.
The lead went to three goals later
on that period as sophomore John
Adams notched his first collegiate goal
with Shannon and Ryan Murphy both
assisting on the play. While the River
Hawks made it a one-goal game in the
third period, senior netminder Tim
Kelleher stopped 20 shots and held on
for the victory.
Friday night's contest again Wisconsin was highlighted on the calendar
for a few reasons. It was to be a good
early season test for the Eagles and it
would give brothers Ben and Patrick
Eaves a chance to face theirfather, Mike,

HEIGHTS PHOTO / SAMANTHA MASSIE

With a 5-0 start to the season, the men's
hockey team has had much to celebrate.
who coaches the Badgers.
As it would happen, Ben, the elder
of the two brothers, missed the game
with a rib injury. It was tough for the
junior captain to sit out a game that was
so highly anticipated.
"There was a great atmosphere and
a great crowd," said Ben. "It would have
been great to be skating out there tonight with my brother and against my
dad, but I guess it just wasn't in the cards
tonight. I was really proud of Patrick tonight. He had a great game."
The younger of the two, Patrick.
then assumed

center stage as he netted
two first period goals. Both tallies came
in the first eight minutes of the game as
the Eagles took a commanding 4-0 lead

into the first intermission. Being down
four to a team of BC's caliber is a tough
mountain to climb back up.
"I know that Denver got caught in
the same thing we did," said Badgers
Head Coach Mike Eaves. "It's tough to
come back and you have to get off to a
great start and they did. We had to play
perfect hockey just to get back into the

game."
Spina opened the flood gates less
than two minutes into the contest and

See Eagles, B7

French leads through determination
By Amanda Montesano
For The

HEIGHTS

PHOTO/ HADLEY
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Junior captain Kim French has provided determination and strength
to the field hockey team through her three years in Chestnut Hill.

Heights

The image of a group of
girls adorned in skirts, holding
sticks, and chasing a ball
around a field has often led to
field hockey players to be
falsely categorized as "chicks
with sticks" or "flirts in skirts."
Not only are these cliches false
in the sense that they are deceiving, but even more so in the
sense that they entail the completely opposite being of a field
hockey player.
Determination, motivation,
and strength are the true characteristics of a field hockey
player. Considering Boston
College's field hockey record
this year, the determination,
motivation, and strength of the

players have surely been factors in the 10-3 season thus far.
Clearly, all of the BC players
possess these characteristics to
some degree.
Kim French, junior co-captain of the field hockey team
does not only possess these
characteristics, but she is a virtual embodiment of all three.
These unyielding characteristics have helped to produce
success in all aspects of
French's life. They have also
proved vital to her leadership
role on the team and the success that BC's field hockey team
has encountered thus far this
season.

Throughout her life, French
has used these qualities to become the best that she could be.
Bom in Worcester and raised in

Shrewsbury, French has not always been an avid field hockey
player. Brought up playing soccer and basketball, field hockey
was not on the original agenda
for French.
Yet with the introduction of
the sport in her freshman year
at Notre Dame Academy in
Worcester, French coupled her
innate ability with long hours
of hard work and a love for the
game. The result was a star
player and a three-year high
school state championship
team.

"My high school coach,
Patty Provost, acted to inspire
me," said French. "Not only did
she teach me about the sport,
but she also instilled me with a

See French, B4

Storied rivalry adds another chapter
By Frank DiCocco
For The Heights

Ever

since Granlland Rice's pen
ning of the legendary Four Horse
men in 1924, Notre Dame has held
its place in the hearts of the American
public. The lore and the mystique of the
Irish can be traced back to the turn of
the century, with the influence of Knute
Rockne. Among its mythical history, the
school has produced seven Heisman
Trophy winners and has garnered 13
national championships. In the eyes of
America, football at Notre Dame has always reigned supreme.

Lost in the shadow of the Golden
Dome exists the modest and overachieving Boston College athletics program.
The Eagles' football tradition is one that
stretches nearly 103 years into the past,
preceding the inception of the sport in
South Bend. Despite not being met with
the fanfare and attention which other
elite schools enjoyed, BC rose slowly
through the ranks of collegiate athletics. It boasts of only one national title,
which came over 60 years ago, and just
one Heisman Trophy recipient, Doug
Flutie. In terms of contrasting legacies,
there may be none greater than those of
Notre Dame and Boston College.

The tangled path connecting both
institutions dates back to the early
19405. Under the leadership of then Head
Coach Frank Leahy, BC won its first and
only national championship on New
Year's Day of 1940. Within a month of
his Sugar Bowl triumph over Tennessee,
Leahy decided to leave Chestnut Hill in
favor of coaching the Irish, for whom he
played football until his graduation in
1931. There, he would go on to win four
national titles in a nine year span, while
the Eagles would never again taste the
success they had under Leahy.

See Long, B8
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Last season's win over the Irish was
BC's second in the last three contests.
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Sophomore defenseman Andrew Alberts (2) is one of the many skilled blueliners that make up the Eagles
defensive unit. Coupled with a strong offensive attack, the defense could lead BC back to the Frozen Four.
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The juggernaut returns
ter one year out of the spotlight,

Pete Mazzone
Lace up your skates and get
the Zamboni out of storage, the
hockey season has begun. Lacking the glitz and attention of Boston. College football or basketball, the hockey schedule has
commenced with little fanfare a
shame, considering the success
the hockey program at BC has
enjoyed recently, earning berths
in four consecutive Frozen Fours
before last year, and winning it
all in 2001.
The Eagles lost vital members of their championship team
last season, having to rebuild the
teamwith a collection of talented,
but inexperienced underclassmen. As a result, BC's championship aura was quickly forgotten
in its home opener against
UMass- Lowell. The Hockey East
foe trounced the Eagles 7-2 in a
game that set the tone for the rest
of the season. The Eagles played
well enough to compete but were
unable to win the big games as
they finished their season at .500.
It was easy to notice that
hoc.key was forgotten by BC students fttr.ttie'majority of last year.
On Opening Day, a number of fairweather fans exited before the
third period began. I guess winning a national championship is
not enough to keep our most super of fans impressed enough to
stay an extra 20 minutes. Overall,
Super Fan attendance was very
weak throughout the year. Many
games were played in front of a
half empty arena of a spirited, but
small, group of hockey buffs.
As we begin a new season,
something needs to be said: BC
is good this year. Very good. Af-

and will look to do so against
the Eagles started the season every team they face.
ranked eighth in the USA Today/
In goal, BC is also set. After
American Hockey Magazine poll. a year of tests and trials, York fiAfter sweeping through Denver nally has confidence in both
and Vermont last weekend, and goaltenders, senior Tim Kelleher
easily dismantling a talented and sophomore Matti Kaltiainen.
Wisconsin team, BC has proThe in-house competition for
pelled to fourth in the country, a playing time, which for now is
ranking from which they will inevenly balanced, should drive
evitably rise. This is why it is necthem both to their greatest poessary that the fans get involved tential.
in the action and do their part.
BC's schedule will also proThe Wisconsin game was a promvide some excitement as the
ising start; the arena was packed Eagles play a very tough selecand the energy was there. If the tion of teams. Home games
support does not continue, a BC against New Hampshire, Maine,
Superfan could miss out on a and Boston University will showtruly great season destined to be case some of the best talent in
full of drama, excitement, and
the collegiate game today. These
eventual glory.
are hockey's Miami and Virginia
After stumbling out of the Tech, basketball's Duke and
gates last year, the Eagles have Connecticut. Kelley Rink should
shown they have improved on all be jam-packed for these matchcylinders. You want offense? The ups, but it's disappointing when
Hockey East official web site calls the home opener against ranked
BC a "rebuilt offensive juggerDenver can't draw a full house.
naut." We can match line-for-line
An overall attendance boost
with any team in the country. The for all games is key, so Kelley
first line of the Eaves' brothers
Rink can serve as a true homeand Tony Voce has been unstopice advantage, giving BC that
pable, creating opportunities for extra edge against top-flight
each other and basically scoring teams. The Eagles are ready to
at will.
get back on top, but they still
The offense does not end need the fans' support. Support
with the first line. Head Coach your team. Magical seasons don't
Jerry York wisely mixes his attack come around that often, as
with four lines, and all four lines proven by BC's 52-year champican propel the Eagles to a viconship drought. BC has the taltory on any given night.
ent this year to make it back to
You want defense? A comthe Frozen Four, and it's not too
bination of seasoned veterans late to join the excitement. Don't
J.D. Forrest, Brett Peterson, and miss out; this is what Boston
Bill Cass, and underclassmen like College sports are all about.
Andrew Alberts, Peter Harrold,
and John Adams will enable the Pete Mazzone is a staff writer for
Eagles to steal some victories this The Heights. He is a sophomore
year. The pairings already bottled in the College of Arts and Sciup Denver's offensive attack, ences.
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Men's basketball season should be a slam dunk
Doug Murphy
There is one date on the college sports horizon that this writer
is looking forward to more than
any other: March 21. By this
date, football is done, hockey is
in the doldrums, and only one
sport will truly matter college
-

basketball.
As the calendar is turning to
spring, BC will play host to a little
hoops get-together known simply as the Big Dance. The first
anrLsecond round of the year's
most exciting sporting event
March Madness will be played
at the Fleet Center in Boston.
Sure, it would feel more like the
Eagles were hosts if the games

-

-

were to be held at Conte Forum,
but the crowd expected for this
party is just a bit too big for that.
In fact, it does not get any
bigger than the party that is the
NCAA Basketball Tournament. If
March is too far off for you, here
are just a few reasons to get fired
up for Nov. 23, when BC opens
up at home against St. Joseph's.
*
The Eagles did not lose
many of their core players from a
team that made it to the tournament last year, only to be dispatched by an athletic and talented Texas team. Although the
team will miss the outside shooting and electrifying dunks of
Kenny Walls and the intensity
provided by Brian Ross, the
Eagles certainly have the poten-

tial to be a better team than they
were a year ago.
Walls was streaky for every big run he would ignite with

BC buckets again this year, with
Agbai, who became a major scoring presence last year, and the
scrappy Sidney not far behind.
Also returning is sophomore
big-man Nate Doornekamp. The
center's toughness earned the
respect of fans last year, exemplified by his "Don't Hate on Nate"
fan club, and his vast improvement should certainly continue
this season.
Junior forward Andrew
Bryant, known for his improbably
accurate rainbow threes, and
Dorchester's own Jermaine
Watson will be back to add quickness and scoring. A third senior,
Adam DeMong, and the towering Kirsten Zoellner will likely
provide support off the bench.

-

his three-pointers, he would
completely disappear for several
minutes
and there was not
enough playing time for Ross to
get fully involved.
"Welcome to the Jungle"
during timeouts and that John
Belushi clip from "Animal House"
at the end of close games
The big three of Troy Bell,
Uka Agbai, and Ryan Sidney will
lead the Eagles, and the fact that
this marks the last year in Chestnut Hill for Bell and Agbai should
make this team hungrier than
ever. Bell and his sweet stroke will
likely be the source of quite a few
-

*

*
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Doug Murphy is a staff writerfor
The Heights. He is a sophomore
in the College of Arts and Sciences.
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Tocos To Got

Boston's Best Burrito 1999 & 2000.
Boston's Best Mexican Restaurant 1998.

power forward Craig Smith, quick
forward Johnnie Jackson, guards
Louis Hinnant and Tavio
Hobson, as well as local boy guard
Adoyah Evans-Miller.
*
Conte Forum pretzels
First, the bad news: the team
will not get another shot at the
Duke Blue Devils this year. Other
than that, however, the schedule
looks like it will make for some
exciting games. Crosstown rivals
and conference foes will make this
season's schedule a strong home
schedule. BC will of course hit the
road for a slew of Big East games,
as well as trips to play Holy Cross,
Kent State, UMass-Amherst, lowa

State, and NC State, the latter three
of which will be national ESPN
games.
Sidney grabbing rebounds
away from guys with a foot on
him. Bell getting into one of those
grooves where he does not miss.
Uka making a big block and then
getting the fans pumped. The
reasons could go on and on. This
writer, like most students, will
continue to enjoy the football and
hockey seasons for now but
remember, the countdown to
March begins in just a few short
weeks.

OUT WHY EVERYONE IS COMING TO

JWWs
Burritos

The Eagles will also receive
an infusion of young blood from
some highly-touted freshmen:

y

617-864-CUTS (2887)
cambridge@travelcuts.com
www.travelcuts.com

360 Washington St:
G> 1 7-202-6333
]V*on-S»*

9A-930P; Sun

12-7P

website: www.opendoors7.com
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Men's soccer falls to Penn State in overtime
By Doug Murphy
For The Heights
The Boston College men's
team pulled off a crucial
Big East victory this week with
tournament time drawing ever
nearer, but suffered a disappoint-

soccer

ing non-conference loss Sunday.
The Eagles defeated the
Orangemen of Syracuse by a
score of 3-1. but lost to Penn Stale
2-1 in overtime.
With only three games left
before the start of the Big East
tournament, two of them on the
road against conference foes, the
win over Syracuse was vital to
the success of BC's 2002 season.

The Eagles, who came into the
week ranked 14th in the nation,
dropped to an overall record of
9-4-0 with Sunday's defeat to
Penn State.
Perhaps most importantly,
however, the win was BC's sixth
in the Big East, giving them three
very important points as they
battle St. John's for the top spot
in the conference, with Connecti-

cut and Seton Hall nipping at the

Eagles' heels.
BC returned to Newton for a
home match with the Penn State
Nittany Lions on Saturday afternoon. Weather once again interfered with the Eagles' plans,
though, and the contest was
pushed back a day. In the two
teams' first-ever meeting, BC began a week-long stretch against

non-conference opponents with
an overtime loss.
The Nittany Lions (9-7) drew
first blood, as sophomore forward Mike Lindemann marked a
shot for the bottom right corner
of the goal, beating keeper Kyle
Singer in the 17th minute of play.
The score came on Penn State's
first shot of the game. Despite
being outshot by a 7-2 margin by

the Eagles in the first half, the
one-goal advantage would stand

throughout the majority of the
game.

Following some offensive
flurries in the second half by trie
Eagles, sophomore captain titty
Melamed let fly a blast that found
the back of the net in the 79th
minute. With new found life, the
Eagles continued their onslaught
on Penn State keeper Ryan
Sickman. Yet, the senior goalie
was up to the task, making saves
on two enormous BC opportunities and sending the game into
overtime.
The extra period would be
controlled by the Nittany Lioris,
who outshot the Eagles 3-1, with
the final attempt being the diffefrence-maker. With only three seconds to play, Penn State forward
Chad Severs burned the back of
the net to give the visiting team a
2-1 win. The 99th minute goal
dealt BC its third overtime loss
of the season and fourth overall,
with just a handful of games left
to play.
"Even though we lost today,
there were a lot of positives we
can take out of this week," said
senior captain Casey Schmidt.
"We played really hard, and jUst
a few things didn't go our way. It
was a frustrating game, but we
are still sitting excellent in the Big
East."
The soccer team traveled to
Syracuse for the second time in a
week to play a Wednesday afternoon contest
against the
Orangemen. The Eagles made the
long bus trip to upstate New York
the previous Wednesday, only lb
have the game cancelled because
heavy rain made the field unsuitable for play.
The trip was significatttly
more gratifying the second time
around, as the team got by Syracuse, which is 7-5-2 on the yeah
The Orangemen came into the
game riding a four-game Hitbeaten streak, including a tie with
St. John's, the nation's thirdranked team.
The Eagles struck early, as
Bobby Thompson put a shot on
net in the ninth minute of the
game. Syracuse keeper Alim
Karim managed to make the save;
one of his four, but freshman
John Krause played the rebound
past him for the first goal ofthe
game and also the first godl of
his career.
Syracuse responded with a
goal just a few minutes later,
which would be the lone blemish
on Singer's performance. The
fifth-year senior saved nine
shots, tying a season high.
The Eagles took back the
lead in the 42nd minute of play
when Neil Krause set up a
Schmidt goal, his seventh of the
season. It was also the 31st of
his career at BC, tying him With
three other players for the most
goals in BC history.
The visitors held strong defensively throughout the second
half, and junior Adam Pfeifer put
the game away by adding another goal with only 15 minutes
remaining. Thompson tallied his
second assist of the match on the
late score.
Paul Chase's contributions
should not be overlooked, according to Schmidt. "Paul [Chase|
played absolutely phenotrtinally."
said Schmidt. "He has been placing with so much intensity, ins
been inspiring for the rest of the
team."
Last season's Eagle squad
compiled a record good enough
to slip into the NCAA Tournament, where it suffered a heartbreaking triple-overtime loss tb
Farleigh Dickinson in the first
round. The team does not want
any suspense about a tourney
berth this year, and it seems they
should be able to make an invitation a sure thing if they continue
to play well.
"The one thing we can all
certainly say is our destiny is iti
our hands," said Melamed before
the start of the team's final
stretch. "We do not depend on
any other team to do the work for
us."
If the Eagles can continue (o
battle the way they did last week.
they feel that they should go far.
"We play Brown this coming
Wednesday," said Schmidt, "arid
we feel that if we continue to play
the way we have been, we will
finish up the season on a gobd
note."
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BC 3, SU 1
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Field hockey returns to winning ways
French leads Eagles into stretch run Eagles win
Continued from Bl
hard-working nature and a great
appreciation of teamwork"
French's steadfast values
and concept of teamwork carried
through high school into her college years, as she soon became a
freshman starter and a major asset to the team.
French seemed to adjust
nicely with the faster paced game
as she was named Big East
Rookie of the Week, and made
theAll Rookie Team her freshman
year.
Off-season workouts of lifting and running coupled with
daily three hour practices and
games twice a week acted as a
recipe for development throughout her freshman year.
French improved steadily
that year, then at the beginning
of her sophomore she came face

to face with a torn ACL and the
ultimatum of sitting out for the
rest of the season.

"It was a difficult time," said
French. "Physically it was hard
to get back into top shape, and
mentally I had to try not to be
afraid. At that time, I never
thought I would be able to play
again. It was a difficult time, but I
believe it made me a stronger person overall."
Strength and determination
proved to be positive attributes
as French returned stronger than
ever in her junior year. Individually, French earned a nomination
to the All Big East Team, and was
also named a Northeast Regional
All American.
As French proved to find
further personal success, the
Eagles have also enjoyed much
improvement throughout her
years playing on the team. Dur-

Sports Shorts
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two in the

final stretch
\u25a0 BC 3, Rutgers 1
BC 1, #15 HU 0 (20T)
By Pete Mazzone
Heights

Staff

After losing two of its last
three games in the previous week,
the Boston College field hockey
team needed to post some victories quickly to salvage the end of
a successful season. BC stepped
up to the challenge last week and
enjoyed wins over division rival
Rutgers, 3-1, and nationallyranked Harvard, 1-0, in double
overtime. With these wins, the
18th-ranked Eagles improved
their record to 13-4 (3-2 Big East).
In their last Big East match
of the regular season, the Eagles
faced a Rutgers team that has
struggled throughout the year.
The Scarlet Knights, found themselves with the lead early in the
game. Rutgers' Kamilah Lalani
scored at 6:47 to take a 1-0 lead.
BC responded with a goal of its
own at 12:07. Sophomore forward
Kerri Kulesza's shot bounced off
a Rutgers stick and found the
goal,which ended the scoring in
the first half.
The Eagles scored quickly to
open the second half and take the
lead for good. Off a cross-pass
from Kerri Doherty, senior captain Kim French beat RU goalkeeper Stacey Gaenzie at 40:36.
BC sealed the game when senior
Christy Zider scored, upping the
lead to 3-1. BC could have increased the score on a penalty
stroke, but Gaenzie stopped the
BC effort. The Rutgers goalkeeper ended the game with 15
saves, while Lauren Hill, the
Eagles' keeper, Finished with two
saves.

After a pair of frustrating
losses the week before, the

HEIGHTS PHOTOS / HADLEY WRIGHT

Senior captain Virginia Drozd (above) has tallied 10 points and
freshman Bronwen Kelly (below) has led the defense this year.
Eagles looked to turn things
around against Harvard. The
Crimson had beaten the Eagles
the previous three times the two
teams have played, and BC was
looking to reverse the trend at
home.
The game was a defensive
struggle as neither team was able
to get going offensively. Harvard
controlled the play, out-shooting
BC in regulation. The Crimson
could not get the ball into the net,
however, as Hill, surrounded by
the BC defense, was strong, defending against multiple penalty
corners.

In the beginning of the second overtime, Hill saved the game
with a spectacular save. Crimson
forward Shelley Maasdorp was
on a breakaway, but Hill made a
sprawling stop to keep the game
scoreless. Hill ended with a shutout, and recorded nine saves in
the victory.
After 90 minutes of action,
BC finally found a hole in
Harvard's defensive line. Freshman forward Sabrina Lazzari took
a shot from the right side that was
deflected by a Crimson defender.
e

Sophomore Lauren Schultz
scored when the ball popped out
of a scramble in front of the net.
The Eagles return to action
on Wednesday at 7 p.m. against
New Hampshire. This final regular season game at Alumni Stadium will also be Senior Night, as
current seniors Kim Desto, Virginia Drozd, Maria Loßusso and
Zider, will be recognized for their
efforts over their four years in
Chesnut Hill.

(73-2)

V

ing French's freshman and junior years, the Eagles made it as
far as the Big East semi-finals,
only to lose in overtime.
Although these were setbacks, French and the team are
not discouraged. Holding strong
with its 13-4 record, the field
hockey team aspires to remain in
the top 20, win the Big East, and
ultimately make it to the NCAA
Tournament.
"We have set our hopes
high," said French, "but I believe
we have a real chance. The team
bonding and chemistry is incredible on this team. This coupled
with the young and upcoming
talent, enthusiasm and dedication has produced a good, solid
record, and ensures to generate
good performances for the rest
of this year, and years to come. I
am excited to see where we can
go."
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The Heights is seeking reporters, photographers, copy
readers, business and advertising staff, graphic designers, Web developers, cartoonists and comic artists.
Find out if you have something to add to The Heights.

Section meetings
Feel free to join us for a section meeting or contact the appropriate
editor(s) in your area of interest. The Heights is located in the basement
ofMcElroy, room 113. (Down the hall from the ATM).

Register now on our website and automatically receive
an Email Edition of the paper with every new issue.
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News (Kari Russ, russk@bc.edu)
Mondays at 5:30 p.m., Heights Office

Sports (Jake Berry, berryjd@bc.edu)
Mondays 5:00 p.m., Eagle's Nest
Features (Annie Barrett, barretaa@bc.edu)
Mondays 6:00 p.m., Eagle's Nest
Review (Paul Crocetti, crocettp@bc.edu)
Mondays 6:00 p.m., Heights Office

Marketplace (Jeremy Raelin, raelinje@bc.edu)
Mondays 4:30 p.m.. Heights Office
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Mondays 6:30 p.m., Heights Office
Copy Editing
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Halloran leads BC women
tinuing her club soccer career and winning a state championship with the South
Coast Soccer Club in 1998. Throughout
high school, she continued to excel, winning the State Championship in 1995 and
eventually becoming captain of her high
school team. Halloran led her high
school team in scoring, and still holds
the school records for points in a single
season, career goals, and career points.
After graduation, she fulfilled "a lifelong dream" and began her soccer career at BC, where she has played in every game since she first arrived on campus. Coming off the bench for most of
freshman year, she netted 11 points, making her fourth on the team in that category. She continued to excel through
her sophomore and junior years, placing in the top three on the team in scoring both years. All of her hard work has
paid off as She has served as co-captain
of this year's squad.
"Being the captain here is much different than it was in high school," said
Halloran. "There is much more responsibility, but I enjoy it. I love playing soccer and I love being here at BC. Being
the captain just adds to the fun because
I get to share my experience with the
rest of the players."
It's not all about soccer for Halloran,

By Phil Caputo
Heights

Staff

Freshman goalkeeper Katie Cisto of
the women's soccer team described
teammate Kate Halloran as "a great and
dedicated leader, who always inspires us,
both on the field and off the field." As
one of the Boston College women's soccer team's two "Captain Kates,"
Halloran, a senior, hopes to maintain
such praise as her team enters the
season's home stretch.
"I hope that the season will continue well past the season finale," said
Halloran of the team's final regular season game against Providence.
Halloran's long soccer career began
when she was seven years old and has
never stopped. Coming Hanover, with
three brothers and sisters, she started
playing youth soccer, along with softball and basketball. Two years later, she
realized her love of soccer and joined the
local club team, and began traveling
around Massachusetts and the New
England area playing other club teams.
The more Halloran played, the more her
skills and love of the game developed.
Several years later she moved on to
Hanover High School, where she played
both soccer and basketball, while con-

although with the year-round schedule,
a true off-season is hard to find. With
the season ending in late Noveinher, and
training for the next season usually beginning right after Christmas break, soccer has been a nearly 12-month sport for
Halloran.
"I'm scared of this off-season. It's
the first time in a long time that I'm not
going to be thinking about soccer," she
said.
Through soccer, Halloran has also
helped the local community. Last year
she helped run a clinic at the Newton
YMCA, and this year plans to participate in the HERE program at BC, where
she will visit local high schools and share
her collegiate athlete experience with
aspiring high school athletes.
It's a bittersweet time for Halloran
as her last home game was Sunday
against Notre Dame. "It's sad that it's
going to end," she said. "But I'm glad
that my last game here can be such an
important one, against our rivals Notre
Dame and a game that is very important
for the upcoming NCAA Tournament
Selection. It would be so great to leave
the Newton Campus Soccer Field with a
win, and a big win at that."
The future contains a lot of unknowns for Halloran, a communications

Senior captain Kate Halloran has provided excellent leadership this season for BC
something, but I'm going to take some
time to relax and enjoy my last few
months at this place I love so much,"
said Halloran of her future.
After four years at Chestnut Hill,
Halloran has helped bring the women's
soccer team to success it had hardly
seen in the past.

major. "I really haven't given it much
thought," she said. "I've been putting
my energy into the team and ensuring
our success, and I am very happy with
the season so far. I really have no idea
what I'm going to be doing next year,
hopefully something in public relations.
"I'm sure I'll probably get a job or

Eagles drop heartbreaker to ND
left in sudden-death overtime,
was one of the few mistakes for
the Eagles, who were playing in
their last home match of the sea-

\u25a0 Notre Dame 1,
Boston College 0
By Mike Huntowski
For The Heights

son.

The heartbreaking loss to
the Golden Domers dropped the
Eagles to 5-4 in the Big East and
10-7-1 on the year. Meanwhile,
the Irish improved to 11-7-1 and
5-3 in conference play.
The first half of play was
evenly matched, with both sides

Ninety-nine minutes. That is
how long the Boston College
women's soccer team held 18thranked Notre Dame to a scoreless draw before a shot by
Amanda Guertin found its way
by BC freshman goalkeeper Kate
Taylor. The goal, with 47 seconds

The Eagles played 99 minutes of scoreless soccer Wednesday.

struggling to produce good scor-
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ing chances. The Irish controlled
both the ball and the pace of the
game early on, keeping possession in the middle of the field and
attacking with runs to the corners
by the outside halfbacks and
through-balls for the forwards to
run onto. Notre Dame's biggest
scoring chance of the half came
in the 20th minute when Guertin
fired a shot from the top of the
box that sailed over the crossbar
and landed in the upper-netting
of the goal. Many of Notre

only:
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Dame's passes were out of reach
of any Irish player, allowing Taylor to come far off the goal line
on several occasions to easily
collect the ball.
BC had trouble distributing
the ball from the back to the
midfield, opting for long balls to
the forwards through the middle
of the field. The Eagles still managed several strong opportunities, testing Irish goalkeeperErika
Bohn with several low shots to
the corners. The best scoring
chance of the first half for BC
came off of a head ball by Sarah
Rahko that was cleared off of the
line by a Notre Dame defender at
the right post.
In the second half, the style
of play became more physical and
less tactical. The Eagles benefited
from this shift, with several
strong chances to score off of
Notre Dame mistakes. Early in the
half, senior captain Kate Halloran
turned a misplayed ball by Irish
goalkeeper Kohn into a shot on
net from within the box. Halloran
also had an opportunity later in
the half, blocking an attempted
clear by a Notre Dame defender
and firing a shot that gained a
corner kick for the Eagles. The
best scoring chance of the game
came from Rahko. who received
a cross from the right corner that
deflected off her foot and over
the net.
The Eagles' momentum continued into the overtime period
with a low shot by Halloran missing the far post. Any hope of victory soon vanished when a pass
from the corner by Notre Dame
forward Amy Warner found
Guertin in the box. Guertin fired a
perfectly-placed shot off the far
post and in to seal the victory for
the Irish.
One downfall for the Eagles
was their inability to convert on
several plays from the corners of
the field, with crosses being easily caught by Kohn or rolling
across the box with no forwards
in position to finish. The Eagles
produced five shots on goal in
the game, but would have had
several more good attempts if
crosses had been kept farther out
of the box to allow central
midfielders pushing up on the
play a shot on net.
Despite the loss, strong play
in goal by Taylor and from the
Eagles' back four defenders was
evident throughout the match.
Of Taylor's six saves, her best
came during a direct kick from
twenty yards out that deflected
off of the BC wall.
Taylor managed to dive to
her left to stop the low deflection
and push it wide of the net.
Meanwhile, the Eagles' defenders, led by freshman Lindsey
McArdle, made several strong
tackles to stop Notre Dame
through-balls and held the Irish
attack to mostly long-range
shots that could effortlessly be
saved by Taylor.
BC looks to improve on a
strong game against ND and conclude the season with a victory
over Brown Wednesday. The
Eagles will continue into the Big
East tournament in hopes of playing in the NCAA Tournament.
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Volleyball splits
week's matches

Women's
hockey wins
first game

\u25a0 Rutgers 3, BC 1
BC 3, Sacred Heart 0

the Eagles in the fourth game with
strong net play, finishing the
game with a 30-15 win.

\u25a0 BC 5, North Dakota 3
North Dakota 5, BC 3

By Jim McLaughlin

Rutgers had 20 blocks in the
match and had a .172 hitting percentage. BC was held a lowly . 109
hitting percentage. Lauren
Schwer led the Eagles with 17
digs on defense.
With the loss, BC dropped
back to .500, with its record standing at 12-12. The Eagles are now
2-4 in Big East play.
The Eagles dominated the
Pioneers of Sacred Heart on
Wednesday, after falling behind
early in the first game. The team
eventually came from behind and
won the first game 30-22. The
Eagles never looked back from
there, winning the second game
30-18 and closing out the match
with a dominating third game of
30-6.
It appeared as though the
Eagles gained more composure
as time passed and wore down
the Pioneers. This was evident
in the third game where the visiting team scored only six points.
Freshman Emily Stegner led the
charge in the third game with BC
scoring nine points behind her

By Chris Carty
For The Heights

Heights

Staff

The Boston College volleyball team has been heating up at
the right time with eight games
remaining in the season. Entering the week, the team was at .500
with an 11-11 record, and had
won its three previous matchups.
Trying to improve on this
win streak, the Eagles beat nonconference opponent Sacred
Heart, 3-0, at the Power Gym on
Wednesday. BC was unable to
keep the winning streak going,
as they lost for the first time in
five matches to Rutgers, 3-1, on
Friday.
The Eagles returned to Big
East play on Friday against the
Scarlet Knights of Rutgers. The
Eagles hosted the Scarlet
Knights, which promised to be a
tough, competitive match-up. It
did not disappoint. The Eagles
came out from the start and dominated the first game. The team
went on a 6-0 run to start the game
and the final score of the first
game was 30-19. Strong kills by
Katie Andersen and Rachel Bach
put the Eagles in position to win
the first game.
The second game saw many
rallies and harder play was found
on both sides of the net. BC led
27-23, but the Scarlet Knights
soon clawed their way back and
tied the game at 28 apiece. Here
is where Rutgers finished off the
Eagles with a final score of 30-28.
BC played the part of the
comeback team in the third game.
The Eagles were down throughout the beginning of the third
game but came back and tied the
score at 21. Then the Eagles captured the 29-point mark first, but
Rutgers came back for the victory with the final score being 3129. The Scarlet Knights put away

The
Boston
College
women's hockey team finished its
weekend at the University of
North Dakota with a 1-1 split, including the first win of the season. BC (1-2-0 overall) was victorious in Saturday's game, but
fell to the Fighting Sioux on Sunday by a score of 5-3.
Stasia Bakhit, Anne Girtz,
and Jessica Kovacevich led the
way on Sunday for the University of North Dakota, who recorded its first-ever victory in a
Division I women's ice hockey
home game. They combined for
four goals and four assists in the
second period alone. The second
frame would prove decisive as
the Eagles could not overcome
the onslaught. Natasha Holt
added an empty-net goal with 36
seconds left in the game to cap
off the Fighting Sioux victory.
BC received goals from
Genevieve Richardson and
Renee Taylor in the first period
and a power-play goal from senior assistant captain Jaclyn
Kryzak in the third. Heidi
Seidewand and Jill Mclnnis assisted on the Taylor goal. Sophomore goaltender Lisa Davis made
18 saves for the Eagles, while
Margaret-Ann Hinkley recorded
16 for the Fighting Sioux.
Saturday, however, BC
would not be denied. The Eagles
recorded their first win of the season with a 5-2 victory over North
Dakota.
Davis made 21 saves for BC
while North Dakota goaltender
Amber Hasbargen recorded 30

serve.

Overall the Eagles were led
by Bach with 19 kills for a .480
hitting percentage. The play of
Andersen stood out on the defensive side of the ball as she
gathered 12 digs to help her team
to the win.
The Eagles hit for a .310 percentage while holding their opponents to a lowly .048. The
Eagles now stood at above .500
in the win-loss column with a 1211 record and a four-game win
streak.
The Eagles now face a tough
schedule. In the remaining eight
games, seven are Big East opponents. Only four of the remaining games are to be held at home
at Power Gym. The Eagles' season will be decided in the upcoming weeks.

saves.
The Eagles will next take the
ice when they host the inaugural
women's Hockey East game on
Friday, Nov. 1 at Kelley Rink. The
game starts at 7 p.m.

Sophomore Dana Blandino and her volleyball squad defeated Sacred Heart at Power Gym on Wednesday.
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Eagles' win
streak up to
five games
Continued from Bl
Patrick Eaves made it 2-0 just under two minutes
later. Hennes stretched the lead to three goals 21
seconds later and Eaves notched the fourth tally at
7:57 of the first period.
"I thought we did a great job tonight capitalizing on early chances,'" said BC Head Coach Jerry
York. "That gave us that great head start, but Wisconsin weathered the storm in the second period,
but didn't have a lot to show for it. 1 thought Matti
[Kaltiainen] was very good in goal."
Kaltiainen rose to the challenge as he made
one great save after another in the second period.
His play made sure the Badgers would not be able
to crawl back into the game.
"We all came out and played hard tonight,"
said Pat Eaves. "I tried not to think about playing
against my dad too much. It was a great win for our
team tonight. It was tough to not have Ben in the
lineup, but it shows our depth at the same time."
Though it is early in the season, many comparisons have been drawn between this year and
the championship team from two years ago. The
Eagles feel that if they remain focused and continue to improve as the year progresses, they could
very well be playing in Buffalo in March and contending for the school's second national championship in the last three years.

Junior Ty Hennes (14) helped BC to wins against Wisconsin and UMass-Lowell this weekend, tallying a goal in each game. Sophomore Dave Spina (21), here
beating Badgers' goalie Scott Kabotoff (1), notched a goal versus Wisconsin and assisted on Hennes' goal against the River Hawks Saturday night in Lowell.

Hockey East Men's Standings
(as of Sun., Oct. 27)

Pts.

Boston College

2-0-0

4

5-0-0

Merrimack

1-0-0

2

1-2-1

11

16

Providence

1-0-0

2

5-0-0

32

11

New Hampshire

0-0-1

1

2-0-2

20

8

Northeastern

0-0-1

1

1-2-2

17

14

Boston University

0-1-0

0

2-1-2

19

15

Massachusetts

0-1-0

0

1-2-0

6

12

UMass Lowell

0-2-0

0

3-3-0

28

24

Maine

0-0-0

0

3-1-1

20

10

-

Freshman Pat Eaves (right) took on his father, Wisconsin Head Coach Mike Eaves, in BC's 4-2 win Friday.

Wisconsin coach makes it
personal for Eaves brothers
By Dan Last

was what a goal-scorers' goal that was," he said.

Heights

"The first goal maybe should have been stopped,
but the second one was a lucky bounce and a deflection. That's the sign of a great player, someone
who can make shots like that."
Patrick was more humble.
"It was a great feed and just kind of ended up
on my stick," he said. "I don't know about it being
a goal-scorers' goal."
Whatever you call it, the younger Eaves
brother is having a heck of a start to his college
career. Through the team's first five games, he leads
all BC skaters with six goals and 11 overall points.
"It's great playing on the same line as him,"
says Ben. "He's always in the right spot and makes
some terrific plays."
Dad agrees.
"It's great for me to see the two of them playing together," said Mike Eaves. "The whole family
was here tonight to see it which made it even more
special. After this we are all going out to dinner. We
probably won't even talk about the game."
"Oh we'll talk about it," said Pat. "We have to
rub it in just a little, but then it will be just about
being with the whole family that's important."
Did the Eaves brothers sneak a peak at dad
after BC raced to the 4-0 lead?
"No," said Ben. "I knew what he was doing
over there, pacing with his head down. I've seen it
a million times."
Never in the long history of BC hockey's program has one player, let alone two, played against a
team that featured their father as the opposing
coach. Prior to the game it was all anyone could
talk about.
"The guys handled it well all week," said BC
Head Coach Jerry York. "They had to do a lot of
interviews and answer a lot of the same questions.
Suddenly their family life was being put center
stage. They did well to smile and focus on the
game."
When playfully asked if dad would have exposed Ben's injury had the eldest son been able to
suit up, he cleverly brushed the question off.
"1 would have told my team to play hard, let's
say that," said Mike. "I ask that of them every game.
Maybe I'll tell Ben though."
It would seem that, with the Eaves, there are
some things that stay in the family.

Staff

Interesting storylines are something journalists feast on. In any game there is usually a dozen
or more storylines for a reporter to consider, but
before the men's hockey team's Friday night game
against Wisconsin there was only one that everyone was talking about.
No, it was not BC's chance to open its season
5-0 for the first time since the 2001 championship
season or the lack of a definitive starling goalie on
the team.
No, Friday night, the storyline hit much closer
to home, one home in particular. Ben and Patrick
Eaves, the Eagles' dynamic sibling duo, were set to
square off against a Wisconsin team with a rookie
head coach, their father Mike Eaves.
"It definitely added a little bit of intrigue to the
game," said Ben, the elder brother. "But it was just
another college hockey game that both sides
wanted to win."
Unfortunately, due to a rib injury, Ben was
forced to see the game from the bench, leaving the
task of beating up dad to his younger brother and
three-time Hockey East rookie of the week. Patrick.
Pat seemed up to the task, scoring a pair of goals in
the Eagles' first-period onslaught to lead the team
to victory.
"Patrick played very well tonight." confessed
dad, Mike Eaves. "He made it extremely tough for
us to win. It's just too bad thai Ben couldn't have
been out there. That would have been fun for all of
us."
Ben's injury, unlike last year when he missed
13 games with fractured ribs, is just a bruise. Ben
and the coaches expect him to be back in a few
weeks.
"I would have loved to have been out there
this game," said Ben. "But it would have been stupid of me to put myself in that situation if I'm hurl.
It was okay though. I kind of felt like a dad myself
out there watching both of them."
When asked what was going through his head
after Patrick scored his second goal and the team's
fourth less than eight minuies into the game, dad
broke out of his coaching role and took on that of a
proud parent once again.
"After that second goal, all I could think about
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Missed field goal sinks BC in overtime
Continued from Al
ing. St. Pierre rolled out of the pocket for no gain
and the game was in the hands of the Eagles defense.
The Panthers got the ball at their own 23-yard
line with 1:10 remaining in the game. Pitt quarterback Rod Rutherford engineered a drive to get the
Panthers into field goal range. The nine-play drive
only took 65 seconds and brought the Panthers
down to BC's 13-yard line. The key play of the
drive was a 27-yard pass from Rutherford to
wideout Lamar Slade. Rutherford was strong all
game, completing 20 of 35 pass attempts for 201
yards and a touchdown, and running for 73 yards
on 13 carries. Abdul kicked a 30-yard field goal with
five seconds left to tie the game at 16 and send it
into overtime.
The Eagles won the coin toss to begin the
overtime period but deferred the ball to the Panthers. The BC defense did its job of shutting down
the Pitt offense as Rutherford threw three incomplete passes. Abdul, who was four of four in his
field goal attempts, came through in the clutch again
with a 42-yard field goal that just sneaked over the
crossbar to give the Panthers a 19-16 lead.
BC's overtime possession was a disaster as
St. Pierre was sacked by defensive tackle Claude
Harriott for a two-yard loss. Derrick Knight, who
played another solid game with 153 total yards, ran
for three yards on second down. The Eagles faced
a third-and-nine situation from the 24-yard line and
questionably called a quarterbackdraw for St. Pierre.
The senior passer gained three yards and set up
Sciortino for a 39-yard field goal attempt.
Sciortino missed it and the celebration began
at Heinz Field as the Panthers stormed the field

much to the delight of the 45,060 people in attendance.
"We were trying to get a touchdown but the
field was horrible," said BC Head Coach Tom
O'Brien. "Our practice field is like that. It is not an
excuse because Pitt played on the field too, but we
wanted to get the ball out of the middle of the field
for Sandro. We were in an opportunity to win the
football game but we couldn't capitalize."
Sciortino tried to remain upbeat after the loss.
"This is the life of a kicker," he said. "I thought I hit
it well, I didn't have good footing on the field all
day, it was like a sandbox. But, I missed it, so I just
have to keep my head up and make it next time."
Wide receiver Jamal Burke, who had two
catches for 35 yards, was the first to console
Sciortino after the miss. "I told him it wasn't his
fault," said Burke. "He didn't lose the game. We
lost this game as a team."
The Eagles struggled to capitalize on opportunities throughout the game. On the very first drive
of the game the Eagles got the ball inside the 10yard line and failed to score a touchdown. Facing a
second down and five yards from the seven-yard
line, Knight ran for a loss of two yards. On third
down, St. Pierre was sacked by Panther defensive
tackle Charles Spencer for a 13-yard loss. Sciortino's
39-yard field goal put the Eagles ahead 3-0.
After tying the game 3-3, the Panthers went
ahead on Larry Fitzgerald's seven-yard touchdown
catch with 17 seconds left in the first quarter.
Fitzgerald, a true freshman, had an impressive game
with eight catches for 86 yards and a touchdown.
The Panthers led 13-3 before the Eagles stormed
back to score 13 points and take the three-point
lead before Pittsburgh's heroic comeback.
Early in the fourth quarter, though the Eagles
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bophomore
wideout Grant Adams reeled in three passes
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had their greatest opportunity that only resulted in
three points, a 20-yard pass from St. Pierre to Keith
Hemmings put the Eagles on the seven-yard line.
After two unsuccessful plays, St. Pierre threw an
interception at the goal line but the turnover was
negated by a pass interference penalty. This gave
the Eagles three more chances to score, but Knight
was stopped for no gain, St. Pierre overthrew tight
end David Kashetta, and a false start penalty
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f0r.21 yards, but could not help BC to the win.

pushed the Eagles back five yards to set up another incomplete pass. The Eagles settled for a 24yard field goal by Sciortino to make the score 13-9.
The Eagles face a daunting task coming off of
such a frustrating loss as they now head to the
mecca of college football in South Bend. As if it
wasn't enough, they are facing an undefeated Fighting Irish team coming off a road victory at Florida
State.

Contest against ND could turn into a defensive battle
By Chuck Mondora
Heights

Award semi-finalist Courtney Watson help the Irish to hold opponents to 80.1 rushing yards per game, sixth in the country. Notre
Dame's success relies on the defense's ability to create turnovers
and win the field position battle in order to give their offense a chance
to win the game.
The key to the Eagles' offense lies in the play of senior quarterback Brian St. Pierre, who averages 243 passing yards per game. St.
Pierre in must be on top of his game for the Eagles to have a chance.
Wide receivers Jamal Burke, Keith Hemmings, and Grant Adams, along
with tight ends Sean Ryan and Frank Misurelli, must help take pressure off the running game and the solid play of running back Derrick
Knight. Knight is averaging over 100 yards per game after his 136yard performance against a Pittsburgh defense that ranked 17th in
the country against the run.
The importance of special teams will play a key role in Saturday's
outcome. For BC, kick returner Will Blackmon is averaging 25 yards
per return and Burke averages 15 yards per punt return, and has a
touchdown. Notre Dame's Vontez Duff is one of the more dangerous
return men in the country. The kicking game may also come into play.
Nick Setta of Notre Dame missed three of his last 12 field goal attempts going into the FSU game. BC's Sandro Sciortino had the better field goal percentage going into the weekend, at 10 of 15, but
made only three of five at Pittsburgh, missing a game tying 39-yard
field goal in overtime.
This game is likely to yield a low scoring, defensive battle with
the sharper, mistake free team taking home the victory.

Staff

This past Saturday sixth-ranked Notre Dame dominated 13thranked Florida State at Tallahassee. With the 34-24 victory, the Fighting Irish improved to 8-0 on the season and continued their best start
since 1993. That year saw Notre Dame start the season with 10 straight
victories, the last of which was a 31-24 win over a very talented FSU
team. The following week, Boston College traveled to South Bend.
Four quarters of inspired football later, the Irish's undefeated season
came to an end.
Saturday's Parent's Weekend match-up in South Bend will mark
the 13th meeting between BC and Notre Dame. Though the Eagles go
into South Bend to face the undefeated Irish at 4-3 and unranked,
records can be deceiving. The Eagles' three losses have come to topranked Miami, third-ranked Virginia Tech, and a Pittsburgh team which
out-gained the Irish offensively 402 yards to 185 in a hard-fought 146 loss at Notre Dame Stadium earlier in the season.
Notre Dame began the season under new head coach Tyrone
Willingham unranked and unproven. In their first two victories over
Maryland and Purdue, the Irish didn't score an offensive touchdown, and were not taken seriously. Exciting victories over Michigan
and Michigan State by a combined total of six points created only a
small buzz. Solid wins over Stanford and Pittsburgh left them as underdogs against lower ranked Air Force. Beating Air Force earned the
Irish, now third in the Bowl Championship Series rankings, the right
to go into Tallahassee to face FSU, the 12th-ranked team according
to BCS, as a double digit underdog. With their 34-24 victory over the
Seminoles, the Irish's bandwagon is now overflowing, and Willingham
is the consensus pick for coach of the year.
The Irish's success is a relative statistical mystery. Prior to the
FSU game, the Notre Dame offense ranked only 109th out of the 117
Division I-A schools in total offense at a mere 315 yards per game.
Before the four touchdown outburst against FSU, the Notre Dame
offense had combined to score only 13 offensive touchdowns all
season, 113th in Division I-A. Their offense is led by junior quarterback Carlyle Holiday, sophomore running back Ryan Grant,
playmaking senior wide receiver Arnez Battle, and stand-out senior
center Jeff Faine.
The keys for the Eagles' defense will be stopping the run and
keeping Battle in check. The secondary has to deny the Irish the big
play, and sophomores Tim Bulman and Phil Mettling must fill the
holes left by the injured Doug Goodwin and Antonio Garay. The BC

Big East Football Standings

BC wrapped up a victory against the Irish at Alumni Stadium last season.
run defense, who gives up an average of 190.8 yards per game, must
keep Grant from running wild. Notre Dame will establish the run first,

and pass second.
Offense aside, Notre Dame's strength revolves solely around its
defensive dominance. In eight games this season, the Irish defense
has given up only two touchdowns in the first half and have allowed
the opposing team to score a mere 12 points per game. The defense is
led by the secondary. Cornerback Vontez Duff has scored touchdowns on both interception and punt returns this season. Cornerback
Shane Walten is second in the country with six interceptions, one
more than the BC secondary combined. Duff and Walten, along with
safeties Gerome Sapp and Glen Earl, make up what is arguably the
best secondary in the country. Linebackers Mike Goolsby and Butkus

Conf. Overall

PF

PA

Virginia Tech

3-0

8-0

262

86

Miami

3-0

7-0

302

124

Pittsburgh

3-0

6-2

198

124

West Virginia

2-1

5-3

259

185

Temple

1-2

3-5

166

223

Syracuse

1-3

2-6

232

239

Boston College

0-3

4-3

192

149

Rutgers

0-4

1-7

119

249

Long history between Eagles and Fighting Irish is rich
Continued from Al
Although understandable, the
rather rapid relocation was not without
its share of resentment, particularly from
within the BC community. With the accompanying acrimony were sown the
initial seeds of enmity. It would not be
until nearly 35 years later that the passive hostility would begin to manifest
itself.
Itwould be in 1975 that BC and Notre
Dame would meet for the first time. A
national television audience and the
more than 61,000 spectators on hand at
Foxboro Stadium would witness the Irish
defeat the Eagles in a Monday night
game, by a score of 17-3.
Following the contest, it would be
12 seasons before the two schools would
meet again, in 1987. Despite the heated
and storied rivalry, only 12 meetings
would be held between the teams in their
long and successful histories.
More recently, Boston College has
experienced the larger share of fortune,
winning two of its last three meetings.
In 2001. William Green carved up the
Irish defense for 195 yards on the ground,
en route to a 21-17 Eagles win over ND.
In the "99 campaign, BC managed
to hold on to a two-point victory over
its Indiana rivals, surviving a close game
by the paper-thin mark of 31 -29. The previous year, it was Notre Dame that was

able to escape Chestnut Hill by the narrowest of margins.
With less than one minute remaining in the contest, BC saw its chances
for victory slip through its hands in the
final moments of the contest. Four plays
from within the Notre Dame 10-yard line
yielded zero points, as the Irish defense
posted a goal-line stand to salvage a 3126 victory over the Eagles.
Despite its recent success, BC has
won only four of 12 lifetime meetings
with Notre Dame. Yet, the Shockwaves
and heartbreak of the team's first victory over the college football giant created irreparable damage and has left
South Bend still reeling.
The "Shot Heard Round the World"
has gained an all-time place in BC lore,
surpassed only by legendary Doug
Flutie and the 1984 Miracle in Miami. In
a game for the ages, BC forever staked
its claim in the history books with one of
the biggest upsets of all lime
On Nov. 20, 1993, an Eagles team
bent on revenge marched into South
Bend, one year removed from a 54-7
trouncing at the hands of the Irish. The
week prior, undefeated Notre Dame
knocked off the nation's top-ranked team
in Florida State.
After an impressive victory over the
Seminoles and eventual Heisman Trophy winner Charlie Ward, America began to prepare itself for a New Year's

Slowly but surely, the Irish began
to claw their way back into contention.

This year's owner of the Ireland Trophy
will be determined Saturday.
Day rematch, with round two being for
the national championship. The newly
top-ranked Irish sported a 10-0 record
and appeared to be on a course with
destiny. Only one game stood between
America's favorite program and the Orange Bowl. An overlooked BC team had
finally found its opportunity.
On a cold, Indiana day in late fall,
an anxious American television audience
tuned in to NBC to watch the Eagles open
a staggering lead over the beloved Irish.
A capacity crowd sat in quiet bewilderment as the underdog Eagles racked up
a 38-17 third quarter advantage.

By the middle of the fourth quarter, the
Notre Dame offense was moving the ball
without consequence. On the other side
of the ball, BC miscues led to two immediate Irish touchdowns, drawing the
score to a tight 38-32 margin. What was
once a 21-point deficit had given way to
the newly awakened Irish giant.
Following yet another Eagles punt,
it appeared that the mystique of the
Golden Dome was set to sculpt its latest
chapter into Irish lore. Led by quarterback Kevin McDougal, the Notre Dame
offense began to drive at will. When
McDougal found wide receiver Lake
Dawson in the back of the end zone to
culminate a poignant drive, the lead
would shift hands as the Irish would
move in front, 39-38, over the bemused
Eagles.
With only 1:09 remaining on the
clock, Foley marched his BC team onto
the field. Fighting a crowd of over 59,000
crazed fans, the Eagles began their methodical movement into scoring position.
A 33-yard strike to Mitchell and a swift
wide receiver screen landed BC at the
Notre Dame 24-yard line. By play's end,
Foley would amass 315 yards through
the air, but, of greater importance, he
would have put the Eagles in position to
send Shockwaves throughout the entire
nation.

With five seconds remaining, BC
walk-on kicker David Gordon trotted
onto to the field of play. The New Englander, whose previous career long field
goal had come from 39 yards, was now
lining up for a 41-yard attempt.
Out of a Foley hold, the left-footed
Gordon let fly a knuckling football into
the cold November air. The kick sliced
inside the right upright as the game's
final seconds were erased from the clock.
As the day faded from view, it took with
it any aspirations of national supremacy
that Notre Dame may have had.
A deflated crowd and a dejected
Irish sideline would give way to a euphoric Eagles celebration. Dazzling in the
background, a glittering scoreboard
would become emblazoned in the minds
of Americans everywhere. Outlined
against a blue, gray November sky, it
would read simply, 39-41.
After an entire season, Boston College players had what they wanted. As
millions of college football fans leafed
through the pages of Sports Illustrated
in the days to come, the single sentiment of "Payback," expressed in bold
print, would be there to greet them. The
mighty Irish had fallen.
Another chapter of the story of the
Eagles and the Irish will be written on
Saturday when Brian St. Pierre leads BC
back to South Bend hoping to knock off
the undefeated Irish.
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Lynch School reflects
on 50 years of lessons
By Kathryn Werner
Heights

Staff

In the late spring of 1951, University President Rev. Joseph R.N. Maxwell,
SJ hosted a luncheon on campus for BC
alumni engaged in the teaching profession and officials in the school systems
of Boston and its suburbs. This gathering was the kick-off event for the birth
year of BC's newest addition, the School
of Education. Fifty years later (last Thursday to be exact) Boston College hosted
a similar event, welcoming alumni, scholars, faculty, and students involved in
academia. The luncheon was only one
in a series of events to commemorate
the golden anniversary of the school
and to look ahead to the future.
According to "The History of Boston College," the opening of the School
of Education in 1951 was not BC's first
attempt at preparing its students for the
teaching profession. A Department of
Education within the College of Arts
and Sciences that offered students the
opportunity to receive a B.S. in educa-

tion had long existed. Juniors and seniors could take elective teacher prep
courses which were exclusive to upperclassmen. What seemed like a possibly
bright future for the department fell apart
when enrollment dropped after the close
of the World War 11. At that time it was
proposed that students who were interested in teaching could take minor elective courses to satisfy the minimum requirements needed to teach in public
schools.
Rev. Charles F. Donovan, SJ, assumed the role of chairman of the department of education in 1948. Donovan,
a 1933 BC graduate, was responsible for
rearranging the curriculum of the department and establishing a major in education. Under his guidance a practice teaching program for the department's students was also created. Despite
Donovan's advancements in making
education a major in Arts and Sciences,
he felt that a seperate school of education was essential for future teachers at
BC. At the time, Massachusetts was raising the certification requirements for its

The B.C. of BC

teachers, and BC graduates would not
be prepared to meet those provisions.
Donovan
believed that BC could have "a good
and flourishing school" that would "exercise a beneficial influence on education and educational policies in this part
of the country."
After drafting several proposals,
then-president Maxwell sent a final copy
to the Father Provincial James Coleran.
Soon after, "Permission to inaugurate a
School of Education as a distinct unit of
the College and as a coeducational venture was granted by Very Reverend Father General under date of July 20, 1951."
The coeducational part of the plan was
both a novelty to BC and news to the
women's colleges located in the area.
When the School of Education opened
its doors for the first time, 110 out of the
176 freshmen entering were women. This
is perhaps one of the most lasting legacies of the School of Education; it was
responsible for drawing women to the

See School, C4

Kristy Sandello, LSOE '03, works as a student-teacher at Brookline's Baker School.
LSOE seniors must undergo the "professional practicum experience" for one semester.

LSOE seniors double
as full-time teachers

Tales from the Past

A long history of a large house

By Elizabeth Reh
Heights

who was responsible for endorsing any
of the college's expansion attempts.
When the Cardinal heard of the
University's intentions, he graciously
offered to contribute the funds needed
to make the acquisition.
BC's endowment at this point was

By Lauren Shurtlef
Heights

Staff

Whether it's a dance or a movie
screening, a comedy troupe or a singer,
there's always something interesting to
do at the big old house on Upper Campus. With last week marking the 30th anniversary of the O'Connell House's
founding as the student union on campus, The Heights decided to take a
deeper look into the history surrounding the house and its effect on the Boston College campus.
The Tudor-style building dates back
to 1895, when the Storey family built it
for a sum of $300,000. Louis K. Liggett,
founder of the United Drug Company
and Liggett Pharmacies, purchased the
home 20 years later. The lavish estate
was once a gem of Chestnut Hill, as the
Liggett family held many social functions, drawing such prominent visitors
as U.S. President Calvin Coolidge.
BC moved to the Chestnut Hill campus in 1913. Due to increased enrollments, the University was in a perpetual
state of expansion. In the summer of
1941, the administration was offered the
opportunity to purchase the Liggett es-

meager at best, and so when the Cardinal handed the trustees a check for
$50,000, they accepted it. It was then

O'Connell House features ornate
Tudor design at its entrance.
tate, which included the mansion and its
9.5 acres of land adjacent to campus and
bordered by Beacon Street, Tudor Road,

and Hammond Street, an area known today as Upper Campus. Before making
the purchase, the trustees had to present
the offer to Cardinal William H.
O'Connell, the archbishop of Boston,

decided that the new building would be
named "Cardinal O'Connell Hall" as a
show of appreciation for his gesture.
Coincidentally, the freshman class
in 1941 was the largest to date, and so
the newest addition to the BC campus
could not have come at a better time.
Almost immediately, the school took
advantage of the new building by converting the rooms into classrooms and
housing the rapidly growing College of
Business Administration (now CSOM).
The great hall served as a meeting area
for students and faculty, as the majority
of classrooms and offices could be
reached from there. The servants' quarters on the side of the house were used
as extracurricular offices, including those

"No Whining Allowed," reads a
sign on a wall of the classroom just
above the students' cubbies and coats
in this first grade classroom at the Edith
C. Baker School where Kate Sorgi, LSOE
'03, is a student-teacher.
The classroom, festively decorated
with hand-cut pumpkins, bats, and black
cats, is eagerly anticipating Halloween,
and Sorgi and Sarah Kate Wilson, LSOE
'03, called "Miss Sorgi" and "Miss Wilson" by their first graders, get to dress
up in full costume on Thursday.
Sorgi and Wilson are two of eight
BC student-teachers at the public elementary school in Brookline, and two
among many LSOE seniors who are
spending their entire semester previewing their chosen profession.
These students, who are not enrolled in any classes at BC this fall, are
completing their required semester of
"professional practicum experience" in
order to become licensed as certified
teachers. This time, they're the ones
doing the teaching, and it's their job to
make sure that their students will be suc-
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The Jazz Composition Department of the Berklee
College of Music presents "Fall Together" at the
Berklee Performance Center. 136 Mass Ave. The
concert starts at 8:15 p.m. Tickets are $5. For
more information, call (617)747-2261.

The Baker School is equipped with
literacy specialists, occupational therapists, speech therapists, a school psychologist, and guidance counselors. The school
also boasts a large international population and is enabled by a grant to instruct
its first and second grade students in Mandarin Chinese. It also offers an English
as a Second Language (ESL) program,
and a Russian bilingual program.
At the beginning of the semester, the
student-teachers spend time observing and
shadowing the professional "cooperating"
teacher and becoming accustomed to their
surroundings. Gradually, they begin to
take on more responsibilities, co-planning
daily lessons with the teachers, and helping to plan specific units according to the
students' curriculum.
At the end of the semester, they will
each spend two weeks "soloing," completely taking over the classroom and running the show.
"We try to set the tone from the beginning," said Wilson. "We can't be

See Teaching, C3

Sorgi and Wilson found that much
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Saturday
There's no excuse for not dressing up tonight. But if you
insist, at least trick-or-treat. Whether en route to the Midwest or confined to the s'fjfibfy streets of Chestnut Hill,
there's free candy out there and you deserve it.
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specialists."

going

a look at the events on and around campus

A

has changed in elementary schools since
they were elementary students. "It's almost overwhelming," said Sorgi, "there
are so many services, resources, and

cessful.
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horror contin-

ues into November with the

screening of Silence of the
Lambs at the Perch in
McElroy from 9-11:30 p.m.
tonight. The event is free.

The Bruins take on the New York Rangers for the third time this
season at the Fleet Center tonight at 7 p.m. Tickets range from $25-85.
Call (617)931-2000.

Sunday
BC Bands presents a Concert Band Performance
with Sebastian Bonaiuto conducting at 3 p.m. in
Gasson 100. The event is free.

Monday
Check out "The Art of the Smile" at the International Poster Gallery. Herbert Leupin, the
artist of more than 500 classic posters for
corporations such as Coca-Cola, Pelican
Pens, and the Knie Circus hosts a one-man
show at 205 Newbury St. Take the Green Line
to Arlington.
?
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They've got "class"

-The hot tour guide
actually recognizes you
as a student

BC's Best Dressed Professors

-Signs in your dorm
featuring candles
confiscated from your
room

Davarian Baldwin
How Davarian Baldwin, assistant
professor in the history department, has
escaped the fame of Best Dressed Professor for so long remains a mystery.
Thankfully, The Heights has finally
brought him in and given him the right
to remain stylish. He even arrived at the
interview a fashionable 15 minutes late.
(The irony is scandalous.) He calls his
style "old-school, with a new-school
flair," meaning he's comfortable in a
French-cut shirt without the cuff links,
and enjoys a little flair on the pant leg.
You can regularly find him at Daffy's
or his favorite tailor in New York City,
Mr. Tony's. There is no way he can afford to shop at Louis Boston, but he will
buy Louis Boston from Filene's Basement
something any bargain-shopper
can appreciate. His favorite shirt comes
from Barney's Warehouse, a deep orange
French cut with yellow cuffs and a yel-

low collar. If that doesn't say "Jack-OLantern" enough for you, he has also
been known to rock more streamlined
digs around Halloween time, like last
year's Shaft costume.
When asked to rate himself on style,
on a scale of one to 10, Baldwin argued
that he's a seven-and-a-half. His modesty is worth at least another point-anda-half. Baldwin's style is most comparable to soul singer Maxwell's, and his
insight on Boston is that people here
are more functional dressers.
Baldwin offers three fashion tips for
the Boston College community. One:
Don't wear white after Labor Day. Two:
If you are going to wear dress pants,
make sure they hit at the laces. And
three: Cell phones are "the height of
tackiness."
LOUBEIERLE

-Your manly dress is
dragging on the ground

WINGS

-Snow falling in October

campus raves

-The Fighting Irish

-Tagging along on a campus
tour and asking dumb
questions

Davarian Baldwin makes sure his dress
pants hit at the laces.
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Safety Week

They told us it was wrong to get busy. They pretend we
don't. They pretend that a sentence or two about sex of any
kind not being permitted was really sufficient to deter us from
So, it's our third date. Things are starting to acting on one of our most primal, carnal impulses.
So what did we do? We got philosophical. We asked the
get personal. We've been spending more time
together, a few moments have gotten a bit tough questions like "What is sex?" and to answer those
racey, and I'll admit that I like you. I feel like
questions we came up with the allegory of baseball. We came
we can talk. So I think it's time we took this
up with a base system where we classified oral sex as third
to the next level. No BC, I'm not going to tell
base. We decided that rounding third base wasn't as serious
you that I'm falling for you (though I love as sliding into home, and we were pacified. "It's okay," we
you all the same). I mean that it's time to start asking the tough told ourselves. "It's just a blowjob; it isn't sex." To put it
questions. It's time to address the blowjob ismildly, we "got off" on a technicality.
sue.
me mea tnat oral sex
I have issues with that. We have used
I know "Spit or Swallow?" has been done.
our base system in a manner that our forefaas
a
big
It's trite. It makes no difference what I think.
thers never intended. Since its inception
It's a personal preference and, let's be honest,
to a generation (circa 1750), the base system has long been
this isn't Yale. I can't compete with last year's
a euphemistic way of discussing what norfraught
Britney
ringing Ivy endorsement for swallowing ("Spit
mally resides between the front and back
Spears-like "virgins," covers of Cosmo, Maxim, or the like. Yet toor swallow? It's all about the sauce," Yale Daily
News, Dec. 7, 2001), nor would I care to try.
day we have perverted it. We have lost secmost whom bet
ond base almost completely. More and more
My feeling on that issue is this: Girls, be happy
a golf
you have the choice. He doesn't. So really
people skip from kissing one thing to kisswhat I want to address is a very different through a garden
ing something else. The idea that oral sex
isn't as big of a deal has led to a generation
blowjob question. Not one of semantics, but
more of blowjob philosophy (take that, Yale).
fraught with Britney Spears-like "virgins," most of whom 1 bet
Now inevitably, some of you are offended. You're could suck a golf ball through a garden hose.
shocked. You're appalled. The second 1 said the word blowjob
The problem here is our philosophy. We're focusing on
the letter, rather than the spirit of the system. We're ignoring
you decided I was nothing more than a slut with a pen. You're
ready to call The Heights office and beg that someone please that there's more of a point to the allegory of baseball than
think of the children. Good. At least you're thinking about it. being able to subtly find out which of your friends got some
Some of you just grunted and thought that blowjobs are cool, play last night. The point is that it's a graduated system and
or that you'd like one right now. Shame on you. But to those most of us are not .400 hitters.
of you who beg that 1 think of the easily manipulated among
All the bases need to be taken seriously, particularly the
us, I can only say that I do, and it is with them in mind that I last two. Why? Because blowjobs have the potential to
boldly venture into this domain.
complement a wonderful evening, but they also have the poCollege is screwed up. It's not real life. They took 6,000 of tential to just suck.
us who are in our sexual prime and crammed us into a dorm
room where there's nowhere to sit except on the bed. Members of the opposite or same, of course gender are but a Anna Schleelein is a staff writer for The Heights. Her column
appears weekly in this space.
single flight of stairs away, and often right next door.

Anna Schleelein
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-Driving drunk for 18

campus rants

-Dressing in drag for
Halloween
-Driving 18 hours to get

drunk somewhere else
-Leaves falling in October
-Fighting the Irish
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Taurus: April 20
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Scorpio: Oct. 23

Leslie D'Souza

,
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Leslie D'Sauza is a guest columnist for The Heights. She is a
junior in the Lynch School of Education.
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Feb. 19
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March 20-April 19

Tired of walking to class the
same old way every day?
First, find an alternate route
that pleases you. Then,
compell the rest of BC to follow suit by placing orange
traffic cones around campus
to indicate the "right way."

Mlles from BCs Mam Gateto ND sGolden Dome see
states driven throu gh 5 H 'g hway rest st°P s on the wa v 3 3
Price for pair of BC vs. nd football tickets through bc
Ticket Office $86 Highest bidding price (as of Sunday)
for pair of tickets on e-Bay $60 0
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True to your astrological sign
(the virgin), stay pure and
clean by carrying around
moist toilettes. Wipe as
needed. Don't hesitate to
wipe others as well '

March 19

There is only one way for you
to help the world. Stray animals need you - There is a
guppy in the Reservoir needing a home only you can provide.
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of "that weird kid" and sit in
the corner chewing straw
.
~
wrappers the entire time. Hey,
it heals a samp tramp.

Ju|y 22
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a part-time job
Looking for
with short hours? Rumor has
it the fourth floor of Fitzpatrick
.
.
.
is in dire need ol a good
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To scare people at this week s
_
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There>S somethin g magnetic
about the Jackson Five and
the Partrid g e Famil y- Start
your own family band. No
need to actually use real family members. Convince your
adoring public that you and
y° ur be st friend (who happens to be of a different race
than, you) are related.

Aquarius: Jan. 21-Feb. 18
«Ht

June 20

you're
going
your
to
afford
remainJ
Jljf 6 6
Ml ' ng co e 8 e years? For every
time you steal food from the
dinin g hal1 take a Penny and
'
place it in a spare sock. Pay
back y° ur loans with y° ur
sock full of pennies.
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£t\ ATI Worried about how

Jan. 20

Pick your own American Idol.
From Disco Stu (a la The
Simpsons)
to
Michael
Corleone (a la The Godfather), there are a host of phenomenal men and women out
there whom you can aspire
to be.
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Gemini: May 21

Dec. 21

Remember that rush you got
last weekend from "time-traveling" on the daylight savings switch? Get another
dose of feeling as cool as
Marty McFly by driving into
the next time zone. You might
become so addicted to your
power over time that you'll
drive around the world.
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Capricorn: Dec.
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face it the fork twirl, the inner spoon twirl, and even the
raw slurp have become quite
,
,
You re sure to
commonplace. v
,
,
i some spice!
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multitask and
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Aries:
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morning workout, construct
a monkey bars course across
,
your room. Build guns of steel
.
,
while wandering around lookT sock,
ing for your left

(
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With almost 4,000 pubs in London, it is no wonder that
pubs are the Mecca of British social life. Around my campus,
in the quaint town of Englefield Green, there are six pubs
within walking distance and three on campus, but sadly no
post offices.
Whether I go to The Stumble Inn, The Pig 'N Whistle, or
The Happy Man, the pub is the perfect place to be with friends
for a few drinks and a few laughs or lament over a miserable
day or a failed romance.
Drinking is a major but not a mandated part of pubbing.
Here, drinking does not entail getting hammered out of your
mind, which is a welcome change from the binge-drinking BC
culture. Instead you drink in moderation, to relax and unwind.
Pubs carry over 20 different kinds of beers such as Newcastle
Ale, Carling, Guinness, and of course Budweiser, served in
pints or half pints. Pubs also serve soda, wine, and a host of
alcoholic wine coolers.
Pubs are also renowned for serving traditional food, particularly the Sunday Roast, that comes with Yorkshire pud-

Nov. 21

-

,
<a To truly? leave your mark on
KSlrnU civilization
\u25a0
you will invent a
XX lPjv new way to eat pasta. Let , s

The pub's the place
ding (which, to my surprise, was not a dessert), roast potatoes, and vegetables
for only a few pounds. Pubs also specialize in traditional British delicacies such as bangers and
mash (sausages and mashed potatoes), steak and kidney pie,
and fish and chips.
Older pubs are filled with history and ghost stories. I
visited The Ostrich, said to be the oldest pub in England.
Attached to the pub was an old bed and breakfast, complete
with trapdoors below the beds. These trapdoors would be
opened late and night and unsuspecting guests would fall to
their deaths, following which their belongings were stolen
and sold. The Ostrich is said to have ghosts and ghouls that
also frequent the bar with the regulars.
The pub is the place where you can sit down as equals
with your professors outside of the classroom and have a
pint. Or you can just watch football (soccer), if not to follow
the game, then just to drool over Beckham or Owen. Or just
kick back, have a laugh, and wrap up the day.
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Sept. 23 Oct. 22
c-ft-j There's nothing that demands
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respect more than a wedding
,
,
, you
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u25a0~^ V5A dress.
How else
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get
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Katie Thomas is the assistant features
editor of The Heights. Her column
appears weekly in this space.

Price per can of Bud Light at
Reservoir Wine & Spirits $.74
Price per can of Bud Light at
South Bend Discount Liquors

$.60

KELLY AGOS tinacchio

Heightslines

TP rolls with the punches
Annie Barrett

I

In keeping with this
column's tradition of
discussing only the
most pressing issues
I on campus, this week's
I installment will focus
one the silent yet turbulent Toilet Paper Tension (TPT) that
goes on in every suite or apartment.

I
I

I

no such thing as a stupid question?

Who said there's

What do you do to help someone
who can't speak English? You'd be
amazed at how you can get your
point your across. I've been known
to draw a map before.

Carl
Rubinstein

TPT arises whenever a TP roll ex-

pires so, twice a week for guys, 43 times
a day for girls. Due to the basic human
instinct to never, ever change the roll
yourself and instead leave it for the next
person, we all find ourselves high and
(not so) dry on a fairly regular basis.
Girls think they can prevent TPT by
stacking between one and 30 extra TP
rolls in the vicinity of the toilet. Despite
this noble gesture, no one can bring herself to change the roll on the actual roll
-

Carl Rubinstein, husband and father
of two and BC's Main Gate Security
Director of Operations, took a few minutes to answer some of The Heights'
questions about his years here.

Have you ever met anyone famous
during your years here at BC?
Senators and congressmen have
been here before. The Attorney General was here once.

How long have you worked here
at BC? This is my fifth full-time year
I've been here for 10 years total,

What do you do when there is a
lull in traffic? I love to keep up with
college hockey. I also love old movies, Hitchcock mostly. I think I know
all the words of Dial M for Murder. I
also enjoy reading spy novels.

...

What have some of your previous
jobs been? I owned a parking lot
business first. I graduated from

BC's law school and then practiced
law for four years, and then worked
for a large credit union. I attended
the police academy later in life and
worked at several other college campuses before coming to BC. I have
been involved in other aspects of
the Security Department here before working at the Main Gate.

Carl Rubinstein welcomes vehicular and
pedestrian passersby with the same
bright grin.

Do you carry a gun? No.

What do you do on your days off?
work out at the Jewish Community
Center. I like to hike and ride my
bike.

Do you decorate your booth? Actually, no. I used to have a picture
of my wife and kids around here

Do you get preferential parking?

What is your favorite part of the
job? The interaction with the people.
The people here are so great. It's
just a wonderful place.

I

No,

I

park where everyone else

parks.

How often do you need to look at
a map when you are asked for directions? When I first started, I always got Newton and Upper mixed
up. Without the kids' help at first I
wouldn't have been able to find anything, but now I know the campus.
Have you ever given someone the
directions on purpose? I've
certainly never done it on purpose.
But I'm sure I have when I try to
give directions quickly.
wrong

Have you ever met Father Leahy?
Yes, he's a lovely person.

get in

GAME...

I

holder. Someone starts a fresh roll from
the toilet top, assuming that this is just
as good and the next person will change
it herself if she really wants to.
An extreme version of this practice
is to leave only one or two "layers" of
TP on the roll that's actually on the
holder. By taking TP from the toilet-top
supply and not the dwindling roll to your
left, you are freed of roll-changing responsibilities. You think you're being
generous by technically not using up
the roll, but really you're upping the potential for TPT.
The tension eventually gets to the
point where everyone in the suite is absolutely seething because no one has
changed the near-empty roll for five
days. You walk around speaking normally but with deadly undertones.
Guilty roommate: "Hey, what's up?
I just baked you this chocolate cake from
scratch because I thought you might be
hungry." Now would you change the
toilet paper?
Another guilty roommate: "Yeah,
I'm not hungry." That wench. She thinks
she can buy me with desserts and she's
right. But I'm still not changing it.
Another guilty roommate sulking in
bed: / hate you guys. Why are you talk-

What is the most common reason
people give you to let them park
at BC? I get the "I have an exam
reason" a lot and I usually see what

somewhere.

Do you give any preferential treatment to anyone? People who are
handicapped.

I can do.

Do you speak any foreign languages? I know enough Spanish to
be able to read it. I've picked up a
bit of Japanese being in the service.
Also, my grandparents spoke Rus-

sian and Yiddish, so I am sure I
know some of those words. But I
can pick up a Spanish newspaper
and understand it fairly well.

?I

Do you ever have to chase people
away? Generally, no.
Who drives the most unique car?
One of the Jesuits has a car with
stickers and animals painted on it
with a set of horns on the top.

?MEREDITH STOFFEL AND
KATHRYN WERNER

_?

Bjjng

ing? Change the roll, now.

Guys probably don't do thai. 1 just
have a feeling.
Both guys and girls go thai extra
step of mild-generosity-without-majoreffort and employ the "new roll on top
of empty roll" trick. This phenomenon is
innate and occurs in every household
worldwide. There are a few weird people
who might not have received the TP Laziness gene, but they represent 1 percent of society and are generally distrusted as heathens.
Plus, when you change the roll once,
you'll be expected to do it all the time,
much like the dishes, the trash, and the
placing of newspaper over Diet Pepsi/
Mac 'n' Cheese spills and leaving it there
indefinitely. One person in each apartment or suite usually acquires all of these
responsibilities due to an extremely
weak personality and just an inkling of
desire for cleanliness. He or she consequently hates all roommates within 6-8
weeks post-arrival to campus.
As usual, TWYT refuses to go the
extra l/100th of a mile and offer a solution to the problems presented. But TPT
awareness can be the first step in improving its consequences. Once TPT is
overcome, roommates can go back to resenting each other for more important
issues, like who smelled up the bathroom
and forgot to light the magic bathroom
candle when finished.

Annie Barrett is the features editor of
The Heights. Her column appears regularly in this space.
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Girls just wanna be prepared.
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2002 Resident Assistant Information Sessions
DATE
November 3
November 4
Novembers
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TIME

LOCATION
Roncalli Lounge
Walsh 7th Fir Lounge

8 PM
7PM
7PM
9 PM
9PM
7PM

Novembers
November 6
November 7

90 4th Fir Lounge
Edmonds Lounge
90 4th Fir Lounge
Walsh 7th Fir Lounge

Applications are available online at the housing website.
All Applications are due on Monday, December 6, 2002 by 5 PM.
Please call 617-552-3060 with any questions.
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O'Connell evolves into student center
Continued from CI
of The Heights and Stylus. A room that housed an
indoor swimming pool was also converted to a classroom.

Originally there were several other buildings
on the property, including carriage houses, a stable,
a garage, and a gardener's lodge, all arranged in a
quadrangle and surrounding an English courtyard.
These buildings were used as administrative space
for the Athletic Association and as locker rooms
for the sports teams. Additional space was provided for storage of the dramatic society's props
and sets.

Two years later, in 1943, the University began
to feel the stresses of World War 11, and enrollment
dropped substantially while students went off to
fight. BC's grounds served as a training facility for

the U.S. Army and St. Mary's Hall housed many of
the soldiers. Accordingly, the business school was
moved to the Tower Building (now Gasson Hall),
and the Jesuits residing in St. Mary's were temporarily moved into O'Connell Hall.
After victory was declared the following summer, the Jesuits moved back into St. Mary's and
O'Connell Hall was again used for academic purposes until the completion of Fulton Hall in 1948
prompted the College of Business Administration
to permanently leave O'Connell Hall. O'Connell
then became a residence hall.
In 1946, portions of the film 13 Rue Madeleine,
directed by Henry Hathaway, were filmed inside
O'Connell Hall. The building's exterior was chosen
for its "country club" look. This war film starred
James Cagney, who played a spy for the O.S.S.
O'Connell Hall served as the training facility

light of which is arguably the Middlemarch Ball.
Surrounding the aura of the O'Connell House
are many myths and legends suggesting the presence of ghosts and other-worldly beings in the
building. Each story is different and entirely unsubstantiated. For years, O'Connell House managers and Heights reporters alike have tried in vain to
make sense of them.
To the person experiencing peril, (here remains
a certain sense of belief and respect for what may
have occurred. The attic of O'Connell house, in
particular, is home to a great number of these rumors. Just ask any manager who has ever lived in
the bedroom directly below the attic. Perhaps it
says something when only two of the five managers living in O'Connell House today have ever visited the hallowed floor and the rest intend to keep
it that way.
"We think that the ghosts are good ghosts
and not necessarily evil ghosts," said Kate Nash,
community relations manager of O'Connell House
and GA&S '04, who also said that she has yet to
have a mysterious experience in her first year of
living in the house. Kate optimistically mentioned
that the only times that she ever feels apprehensive about the house are when closing up late at
night, but that she likes to think that "when I take
care of the house, things will be fine."
Considering the long history of the O'Connell
House, it's understandable that such stories and
anxieties would arise. One can almost tell just from
looking at the dark and looming exterior that it would
be bound to have some sort of mystical aura surrounding it. Today, the large, aged Welsh mansion
situated in the center of several newer buildings
stands as a proud reminder of BC's history.
-

O'Connell House's Tudor-style architecture and dark interior add to its somewhat spooky atmosphere
for young agents, portrayed by 22 BC students
who spent eight weeks filming the movie and were
paid $400 apiece for their work. This is especially
interesting in light of the fact that Boston College
was actually a training ground for soldiers during
the war. In the 1980s, the film was shown in
O'Connell annually for students.
By 1954, BC's leaders knew the University
needed to begin housing a greater number of students on campus if it wanted to become a nationally recognized institution, competitive with other
Jesuit schools like Georgetown and Holy Cross.
Upper Campus was seen transformed as Claver,
Loyola, and Xavier were constructed on the former
grounds of the Liggett property.
As more and more dormitories were erected on
Upper Campus, the need for a student center to

organize entertainment and social activities became
increasingly evident. O'Connell Hall seemed like
the perfect answer, but it was housing some 82
students. This housing demand led to the construction of the Medeiros Townhouses, which were

built in 1971 to provide additional beds. At the same
time, O'Connell Hall underwent renovations that
cost somewhere in the area of $1 million.
O'Connell reopened as the campus student
center in October of 1972. In addition to being home
to the official student union, the renamed O'Connell
House also included the offices of the First Year
Experience and the Alcohol and Drug Education
Program.
Since then, five live-in student managers have
been responsible for organizing the social events
and happenings of the house each year, the high-

Students gain teaching experience
Continued from CI

the day, so it's like we're totally isolated

from other students."
pushovers, and we have stay balanced
between being a fun teacher but taking
everything seriously."
Both Wilson and Sorgi agree that it
will be hard to leave their classrooms at
the end of the semester and become students again themselves.
"It's such a change," said Sorgi. "It's
like we have a professional nine-to-five
job we come to every day, but then we
go back to BC and live the college
lifestyle. We're never on campus during

Wilson agreed. "It's like we're being pulled in two different directions.
"But I think it's much more enriching and
I get a lot more accomplished now than 1
would being able to sleep in until 10:30
everyday."
Though the two lament that living in
the professional world means forgoing a
lot of party time and opting to go to bed
earlier than their peers, they're not whining. They believe the experience has
been worth the sacrifices.

"I was initially turned off to teaching," said Wilson. "I guess it was just from
some of our classes and teaching once a
week with the pre-practicums; but after
actually spending time as a full-time
teacher, being able to teach in a classroom
setting, I know I don't want to be anything
else."
"The best part," said Sorgi, "is walking through the halls and seeing the
other student-teachers trying to discipline their kids. It's hard when you have
to be strict with them because they're
so cute."

I

I

I
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John Marshall Law

Continued from CI

of

Chicago

School prides itself on a rich 103year history of diversity, innovation and opportunity.

Watch for the graduate school or law fair on your campus in
November. Come talk to our representative and learn about
our programs and specialties including:
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Nationally ranked Intellectual Property and
Trial Advocacy Programs
Information Technology
Legal Writing
Day and Evening, Full- and Part-Time Options
January Admission
(December LSAT accepted)
Joint J.D./LL.M. Degree Options

Ifyou miss us,
the
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School of education offers
intimate environment
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Kate Sorgi, LSOE '03, works with first grade students at the Baker School

call or visit our website

MARSHALL LAW SCHOOL®

315 South Plymouth Court Chicago, IL 60604
800.497.3299 www.jmls.edu/undergrad

university and still continues to do so. The history
of the School of Education only begins in 1952.
The goal of the school in the early years was
to integrate the professional aspects of the school
with the liberal arts tradition of Boston College. It
may seem odd in the typical student's view of BC
today, but in the early years, School of Education
students were teased by Arts and Sciences students for being associated with a "vocational college." Education students stood tall and ignored
the comments. Students today point out that the
school is far from being a "'vocational college."
"I feel that I am getting a well-rounded education which prepares me for a future career, but more
importantly, prepares me to interact with others and
have more meaningful relationships," said Courtney
Valentine, LSOE '04.
Other students also boast about their school.
"It's interesting when you think about it but those
in the Lynch School are the one who are directly
responsible for the future. The School of Education is a very important school to have at BC," said
Mark Banks, LSOE'O4.
The close-knit feel in the School of Education
can also be attributed to its location in Campion Hall.
Originally, the school operated in Gasson Hall,
which was originally built to accommodate an allmale student body. As the School of Education
brought more women to campus, Gasson became
an impractical location for the school's headquarters, as it only housed one large bathroom. Campion Hall opened in the fall of 1955, allowing the
school's first class to use it for their senior year.
In 1999, Carolyn and Peter Lynch contributed
more than $10 million to BC. and in 2000 the School
of Education gained a new name. The donation helped
to fund a few of the school's many programs. Dean
Mary Brabeck cited several examples of the school's
work outside of BC. "It has grown from being a
school that prepares teachers to a school that prepares professionals in research, education, and
social justice."
Dr. Penny Hauser-Cram, a professor in the school
with an expertise in the area of development of children with disabilities and children living in poverty,
also pointed to the school's work with research. "The
school has made BC more present in the immediate
community. We've also been able to do something
fully unique by combining high level research with
application and practice."
Hauser-Cram cited the Center for the Study of
Testing and the school's work with TIMSS, an acronym for Trends in International Mathematics and
Science Study. Associate Dean John Cawthorne and

Hauser-Cram identified the "Full Service School" as
being at the forefront of some of the Lynch School's
research. Centered at the nearby Gardener School,
the idea of the "Full Service School" is one that combines different disciplinesintegrated within the school
setting. The Lynch School has teamed up with the
BC Law School, the department of social work and
the Connell School of Nursing to offer different services to the families involved in the Gardener School.
The Campus School is evidence of this connection between theory and practice present at BC. In
1970, the Campus School was founded at the University and in 1989, it moved to facilities connected
to the Lynch School. Since this time, the Campus
School has served multi-handicappedpupils ranging
in age from three to 21. Cawthorne described the
Campus School as adding to the feel of the building.
He said whenever students walk into Campion Hall,
"They see a school that is really committed to working with all kids. It's striking."
Today the school has 60 full-time faculty members and an equal number of researchers. There are
800 undergraduate students and 1,000 graduate students. The number of undergraduates in the Lynch
School has been a significant factor in its growth.
Banks feels that "it's nice to have a smaller school,
compared to Arts and Sciences or CSOM where I
can get to know pretty much everyone."
Valentine also pointed out that while she is
one of more than 9,000 graduates at BC, she is one
in only about 200 students in her class at the Lynch
School. "You get to know the professors and students in your major. As a Lynch school student,
when you walk into Campion you feel at home."
The school also offers more than 25 academic
programs in education, human development, and
psychology, preparing its students for jobs not only
as teachers, but counselors, psychologists, researchers, policy evaluators, and superintendents
just to name a few.
Looking ahead to the future, Cawthorne sees
continuity with the programs already in existence at
the school. He also hopes to see more research in the
area of "how to close the achievement gaps between
white, African American, and Latino students."
Hauser-Cram said her wish for the school in the
years to come would be to see "the school as potentially integrating knowledge from different disciplines. This, in addition, to a real commitment to
groups that aren't getting an equal education, such as
kids in poverty and kids with disabilities."
Brabeck believes that the school's mission "to
enhance the human condition, to expand the human
imagination and to make the world more just" will
keep everyone "busy for the next 50 years."
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The P/E ratio
oversimplifies
business success

By George Atanasov
Heights Editor
Boston College students typically

Joe Michael Sasanuma
The most common
indicator of the relative value of a stock
has traditionally
been the Price to
Earnings ratio, or
the P/E. Derived by
dividing the price of the company's
share price by its earnings per share,
the P/E strictly measures the
company's value relative to its overall earnings.
For example, one share of GE
stock costs $26, and the company
earned $ 1.60 a share in the past year.
Thus, their P/E ratio is 26 divided by
1.6, or 16.25. In practical terms, the
P/E ratio shows how much an investor is paying for each dollar of earnings. Therefore, risking oversimplification, one might conclude that the
higher the P/E, the more expensivethe
stock, and vice versa.
After more than a 40 percent drop
in value over the past two-and-a-half
years, the P/E ratio of the S&P 500
an index composed of 500 major companies is around 16. Historically
speaking, 16 is not unreasonable, although it certainly isn't low. During
the late '70s and early '80s, P/E ratio
of S&P 500 remained below 10; from
the '60s to the '90s, the ratio rarely
reached above 20. All that changed
during the stock market hysteria of the
mid to late '90s. Between 1996 to
1999, P/E ratio of S&P 500 jumped
from 16 to 40, as investors and even
analysts ignored the fundamentals of
capitalism, like earnings and cash
flow.
Most of those who dismissed
fundamentals failed to give any reason; they had no concerns so long as
their portfolios increased. Some tried

-

-

explain why

P/E's were no longer

relevant. They commonlyargued that
the tech sector would grow far faster
than the Old Economy and potential
for growth was limitless. The stock
prices were justified based on what
these companies would do in the future.

Contrary to their convictions,
stocks eventually came crashing
down. The P/E explanation is very
simple. Technically speaking, the P/
E ratio does not say whether a stock
is flying high or sinking low, only
whether it's overvalued or undervalued relative to the company's earnings. Falling stocks are more likely
to be undervalued, and rising stocks
more likely to be overvalued. Stocks
need to be appropriately valued. Such
moderation does not necessarily need
to be attained through adjustments in
a stock price, as changes in earnings
can also affect the P/E ratio. If the P/
E is too high, either the company's
stock has to come down or the earnings must go up; if it is too low, either the price goes up or the earnings
come down. What happened in the
late '90s was that few, if any, companies could match the earnings expectations set by the investors reflected
in their P/E, and so the stocks came
crashing down.
It is easy in hindsight to argue
that the New Economy's potential argument to justify high P/E's was
flawed. But strictly in terms of
technicals, it wasn't. If- and this is a
big if a company with a huge P/E
could provide a consistent phenomenal growth in earnings, their P/E
would gradually fall to reasonable
levels. Such examples are hard to
find, but a convincing one is the auction site eßay (EBAY). During the
Internet bubble, there was a time
when eßay's P/E ratio was at an astronomical 14,000. Although the
company's stock is off only 50 percent since then, their P/E ratio has
fallen to 94. It is still very high, but
achieving such reduction through
earnings growth, and not falling
shares as most stocks do, is quite an
accomplishment. eßay may be one of
the very few examples of the New
Economy promise bearing fruit.
-

Joe Michael Sasanuma is a staff
writer for The Heights. His column
appears weekly in this space.
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Career Fair helps job hunters find future

STRICTLY BUSINESS

to

Marketplace

Inside:
?NBA Live 2003
hits the stands, C6

congregate in Conte Forum sporting maroon and gold Superfan shirts, anticipating some action on the ice or on the court.
The T-shirts were left in the dorm rooms

last Monday night and students instead
dressed formally in their suits and ties.
With the help of BC's Career Center,
Conte Forum was transformed into a marketplace for job-seekers, graduate school
applications, and volunteers, among other
professions, for the University's annual
Career Fair.
Some 1,250 students attended this
year's event, a precipitous drop from last
year's attendance. The previous fair, which
was postponed from its original fall date and
held in March due to the events on September 11, saw about 1,600students. While the
attendance saw a decline, the number of
recruiters and information tables held steady.
All told there were about 146 tables,
which included 120 job recruiters, 10

BC students piled into Conte Forum for the annual Career Fair last Monday.
graduate schools and 10 "careers in"
tables, a traditional feature of the event in
which BC alumni return to speak about
their respective fields. The recruiters featured a variety of companies such as

Raytheon, Deloitte Consulting, Philip
Morris USA, and Neiman Marcus.
Emerson College was among the gradu-

ate schools, while the "careers in" table

held disciplines ranging from law to advertising to economics.
Terry Witherell, the associate director
for the Career Center, played a major role
in organizing the fair, and toted thenumber
of non-profit and educational organization
on hand. She explained that the fair saw

"less in the more traditional fields and that
is indicative of the economy right now."
Although the companies on hand represented a multiplicity of disciplines, many
students were not satisfied with the
choices available.
"Although 1 was happy that there
were non-profits groups at the fair, I wish
there was a greater variety of companies
on hand," said Nicole Farina, A&S '03.
"I felt like the majority of recruiters were
for CSOM students."
The criticism that the majority of recruiters were for CSOM students, or companies seeking finance or accounting majors, was a common one.
"I came into it [the fair] not really
knowing what to look for," said Matthew
Fitzpatrick, A&S '03. "As a communications major, I felt out of place when I saw
that most of the recruiters were companies
looking for finance and accounting majors."
"There were definitely more companies from the corporate world," said Bryan

See Career Fair, C6

A man for all seasons
Philosophy professor
Kreeft discusses books,
By Dan Elliott and
Justin Lubkiewicz
Special to The Heights
Although he believes
Socrates would consider him an
"intellectual prostitute," Boston
College considers Peter Kreeft
one of the finest members of its
faculty. The professor, author of
more than 40 books, and Catholic apologist extraordinaire has
taught classes on topics as varied as "Ghosts and Miracles,"
"The Meaning of Life," and
"Now and Zen" since he arrived
here in 1965. Kreeft sat down for
a conversation with The Heights
this past Thursday to speak about
the publication of his books and
his life in general.
The Heights: Can you describe
the process of getting a book deal
with a publishing company?
Peter Kreeft: Yeah
you have
to know somebody. It's almost
impossible to get a book published if you are unknown and
you send a manuscript to a publisher even a good one. There
has to be some friendship or personal connection. My first book
was sort of mothered into existence by a friend of mine that I
went to college with who works
for a publisher, who approached
me and asked if I would write a
little book a 50-page pamphlet.
He said we're doing books on
modern authors and Isaid I'd like
to write on Tolkien. A few days
later, he gave me a phone call and
asked if I could switch to another
author because "W.H. Auden
?

-

-

life

wants to write on Tolkien and
he's a little more famous than you

are." The only other author I liked
as much as Tolkien was C.S.
Lewis so I wrote a book on him.
Tom Howard, an author from the
area who I know, has also helped
me in the publishing process. So
you have to have good recommendations because that's what
makes the editor read the thing
because editors have desks littered with manuscripts.
TH: Tell us about your relationship with editors.
PK: Nothing but good relationships. There are complaints that
some authors have, but editors
are like midwives they want to
get the books out and do good by
the author. All the editors I've
ever worked with are helpful,
even though they are all very different. Some are more picky than
others.
TH: Is there a particular reason
that the vast majority of your
books are published through
Ignatius Press?
PK: Yeah, they do a good job.
Personal friends of mine work for
the company. I write books for a
bridge audience, halfway between the scholarly and the popular, as they do. My books are, either explicitly of implicitly, usually Catholic books, so Ignatius
fits. They are the biggest Catholic publisher in the country and
the fastest growing.
TH: What would the conditions
of a typical book deal be for a
successful apologist author such
as yourself?
PK: Standard royalty is 10 per-

Peter Kreeft, professor of philosophy at Boston College, stands tall with over 40 books under his belt.
cent of the book sale. Depending on how famous you are, they
give you a smaller or larger ad-

vance on the royalties. Soyou try
to get a big advance, which forces
them to advertise aggressively to

recoup the loss, but you can't do
that unless you're famous.
TH: What was the first book you
wrote and what was the experience like to have your first piece
of work published?
PK: "Love is Stronger Than
Death" was the first full-length
book I ever wrote. Not to sound
arrogant, but it must be like how
a woman feels when she has her
first baby. A little bit. Once the

book is published, it's already got
a Ph.D. and it can housekeepon
its own, unlike kids.
TH: How has your life changed
since you released your first book
and became a successful author?
PK: I have enough money to
keep the house going in Newton
(laughs). I write for mixed motives. I want to tell the truth, help
people, make money, and way
down the line is success, which I
don't care much about.
TH: Have you been surprised at
the commercial success, or lack
thereof, of any of your books in
particular?
PK: Yes. I am very pleased and

surprised that some of the most
scholarly books have been some
of the most successful. Like the
"Summa of the Summa" from
Thomas Aquinas, which is quite
difficult. Or the "Handbook of
Christian Apologetics," which is
written sort of in the style of the
"Summa." Or the book on Pascal which is quite philosophical.
So I am encouraged by that. Usually, popular books sell better
than scholarly books, so that was

surprising.
TH: Who have been your literary heroes?

See Kreeft, C6

Foamheads, Inc. descends upon Eagle fans
By Jeremy Raelin
Marketplace Editor
During the Virginia Tech football
game, ESPN placed Boston College in a
national spotlight. The expansive yellowsea of Superfans proved to the country
why BC has such a powerful home field
advantage. Although the Eagles were not
able to pull out a victory, this fan support
was well documented as both Superfan
shirts and Eagle Heads were in full view
for the nation to see.
While many Superfans know of the
yellow T-shirts available in the BC Bookstore, a few are still unacquainted with the
EagleHead. This headgear is a unique novelty made by Foamheads, Inc., a Preston,
WA-based company. Co-founded by Ken
Saunders, a Seattle-based promotional
products professional, and James E. Bell,
BC '88 and ex-football player, the company specializes in durable collectible
headgear and key chains.
The venture began near Seattle in
1999. The catalyst for the endeavor was
the arrival of ex-Packer coach Mike
Holmgren. The highly touted NFL coach
left his longtime home in Green Bay and
moved to Seattle to take over coaching
duties for the Seahawks. In order to welcome the coach, KJRO radio, the official

the two formed Foamheads, Inc. and set
to work. They signed deals with both
the NFL and the Collegiate Licensing Company, allowing them to make original
Bk Foamheads for all colleges and NFL teams.
When asked about these
signings, Saunders said, "These deals are
a springboard. They will allow us to expand from a few Pacific Northwest-based
teams and schools to the entire NFL and
NCAA. Now, we can continue, on a much
grander scale, to provide beautiful, highquality, durable products for fans, which
are a lot of fun to wear and display on
your head, on your wall, or in your car."
Foamheads will soon be available for
all NFL teams and for 70 NCAA schools.
Currently, designers are preparing
Foamheads for the MLB, NBA, NHL, and
NASCAR.
In response to the high standards of
their product, Saunders said, "The NFL
and NCAA are very protective of their
brand so we make each Foamhead, quite
literally, a work of art. They are molded
by a Disney sculptor and a professional
designer. Their quality and durability far
exceeds what people are used to."
Although the company started in
Washington, Bell slated that he could
-

PHOTO COURTESY OF WWW.FOAMHEAOS.COM

radio of the Seattle Seahawks, issued a
mandate for Saunders to make the coach
feel appreciated. Teaming up with Bell,
an All-East tailback while at BC, the two
set to work. Bell had the advantage of
knowing Holmgren, playing under him
when the latter was an assistant for the San
Francisco 49ers. Working off the model
of the famous Green Bay Cheeseheads, the
two entrepreneurs designed their first
Foamhead, the HawkHead. The foam novelty was an immediate success.
After the success of the HawkHead,

never deny his BC routes. In response

to

the EagleHead being one of the original
Foamheads, Bell said, "The EagleHead
was one of the first. We had to take care
of our own."
Bell has been quite pleased with the
success of the EagleHead. Foamheads,
Inc. wants its product to bring fan support
to the next level. Bell said, "We are delighted that the EagleHead is doing well.
We call them 'The Fan's True Identity,' and
based on the Virginia Tech game, the fans
agree. Now that hockey has started, and
basketball is just around the comer, I hope
those kids in the Superfan shirts take to
them like the football crowd."
More EagleHeads continue to surface as each athletic event transpires. If
this trend correlates to other campuses and
stadiums around the country, Saunders
and Bell will have hit a gold mine. Although their success has been appreciated,
the two entrepreneurs take nothing for
granted. Taking off on the BC ideal of service for others, a portion of all proceeds
is donated to the Spinal Cord Society. As
long as there are fans rooting for the home
team, Foamheads, Inc. will be there to

help.
For more information, check out
www.foamheads.com.
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EA's NBA Live 2003 aims for the high percentage
maneuvers include such moves as crossover dribbles,
shoulder fakes, shot blocks, and ball steals. With over
100 offensive-based combos, it takes a while to truly
master the game.
Despite the copious amount of special actions,
EA has somehow managed to avoid the pitfalls of its
predecessors. The graphics are not only improved,
but they are also smoother. Transitions flow from
one scene to the next. With this said, it must be noted
thatin order to improve the game, EA has included a
plethora of cut scenes. Even though the graphics for
these scenes make the game more realistic, their excessive use breaks up the flow of a game, often annoying the most patient of players.
Sticking to the theme of realism, NBA Live 2003
aims for the best graphics to date. Although there is

By Jeremy Raelin
Marketplace Editor
With the 2002-03 NBA season around the corner, fans are clamoring for a new way to relish the
game. EA Sports has set out to create this channel
with its completely revamped edition of the NBA Live
series: NBA Live 2003.
Game fans have become increasingly disconcerted with EA Sports' NBA Live series. The last few
editions have been wrought with disappointments.
Graphics have been choppy, game play has been
rough, and individuality has been lost. With their latest release, EA Sports looks to recapture its former
glory.
Many of the improvements of NBA Live 2003
are based upon EA Sports' new focus: the EA Sports
Freestyle Control. This "upgrade" of the normal
PlayStation2 game pad is entrenched in the game itself. Although the controller itselfremains the same,
the way in which it is used has been revolutionized.
As with most other games, the left analog stick moves
players. It is the right analog stick that has undergone

enhanced rebounding, blocking, player reaction, and
speed,problems arise with player faces. Without the
patented tattoos and hair, one would have a hard time
distinguishing players. To avoid this glitch, NBA Live
2003 incorporates a personal swagger into its athletes.
In reality, different players have different styles of
play; this rings true in NBA Live 2003. Through the use
of the Freestyle Control, signature moves from such
players as Allen Iverson (Philadelphia 76ers), Tracy
McGrady (Orlando Magic), and Kobe Bryant (LA Lakers) can all add their characteristics to the game.
MarvAlbert recently signed a contract with EA
Sports to perform the play-by-play commentary
alongside color commentator Mike Fratello. Unfortunately, this team was not able to finish their slogans in time for the release of 2003. Instead, former
Houston Rocket player Calvin Murphy takes over
the color commentary. Alongside Murphy is a fillin for play-by-play. This duo works well together,
but the Albert-Fratello team would be an improve-

a metamorphosis.

The right analog has been equipped to allow players incorporate an abundance of special moves into
their play. These moves all change depending on how
a player is standing, how he is being guarded, and
where he is on the court. Offensive and defensive

ment.

Although Albert did not sign with EA early
enough to commentate the games, he is included on
the tutorial mode. Albert can be heard explaining
moves and their effects. Regrettably, this mode leaves
much to be desired. It only touches the very base of
the game, never truly showing a user the amount of
moves that can be mastered.
The other modes of the game are one-on-one,
franchise, and playoffs, are all up to par. On-line play

Jason Kidd of the New Jersey Nets tries to move
past Tracy McGrady of the Orlando Magic.

Kerry Kittles soars to block Samaki Walker's jumpshot in front of the ecstatic home crowd
mimics the format of Madden NFL 2003. Five-onfive play is allowed, but only a maximum of two players can compete at once.
On both the Ail-Star and Superstar levels NBA
Live 2003 is quite difficult. It will take hours ofpractice for one to give the computer decent competition. One thing working for the user is the set plays.
There are four default plays on offense: isolation,
3-point, post-up, and pick and roll. Defensive
schemes are also included: man-to-man, 2-3-zone
defense, full court press, and half court trap. With
the simplicity of defense, one can legitimately end
a game with a 70 percent field goal percentage; however, this does not guarantee a victory. Instead, the
computer earns its wins off fast-break points. Although the user can force turnovers, teammate
drones seem to be consistently slower and less intelligent than computer opponents. In order to win,
one must work hard on both offense and defense.

One problem with EA Sports games is the
soundtrack. Initially, the songs fit the game and are a
welcome backing to play. Over time, they become
tired and trying. To avoid this, NBA Live 2003 gives
the user the option to skip songs that may have become aged.
As a whole, NBA Live 2003 is a solid effort from
EA Sports. It is a clear and dramatic improvement over
its predecessors. Although the game has been enhanced,
some progress is still needed. NBA Live 2003 is a fine
game, but it may take a few more years before it can
reach the integrity of the Madden franchise.

For reviews o/NHL 2003 and Need For Speed: Hot
Pursuit 2, see www.bcheights.com.
For information about EA sports events on campus
and in the Boston area, contact Trip Ross,
frankbc@easportsrep.com.

Peter Kreeft contemplates his writing career
PK: C.S. Lewis, certainly.
Tolkien, in pure literature.
Chesterton, a magnificent stylist,
either you love him or you hate
him he's an addiction. Somebne
once said Chesterton is like potato
chips you can't eat just one. Saint
Augustine. I'm lazy and I don't
like languages, but it's worth
-

-

philosophy.
TH: Which type of book do you
find the most fulfilling to write?
PK: Socratic dialogues. I've got
Soprates in. the back of,my mind
somewhere, and when I let him
come out, it feels very natural.
TH: What advice would you give
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to young, aspiring authors?
PK: The same advice everybody
gives I think tell the truth, don't
fake it. Speak from experienceand
from the heart. No secrets.
TH: What prompted you to convert from Calvinism to Catholicism?
PK: Well, I started at Calvin College getting interested in the external aspects of the Church - the
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learning Latin just to read the Confessions. And of course, Plato the
greatest writer in the history of
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beauty of the architecture, the intelligence of the philosophy, the
impressiveness of the cultural tradition. I gradually realized that all
of this was just the surface. 1
didn't know whether I should be
a Protestant or a Catholic, but I
knew 1 had to be a Christian. So I
asked "What Church did Christ
found?" So I took a course in
Church History at Calvin College
which clarified things for me. The
difference between the Protestant
and Catholic notions of the
Church is that the Protestants
thought they were restoring the
original Church and that they
were in the Church Christ
founded, whereas the Catholics
claimed they were in the Church
Christ founded and the Church
grew from within, like a plant. 1
said "that makes it empirically
testable
I'll read the early
Church founders, look at the data,
and see how Protestant they
were." Well, you know the rest of
the story. I read them and saw how
Catholic they were.
TH: How has the study of philosophy and theology helped you in
your personal and professional
-

life?
PK: Obviously philosophy helps
you in your personal life. It is the
pursuit of wisdom, and we all need
wisdom to guide everything that we
do. Theology is the science of God.
The more you know about God, the
more reasons you have to love him
and that's the meaning of personal
life. They haven't helped me professionally they have been my profession. So it's not an adjunct, it's
not an aid. I have this very lucky arrangement where the thing I love to
do is the thing I get paid for. Socrates
would probably call me an intellectual prostitute.
TH: It seems to be a stereotype that
members of academia lean towards
a liberal ideology. Is it difficult

being a conservative Catholic
member of academia?
PK: As far as the non-religious
fashions of academia are concerned who cares about fashion
anyway? Chesterton said that the
one who marries the spirit of the
times will quickly become a widower. Fashions change every year.
Boston College is really an unusual place. 1 mean, it is definitely
Catholic enough to feel at home
and yet it is modern enough to
have all the problems of the
world. So you've got the best of
both worlds here.
TH: Which projects are you currently pursuing?
PK: The nine Socratic introductions to the great books ofphilosophy are one thing. I've been working on a novel for over 10 years.
Someday that will be finished. I
just finished a logic textbook on
Socratic logic and that should be
out next year. And I'm doing a
book now called The Philosophy
of Tolkien, which should be out by
-

next Christmas.

[Aspiring authors
should] tell the truth;
don't fake it. Speak
from experience and
from the heart. No

secrets.
?Peter Kreeft,
philosophy professor
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Dean Hashjmoto

A.8..M.5., M.D.,J.D.,M.0.H.,and now, finally, IRA.
As a man who's devoted his life to the pursuit of knowledge, Dean Hashimoto
wasn't going to pick a retirement plan without first doing his homework.
That's why he chose an IRA from us, the people with over 80 years' experience
managing portfolios for the world's sharpest minds. After discovering that our
IRAs offer a variety of investment choices and low expenses, he decided to add

one to his resume. A wise choice, by a very wise man.

Log on for ideas, advice, and results. TIAA-CREF.org or call (800) 842-2776
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RETIREMENT

Managing money for people
w rtj, oi fj er things to think about"

I INSURANCE I MUTUAL FUNDS I

COLLEGE SAVINGS

I TRUSTS I INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT

Dean Hashimoto became a participant in 1989. TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services. Inc. and Teachers Personal
Investors Services. Inc. distribute securities products For more information, call (800) 842-2733, ext. 5509, for prospectuses.
Read them carefully belore investing. © 2002 Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association-College Retirement Equities Fund
(TIAA-CREF). New York. NV Dean Hashimoto was compensated.
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TH: What is your favorite movie?
PK: A Man For AH Seasons. It's
John Wayne's favorite movie too.
TH: If given the chance, who
would you rather have dinner with
Lewis or Tolkien?
PK: Tolkien. He's an Ent. He's a
cantankerous eccentric. Lewis is
...

PHOTO COURTESY OF WWW.ftMAZON.COM

Peter Kreeft's most recent title,
Socrates Meets Jesus, uses his
trademark Socratic method.
more brilliant and more total and
I'd rather be his student than
Tolkien's, but Tolkien is a real
character.
TH: If you could say one thing to
God, what would it be?
PK: I love you. I think the meaning of life is to keep saying that in
a thousand different ways.
TH: Who's more evil: Machiavelli
or Nietzsche?
PK: Nietzsche. Machiavelli is only
a Mafia hitman. Nietzsche is the
Anti-Christ. Nietzsche's a clever,
slimy worm. Machiavelli is at least
honestly evil. Nietzsche said "Why
truth? Why not untruth?" Now
that's evil (laughs).
TH: What made you decide to
come to Boston College?
PK: First of all, it's Boston. It has
the Boston Symphony, it has the
Red Sox, it has Martha's Vineyard,
it has culture. Secondly, it has the
Jesuits, who are the premiere educators. Thirdly, it's a darn good
college. And lastly, there was ajob
there. I haven't been happier ever
since.

Career Fair offers opportunities
Continued from C5
Ko, A&S '03. "It seems like business-type
are at most career events."

recruiters

While this sentiment may represent the view of
many students, Witherell explains that a narrow outlook skews the view and students should "look below the surface."
"Sometimes students get the impression that the
Career Fair is just for students in CSOM and that the
present recruiters are the only ones employing."
She explains that other fields can actually be more
competitive than those represented by "CSOM recruiters." yet they aren't on campus seeking out students.
"Other fields like journalism and government
don't need to recruit directly because they don't have
too many positions to fill," said Witherell. "That's
why we (the Career Center] look for other ways for
the students to find these employers."

Additionally, many recruiters attend the events
but turn away resumes because they simply are not
hiring."Sometimes students can be frustrated because
employers and organizations come to keep a presence on campus," said Witherell.
She indicated that the Career Center makes
available a number of resources for students to find
jobs that suit their majors and interests. Among the
featured events posted on the Career Center's Web
site are "A&S Career Conservations" tonight from 6
p.m. to 7 p.m., "Careers in Sports Marketing" on Nov.
5 at 6 p.m.. and "Careers in Marketing and Consulting" on Tuesday, Nov. 19. All three events will be
held in the Career Center Conference Room on the
third floor.
All students interested in learning more about
the Career Center in general or about specific employment opportunities should visit the Web site.
careerceiiier.hc.edu, for the most recent news.
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CLASSIFIEDS
Experiencedchildcare and house-

Incredible Babysitter Wanted
Two great families in Newton looking for a babysitter to have fun with
their children three playful, wellbehaved boys (6 years old, and 2
nine year olds). You'd mostly sit for
one family at a time, sometimes both.
Needed on occasional weeknight
and Saturday nights. Must have experience and strong love for children
and fun. Need to be responsible,
reliable, and have superior references. Car preferred but not essential. Please call Corinne at 617-6643391 (8:30 spm Mon Fri) or
617-527-9992 (after 6pm or on the

BC Travel is offering weekend trips
to Montreal for only $99!! For more
information on that and 2003 Spring
Break packages to Cancun,
Acapulco, Jamaica and the Bahamas, please stop by Camey 30 or
call us at 552-8638.

weekend).

SPRING BREAK '03 with
Air, Hotel,
FREE FOOD & DRINKS and
150% Lowest Price Guarantee!
REPS WANTED! Organize 15
friends, earn 2 FREE TRIPS, VIP
treatment, cash and prizes! Call 1800-293-1445
email
or

-

hold helperneed for lovely Newton
family 2-3 afternoons/wk. Must be
reliable. References required. Car
preferable. Susan 617-630-0323.
BC Grad seeking experiencedsitter for happy infant. 4 hrs/week, day
and time flexible. Occasional nights
if interested. Located on D Line in
Newton. Kristen 617-795-1568.

-

-

Wanted: Childcare assistance for
infant triplets in West Newton. Willingness to do light housekeeping.
Foreign language a plus. AM/PM
hours available. Transportation
needed. Call Joan at 617-5581429.

Newton Center family seeks reliable, experienced,friendly sitter for
2 afternoon/early evenings per week
(3:30-7:30). We're sensitive to your
schedule. Occasional weekend
evening too. Duties include picking
up 2 children (9, 7) from school,
minimal driving, light supper prep.
Own car preferred. We're a warm
familyinneedofbreathingroom! If
interested, email a bit about yourself,
experience, and your availability to
mhill@welleslev.edu.

Babysitter Wanted in Newton
area. Take care of three children
ages 3,6, and 9in home. Evenings
once per week. Occasional weekend evenings. Car needed. Ifinterested call H: 617-969-2793, W:
617-243-6783.

-

StudentCity.com!

Driver Wanted: Wife of BC faculty member needs driver for errands
and doctor's appointments. Lives 2
blocks from BC. Car preferable but
not required. (Optional if personal
car, can negotiateprorated parking
fee). Mon. and Wed. PM should be
free. $10/hr. Call Elizabeth at (617)
244-3518.
Make $3,000+ by Christmas! 8
Fun Sales Positions open at the
Atrium Mall. Avg. $8-22/hr. Must
have a fun, outgoing personality.
617-292-6303.
Bartenders Needed! Earn up to
$300 per day. No experience necessary. Call 1.866.291.1884 ext.
U93

-

Sitter needed one evening per
week (flexible about evening) for 2
children, 6 and 4 years old in
Auburndale. Own transportation
needed. Call 617-527-9868 or
email sbaird@theworld.com. Pay

dependenton experience.
Childcare wanted for a great 14year-old boy in West Newton.
Looking for help after school. We
areflexible with hours and the number of days per week. Please call
617-951-5342 or 443-226-6514.

Wanted! Spring Breakers! Sun
Coast Vacations wants to send you
on Spring Break 2003 to Cancun,
Acapulco, Mazatlan, Jamaica or the
Bahamas for FREE! Call us now at
1-800-795-4786 or email us at
sales @ suncoastvacations.com!

Instructors needed to teach exciting science programs to kids. Must
have car & kid experience. Training
provided. P/T, $15-25 per I hour
program. Call Mad Science @
(617)
484-6006.
www.madscience.org/
greaterboston.
Bartender Trainees needed.
$250 a day potential. Local Positions. 1-800-293-3985 ext. 123

sales@studentcitv.com today!

#1 Spring Break Vacations!
Mexico, Jamaica, Bahamas, Florida,
Texas! Campus Reps Wanted! Best
Prices. Free Parties & Meals! 1800-234-7007
endlesssummertours.com
USA Spring Break Presents Spring
Break 2003. Campus Reps Wanted.
Earn 2 free trips for 15 people.
Cancun, Bahamas, Mazatlan, Jamaica, Acapulco, South Padre and
Florida. Call Toll Free 1-877-4606077. www.usaspringbreak.com.

Spring Break! Bahamas Party
Cruise $299, Cancun & Jamaica
From $429, Florida $159!
www.springbreaktravel.com 1-800678-6386.

1987 Volvo 240 DL, 5 speed,
130K, maroon with beige cloth interior, clean, A/C, AM/FM cassette,
recent brakes and alignment, 1 year
old clutch, 4 new snow tires, very
well maintained. $2,500 or 80. Call
Marcia 617-965-1820.
._

What do

Boston CoujsM

SiflTi&^l

Darren Realty
Stevens &
...the BC student's source for oohS Bv^Hßlil^i
Joey
Gladstone
have in
Ibk9b Bkjl si

Apartments, Sublets, & Roommates Browse & List FREE! Stu,
1-2 Bdrm; $800-2500 Shrt-Long
All Areas! (877) FOR-RENT (3677368) www.syblet.com

common ?

They have
all
dabbled
in
Advertising.
So should
you! Call
The
Heights
and get
started.
2-2221

.

,

Nextgenßealty.com
7 Bedrooms, 3 full baths, 4 parking
spots, 2 kitchens, D&D, heated,

ssooo.

8 Bedrooms, 2 baths, 2 kitchens,
D&D, $4400 heated.
Commonwealth Ave. Entire house,
15 bedrooms, 6 bathrooms, 3 kitchens. $10,000 heated.
5 Bedrooms, 2 bath, D&D, heat, hot
water, and electricity included,
$4100.
Call Demetrios (617) 413-5858.
NO FEE
Coolidge Comer 1
block offBeacon Street C-Line
-

-

new renovation, spectacular2500
Sq.' on two floors, 6 bedrooms,
3.5 baths. Hardwoodfloors, eik,
wetbar,washer/dryer, some parking included. Great backyard.
Available 9/1/03 for $5000 per
month. (Negotiable)
NO FEE -Cleveland Circle 1650
sq.' 4 large bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, fire place, 2 parking, 9/1/
03. $4200neg. Many others just
like it.
Beantownßealty.com-(617) 7194486
-

Greenline Realty has the apartments and houses that you want
.

It's ONLY a phone call away. We
will pick you up and show you the
largest and best selection of great
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Send this form with a check for
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$55 (or $90 for two) to:
The Heights
]
Boston College
McElroy Commons 113
i
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B.C. off campus places. Call
Greenline Realty at 617-731-5434.

No appointment needed . . .just
drop in! Read about our great listings below ...
9 Beds.. .Couldn't ask for a better
location. A 4 ° and a 5 bedroom
apartment right around the comer
from ClevelandCircle. Accessible
to the C and D lines and the BC
Shuttle. Huge park with basketball
and tennis courts at end of the street!
617-731-5434
-9 Beds.. .Kilsyth rd., 3 bathrooms,
nice house, great BC location, parking avl., 617-731-5434
-8 Beds... 8 bed on Wallingford
Road. Modern kitchen with dishwasher, washer and dryer in the apt.

617-731-5434
5 Beds... 2 Baths, yeah 2!! Two
floors, sky light, track lighting, newly
renovated modem kitchen w/dishwasher and disposal, laundry in

basement...6l7-731-5434
5 Beds... Cool 5 bed easy walk or
biking distance to BC. A must

fflMtolli EXlirBSB}

Stop by The Heights' office:

'Krist's Hair Salon
1104 Commonwealth Ave.

Jdi[U

JAMAICA * BAHAMAS

location!!!

Studios..

House", Many

10

choose from all

modern, hard wood, nice views,
parking
3 Beds + loft.. .Orkney rd., on BC
shuttle, topfloor of house, skylights,
cathedral ceiling, ultra-modem k&b
3 Beds...HW FLOORS, MODERN K/B, POOL, LNDRY, INCREDD3LE!! 617-731-5434
3 Beds...COMM AVE, HW,
MODERN K/B, NEAR RES.
LNDRY, 617-731-5434
3 Beds...Strathmore rd.,Hw,modern k/b, close to t and shops, 617731-5434
4 Beds... Strathmore rd., "brownstone", elegant detail & woodwork,
eik, d/d, fireplace WILL NOT
LAST
5 Beds... "Gingerbread House" on
Sutherland rd., Triplex, wall to wall,
decorative fireplace, 617-731 -5434
CALL
OR
WALK-IN
GREENLINE REALTY 617-7315434
Great Apartments for now and

September!!!

porches. 617-731-5434

Kinross...6l7-731-5434
4 Beds.. .StrathmoreRoad. Beau-

tiful brownstone... superb antique

fjn(\(jn
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(617) 734-1104

4 Beds... Commonwealth Ave.
Location, location,
Plenty
0f space .. xabi n fever is impossible
with a living room like thi5...617731-5434 3-4 Beds... Cummings
and Egremont rd., oversized apartments, porches, parking avl., laundry m bldg., low, low price
3 Beds.. .Greathome minutes from
campus. Modern kitchen + bath,
dishwasher, disposal. 617-7315434
2 Beds... Cityside at Cleveland
circle.. .LAST ONE LEFT.. .Great
location, 617-731-5434
2 Beds...Commonwealth Ave... All
modern, porch, heat inc. & laundry!
(perfect for four)!!!
2 Beds...Sutherland Road...Bring
yOUr swimwear, What more do you
want? Everything modern, dishwasher + disposal, pool, Cityside,
pino's, C line, d line, BC Shuttle,
heat, hot water...6l7-731 -5434
2 Beds...Orkney Rd. Elegant 2
Bed. Shiny hardwood floors, modern kitchen and bath, track 1 ighting,
closets galore, p0rch...617-7315434
1 Bed and
.We have a large
selection available.. Call for appointment today... 617-731-5434
5 Beds... Ayr Road. BEAUTY must
see to appreciate 6 people
0n1y... 617-731-5434
4 Beds...Hatherly rd., Near
Moogy's, brick house, yard driveway, Charming + h0mey...617731 -5434
3 + 4Beds...CommAve?"Claridge

ALL-BRIGHT REALTY

)

Boston MA, 02215

pahkin' inc. Don't miss this

3/4 + Beds... (Block apts.) Off
CommAve. Totally redone and gorgeous! Parking available, gigantic
rooms, new eat-in kitchens and

4 Beds... Crosby Road modern
house off Beacon Steps to BC
great space & location
4 Beds... Legendary house on

'mI sH

one. ..617-731-5434

see...617-731-5434

...

K

detail,

'

1247 A COMMONWEALTH AVE
(617)783-9151
28 years of experience
Tons of exclusive listings
Reduced and No Fee Apartments
Studios

.$9OO-$llOO
$950- $ 1250
1 beds
2 beds .. . $1200 $1500
3 beds ... $1800 $2200
4 beds ... $2450 $3000
Plenty of 5 beds and more!!!
CALL OR STOP BY TODAY!
..

...

-

-

-

Bes * °* Boston
Burr **os
"

Tacos
'

-

Enchiladas
Quesadillas

Student Special Hair Cut $13

MEXICAN

Color & Highlight 20%0FF

TAQUERIA

Manicure & Pedicure $30
(Packard Corner Station off the B Line)

For More Info
Visit Carney Room 30
or Call 552-8638
£&?$&?
)i

SERVICES

www.gospringbreak.com?repcode=be

"Best of Boston"
CHICKEN BURRITOS
1728 Mass AveCambridge" -.' '
617-354-7400

149 First St.

1294 Beacon Street
Coolidge Corner, Brrokline

617-354-5550

617-739-3900

Cambridge
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Comedian documents
Seinfeld's recent tour
By Matthew Kelly
For The Heights
COMEDIAN: A documentary that
follows Jerry Seinfeld through his
2000 stand-up comedy tour. Now
playing at Kendall Square.
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Jerry Seinfeld takes his comedy act to the silver screen in Comedian
knows that he is failing onstage.
Seinfeld can afford to have a
bad night or two: he drives a
Porsche to each gig. For a look at
the life of a stand-up comic on the
brink of success, Comedian follows Orny Adams, who takes cabs.
After watching his friends make it
on Wall Street, Adams finds himself at 29 still working the same
clubs, still polishing his act. He is
about to break onto the national
scene, as he moves from Montreal
to L.A. to Letterman. One would
certainly empathize with a struggling artist who is on the cusp of
stardom, right? Well, no. While
some of his stand-up is funny, and
it seems as if Jerry has taken
Adams under his wing, he is such
a cocky, overly-ambitious, and
unlikable character that the movie
makes a mistake of focusing so
much on him. Whereas the
Seinfoldfcparts can be drop dead

- \u25a0\u25a0:-*
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Marky Mark seeks the truth
By Kevin Casey
Heights

Staff

THE TRUTH ABOUT CHARLIE: A young woman discovers
her husband is dead and all their
money is gone. She meets a mysterious man, who tells her that the
money was really his, and he
wants it back. Now playing at
Circle Cinemas.
Director Jonathan Demme
has had great success directing adaptations of acclaimed novels,
from 1998's Beloved to his Academy Award-winning work on
1991 's The Silence of the Lambs.
With The Truth About Charlie,
Demme instead tries his hand at
updating a classic film, 1963's
Charade, which starred Cary
Grant and Audrey Hepburn.
Demme trades Cary Grantfor
Mark Wahlberg {Boogie Nights,
Planet of the Apes) and replaces
Audrey Hepburn with Thandie
Newton (Mission: Impossible 2),
and adds a wholly fresh look and
faster pace to a more traditional
whodunit. Though Wahlberg gets
top billing, this is really Newton*s
film. She stars as Regina Lampert,
a Parisian housewife who is not

happy with her recent marriage to
a wealthy businessman. In a bizarre
twist of fate, she returns home
from a brief vacation, intending to
ask her husband for a divorce, and
finds thathe's been murdered. The
police inform her that her husband
(the titular Charlie) was not the
man that she thought he was, but
was instead a wanted man leading
a double life. To add insult to injury, Reggie is told that her husband was carrying a large sum of
money before his death, money
that has now gone missing. Everyone assumes that she's got it and
the search for the missing cash becomes the focus of the film.
Wahlberg plays JoshuaPeters,
a mysterious stranger who just
keeps popping up to help Reggie
out. Nothing is what it seems, as
Reggie soon becomes suspicious
of her new friend as she learns to
trust no one. Newton turns in her
best performance to date, at once
charming and frantic, carrying the
often repetitive film with grace.
Demme mainstays Ted Levine
(Buffalo Bill in Silence) and Linda
Gay Hamilton (Beloved) are solid,
playing quirky badasses hoping for
their cut of the lost loot. Tim
Robbins (The Shawshank Redemp-

*;\u25a0
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hilarious and intimately revealing
at the same time, the Adams section is a snore-fest.
Comedian is full of famous
comics of past and present, such
as Chris Rock, Jay Leno, and
Seinfeld idol Bill Cosby. But the
most pleasant surprise of the film's
other characters was Colin Quinn,
whose Weekend Update stint on
Saturday Night Live was marked
by its unpopularity. Now one can
understand why SNL kept him
around, because backstage, offcamera, he was funnier than any
of the aforementioned comedians.
This documentary is highly
recommended for Jerry Seinfeld or
stand-up fans. Except for the parts
dealing with Adams, it is truly fascinating to see a stand-up comedian build material and prepare
backstage.
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While Demme is able to guide
us through the majority of the film
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INTERNAL TRANSFER INFORMATION SESSIONS
for transfer to THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
Wednesday, November 6 4:00 p.m.
-

***

Tuesday, November 12 12:00 p.m.

NOW PLAYING

-

***

Tuesday, November 19 1:30 p.m.
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lion) is also entertaining, reprising
the Walter Matthau role of the offkilter American Government official who comes to Reggie's aid.

with flash and visual panache, he
often has trouble smoothing over
the problems of a convoluted
script. Wahlberg's character reveals himself to be a different person every 15 minutes. Loathed enemies convert to giddy dance partners in the blink of an eye, and a
forced Scooby Doo ending reminds us that it's never a good
thing when we see the names of
four screenwriters on one film.
The Truth About Charlie is a
stylish thriller anchored by some
memorable performances, particularly that of Thandie Newton. Often funny (stay tuned as the credits roll for a clever Silence of the
Lambs spoof) with the occasional
stab at romance (Reggie and
Joshua find time between chase
sequences), Demme's latest effort
is a welcome distraction, though
it takes the director further and
further away from the weightier
fare for which he is best known.

-

Grade: B
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review of self-defense equipment
(that he tested on himself) would
lead to an MTV series, a nationwide phenomenon, and a big-budget movie. Having received this
mixed blessing of newfound fame,
he has dealt with it humbly and admirably, recognizing both the limitations and the gifts of his unholy
child, Jackass. Knoxville sat down
with The Heights in a group interview recently, to discuss his new
film, Jackass: The Movie.
"We never meant for Jackass
to be a TV show, much less a
movie," Knoxville confessed. "It
was Spike (Jonze)'s and Jeff
(Tremaine)'s idea." The show grew
from humble beginnings to acrosscountry spectacle, spawning amateur imitators and a legion of adolescent fans. "Guys come up, trying to show how gnarly they are,"
Knoxville explained, while stressing the importance of safety and
not imitating the professionals of
the Jackass crew.
Jackass has had a good run,
Knoxville realized, and will go no
farther than the movie franchise.
"This is it for Jackass," he stressed.
"People want to see more Jackass,
but they' re not going to." He promised that the movie would not disappoint. "We went as far as we
could on TV," said Knoxville.
"There's ideas we couldn't do on
the TV show, plus a bunch of new
stuff."

show are over. "We're worse when
the cameras are off," Knoxville admitted. "We're friends; they're
who I go to drink with. It's just
fun being with the guys." That
didn't stop him from making judgments as to personal toughness. "In
the movie, I may have borne the
most pain," said Knoxville. "The
biggest p?, Ehren McGehey.
Steve-0 is actually sharp; he plays
the whole 'idiot' thing up to the
nth power."
Knoxville has adapted to the
celebrity lifestyle, and he said he
enjoys hanging out in different
places with exotic people. "Will
Smith couldn't be any nicer," he
said of his work on Men In Black
11. "Andrew W.K. is so psyched to
be doing whateverhe's doing at the
moment. He's really excitable; he
doesn't use verbs. A little nuts."
Jackass has several fans
among Hollywood movers and
shakers, but you wouldn't know it
to look at the movie. "Do they [famous fans] come near our movie?
No." The biggest celebrities are
names in the skating genre. "Matt
Hoffman and Tony Hawk are in the
movie," said Knoxville. "They're
friends of ours."
As for his favorite places in
Boston: "I usually can't remember
the names of bars. Any place that
has a juke box and McAllen
scotch."
The sudden onslaught offame
and fortune has made Johnny no
more haughty than he was before.
"I can buy people more drinks than

.

Johnny Knoxville woke up
one morning and found himselffamous. He never expected that a

I used to," said Knoxville. "I have
the same s? shoes; the same s?
car." On being a sex symbol, he
said, "Yeah, that sucks. Female attention. In bars they want to buy
me drinks." Knoxville appreciates
his fame, but doesn't linger on it.
"We're no heroes," he insists.
"We're just regular guys like everybody else."
For the movie itself, The
Heights must respect Mr.
Knoxville's reticence and keep the
details a secret. Certain details are
still worth noting. "You'll never
look at little toy cars the same way
again or Ryan Dunn," saidKnoxville.
When asked about Bam
Magera's parents, he said, "Oh
God. They go through hell." The
movie is worlds more explicit than
the TV series. "We didn't have to
take out any bits; we just couldn't
linger so long." The hurdles the
cast had to clear to make a movie
were exceptional. "All the cast had
to get blood tests," said Knoxville.
"There's a lot of vomiting, peeing,
spitting - no one had a venereal
disease, which is f? amazing."
Johnny's next project, for the
curious, is a movie about the last
days of Gram Parsons, the country singer whose remains were stolen and cremated (per his wishes)
in 1973. He said he loved working
with Lara Flynn Boyle and Barry
Sonnenfeld. He has a wife and a
daughter ("she won't follow in my
footsteps") and plans for his future.
He will always recognize his roots
in inflicting pain on himself and
others. "It's the only thing I'm halfway decent at."

,

separable and will continue hanging out even after the movie and

Staff
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The Jackass crew itself is in-

By John Perich
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Knoxville shares Jackass tale

1

Johnny Knoxville is the ringleader of the obnoxious Jackass crew.

Warning to any die-hard fans
of Jerry Seinfeld's famously popular sitcom or his Bill Cosby-esque
observational stand-up act:
Seinfeld curses. This comes from
someone who, contrary to the
popular modern comedian exemplified by Chris Rock, makes a
point of not cursing in his act in
order to keep his humor pure. In
fact, he swears a lot in fits of failure (unknown to such a perfectionist) in the documentary Comedian,
directed by Christian Charles.
After rising through the ranks
of unknown stand-up comedians
working the New York and L.A.
circuits to become the most popular television star of our generation, Jerry Seinfeld, after a brief
hiatus to marry and raise a family,
has returned to his roots. Seinfeld
has completely erased his old act,
which was displayed so successfully in the HBO special "I'm Telling You for the Last Time," and
spent months writing new jokes for
his return to the clubs. Of course
this is unheard of for a stand-up
comic, as it took about half a year
for Seinfeld to finally become
comfortable with his new material.
The charm of the movie comes
when Jerry is uncomfortable on
stage. For someone whose perfectionism is well-documented, they
are revealing moments that
Seinfeld fans will savor. While the
audience thinks the mistakes are
thoughtful pauses, the movie-goer
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ON CAMPUS

Concert benefits battered women's shelter
By Matt Werner
For The Heights
The Second Chances Benefit Concert
for the Support Committee for Battered
Women was held last Monday night in
Robsham Theater. The event, sponsored
by the Women's Issues Council of the
Undergraduate Government of Boston
College (UGBC), did not receive the type
of financial and moral support it deserved
from the BC community.
The vast majority of Robsham's 591
seats remained empty Monday night.
Maybe the event's advertisements were
obscured by those for Homecoming or the
Vanilla Ice concert. Whatever the reason,
the student body missed an amazing performance by 12 campus performing-arts
groups. The council will give the BC community a second chance next semester, as
they are in the process of planning another
benefit.
The evening opened with introductory remarks from Katie Desßois, A&S
'05, and Jazzmine Glover, A&S '03. As
event coordinators, they stressed the importance of support for victims of domestic abuse. Their goal was to have the event
raise campus awareness of the alarming
frequency of domestic crime (a woman is
beaten every nine seconds) and to prevent
further acts of violence.
The cast of "Godspcll" took the stage
first, energizing the small but lively crowd
with the two musical numbers, "God Save
the People" and "All for the Best." They
were followed by The Dynamics who de-

livered in wonderful fashion. Dan Bums,
A&S '03, and Matt Thornton, A&S '04,
sang a great rendition of Guster's "Medicine," while Aristea Kakounis, LSOE '04,
was the soloist for the oldies classic,
"Wishin' and Hopin'."This final song, by
the Dynamics, was marked with dancing
and coordinated arm movement that
complemented the piece well,
Members of the Dance Ensemble
mesmerized the crowd with the magnificence of motion in their graceful dance to
"Glory," choreographed by Colette
Dribben, A&S '04. Their next selection
was a rapid, rhythmic tap dancing to the
song "Swingin'," featuring Karen
Carberry, LSOE '04, Katie Edinger, A&S
'03, and Marie Rinaldi, A&S '04.
The Bostonians matched the artistry
of the previous performances with "These
Dreams" by Heart. John Creegan, A&S
'03, gave a phenomenal rendition of "Always" and was backed up by singing that
resonated throughout Robsham.
The Heightsmen continued the excellent a cappella singing, exemplified earlier in the evening, with "Good 01' A
Cappella," "Higher Love," and "My Girl,"
which was humorously sung to a girl from
the audience.
F.I.S.T.S. took over thehouse after the
intermission with a completely new style.
Army-fatigued, this step-group accompanied their rhythmic clapping with quick
stomping beats that thundered the stage.
The technical skill and complexity of
rhythm was awe-inspiring and struck a
chord with those shouting "you show 'em

Janelle" from the back of Robsham. Voices
of Imani captured the audience, with traditional African-American folk songs, "By
and By" and "Sing Me Up," featuring an
exquisite solo by Kahleil Blair, A&S '04.
Following this performance was a
reading of shocking statistics of the effects
of domestic abuse. The most shocking statistic was that more than 1,000 women are
killed each yearby their partner. Such statistics reminded those present of the solemnity and necessity of such an event that
the Women's Issues Council was holding.
The members of the DANGER dance
troop shook the house with their salsa-like
dancing. The three couples performed a
mixed meringue song called "Ay Que
Olla," coordinated by Jonathan Gonzalez,
A&S '03, which stood as testament of
their raw dancing talents in their endurance-exemplifying, precise routine.
The improvisational comedy group
My Mother's Fleabag came in for the comedic relief of the evening. They performed a couple rounds of "World's
Worst," an Italian comedy, and an extremely funny skit in which the performers were motionless and could only be
moved by the audience member onstage.
The Sharps came on next and delivered a stunning performance of Annie
Lennox's "Walking on Broken Glass," a
song quite relevant to this event. The eclectically-clad Acoustics surged the stage
with vivacity for the final act. As the largest a cappella group, the members' sonorous voices captivated the audience. The
Acoustics flawlessly sang "Who I Am,"

Controversial
play ready
for Robsham

by Jessica Andrews, which could not have
been a better grand finale to this great night
of music and dance. Caitlin Morrell,A&S
'04, soloed on this final song, gloriously
projecting her voice throughout Robsham.
All of the proceeds went to the the
Support Committee, a non-profit group

that serves 27 communities in the West
Suburban / Metro-West region of Boston
with a 24-hour hotline, (800) 899-4000,
an emergency shelter, support groups, legal advocacy, community-based advocacy
programs, teen dating violence prevention
programs, and community outreach.

Cast lifts Godspell on high
2

Continued from Cl

They all had the chance to shine individually with
solos, but it was as a whole that the group excelled.
In any musical the music is the focus, and
"Godspell" was no different. The infectious pop-rock
score was performed flawlessly. The cast performed
each piece with energy. Favorites included "O, Bless
the Lord, My Soul," featuring Karen Goldfeder, A&S
'03, and "Light of the World," featuring Navrose
Godrej, A&S '05. At times soloists were hard to hear
above the band, but the ensemble's pieces were well-

2
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said. "The music has a huge impact, especially in the
third act, which is almost completely underscored by
music."
Although it is written by one of the more relevant playwrights of our time, Panella said it is not
performed at colleges that much.
"I'm very proud of the theater department for
doing the show," he said. "They've taken the chance
on something new."
"Love! Valour! Compassion!" also deals with a
number of issues that are relevant to students.
"I like to think most people would be able to
relate to it," said Panella.
Panella said one of the hardest things about doing the show was cutting it down, as it can run over
three hours. He did that this summer and found it
easier than he thought it would be, as he worked in a
professional theater where he had a big group of
people who could help him out.
"It was easier than I thought to preserve the arc
of the scenes," he said. "But cutting it was a painful
and laborious process."
Panella said the challenging play has been made
easier with a long rehearsal period of seven weeks
and a tremendous cast.
"I got the chance to do lots of things in the seven
week period thatI wished many directors I had could
have done," he said. "I have an amazing cast, more
so than 1 even expected," he said. "I was very lucky."
One of the difficult things about the show is that
one of the actors has to play the twins. In this case, it

The Second Chances Benefit Concert featured singing and dance groups

Andy O'Kane, A&S '03, plays the role of twins in the
Dramatics Society's Love! Valour! Compassion!
is Andy O'Kane, A&S '03, who said it was a little
easier than expected, as the first act features only one
of the twins.
"The hardest part is giving the same amount of
attention to both parts," he said. "It's an interesting
challenge for the actor to play both."
O'Kane echoed Panella's sentiments about the
show's themes and relevance.
"When it comes down to it, I think the show's
about friendship," he said. "It's something 1 think we
all can relate to."
"Love! Valour! Compassion!" will be performed
Thursday through Saturday at Bp.m. in Bonn Studio.

balanced and well-performed. The choreography was
simple and well suited to each piece.
The costumes added to each characters personality. Goldfeder's hot-pink over-the-top tutu emphasized her confident, child-like character. The simpler costumes of Jesus and Judas allowed the audience to take these characters more seriously.
Overall, the Contemporary Theater's production
of "Godspell" was a great time. The talented cast
showcased their personal strengths and worked together to come up with a piece that as a whole was
far greater than the sum of any of its pans.
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Ice chills with The Heights
don't know.
Heights: Is there a switch where 1

Heights: Word. What are you

can turn you off?

working on right now?
Iceman: I'm in the middle of a
new album, it's called To the
Mega-Extreme. I think we've got
a hit with "Ice Ice Ice Ice Baby."
It's gonna be sweet. I'm also going to be on "Sesame Street." I'm
working on a rap, it goes like this:
"Sweet,like I live on Sesame Street
/ It's long and fun and there are lots
of kids / Kinda like when cans
don't have lids / Gotta represent
when you're up in this piece /
Cause the kids are cool, like my
niece / Yo, know what I'm sayin'
motherf?? / That's all I got, word
to your mother."
Heights: You don't think parents
will be offended by the swear?
Iceman: Hey, if you can't take the
heat, get out of the kitchen. I don't
know if you got that, but I said
heat, and it's the opposite of ice.
Heights: Wouldn't that be fire?
Iceman: Word, like my name is
Larry Bird.
Heights: Okay, that just didn't
make sense.
Iceman: Will it ever stop? Yo, 1

Iceman: If there's a problem, yo
I'll solve it.
Heights: Let's move on. Why'd
you get rid of that badass haircut
you had during the To the Extreme
days? Did you finally find a mirror?
Iceman: Dude, mirrors are overrated. Theyjust show you stuff you
can already see.
Heights: Well, actually, you can't
see the back of your head.
Iceman: I can, my head rotates like
that Exorcist chick.
Heights: Yeah, but you still can't
see the back of your head.
Iceman: All right stop, collaborate
and listen. I'm gonna let you in on
a secret. I have six eyes.
Heights: That's pretty sweet. What
do you do with them?
Iceman: I check out the hotties.
Heights: You gonna tell that to the
kids on Sesame Street?
Iceman: Dude, they're gonna get
Mackin' 101 from the Iceman.
Heights: That's nice. Let's talk
about your more recent material.
Can you comment about such

2
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songs as "F- Me" and "The Horny

Song?"
Iceman: Oh well, you know, when
the Iceman's horny, the Iceman's
horny. Right now the Iceman's
horny, and he probably will be for
a long time.
Heights: Do you always refer to
yourself in the third person?
Iceman: Yes I do.
Heights: You've played BC before. The last time you played here,
I remember, you fell through the
stage at one point. Were you upset
about that?
Iceman: Nah, I'm used to it. Last
night when I was rockin' Denny's,
I fell right through the floor.
Speaking of which, I'm gonna be
playing the Denny's in Sheboygan
on Friday night. I've got Limp
Bizkit opening for me. Looks like
it's gonna sell out, so get your tickets now.

Heights: Thanks for the plug.
Good luck with that, and all your
travels. Yo, let's get outta here.
Iceman: Word to your mother.
Paul Crocelli is the arts & review
editor of The Heights and a senior
in the College ofArts & Sciences.
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Foo Fighters overcome obstacles One By One
By Paul G. Jackson
Heights

Staff

The legal (and otherwise) battle with
Courtney Love. Recording with the
Queens of the Stone Age on their new album. The ever-frightening tales of OD-ing
from drummer Taylor Hawkins. The long
awaited release of Nirvana's last studio
track, "You Know You're Right." All that,
and a complete makeover of the face of
rock 'n' roll. It's been an eventful couple
of years, hasn't it, Mr. Grohl?
So here it is, then, the return of Dave
Grohl, and unsurprisingly, it doesn't sound
half bad. Keep in mind, here's a band that
was falling into all the cliches and pitfalls
of a typical commercial rock band three
years ago and enjoying their time in the
studio a little too much. Over-production,
prog-tinged tangents, and a slow crawl into
banality were destroying any momentum
that the Foo Fighters once thought possible.
Then came the single, "The One"
(disappointingly not included on the album), and Dave Grohl and company
started to seem relevant again. The punk
ridden roots were showing themselves and
kids everywhere brought back their black
Foo Fighters shirts into the first rotation
of laundry.
Enter One by One, and so begins the
tale of two halves. Opener "All My Life,"
is the kind offirestorm of a beginning that

Foo Fighters
One by One
(BMG)
stamp of a more mature Dave Grohl.
"Low" continues on the same path of polished rock hooks (not too far from those
of Queens of the Stone Age, actually), and
keeps the tension and excitement at appropriate rock 'n' roll levels. With "Times
Like These," we see Grohl trying to be
Bruce Springsteen in content if not form,
telling us that "It's times like these you
learn to live again," and how he's a "new
day rising." These are post-September 11
cliches, maybe, but comforting all the

same.

Led by multi-talentedfrontman Dave Grohl, The Foo Fighters have returned with another solid album, One by One
is a million miles removed from anything
on There is Nothing Left to Lose. Going
toe-to-toe with past noise-plosions like
"Monkey Wrench," Dave Grohl proves

that he can actually say something meaningful while screaming his vocal chords
into oblivion. Bouncing around the lyric
"Dead, dead, move on to the next one,"

the stakes apparently are up from the days
of not wanting to be someone's monkey
wrench.
Indeed, the whole album bears the

It's the second half, though, when
things become questionable. The eightminute odyssey of "Come Back" as a
closer, only to be proceeded by the five
minutes of "Burn Away," might not exactly be the most appropriate ways to
round things up.
All the same, the Foo Fighters are
more or less back on the right path of
where they should have been post-Co/owr
and the Shape. Still yet to make that great
album some of us think capable of them,
the Foo Fighters are doing things just fine
for the time being.

Three Day a real bar band
By Louis Capocasale
Heights

Staff

Somewherein the space between The Reverend
Horton Heat and The Charlie Daniels Band lies Three
Day Threshold. For country and bluegrass fans who
like to rock till their fiddle strings pop off, Threshold
is its name.
With the intoxicated energy of theAllman Brothers Band and Lynyrd Skynyrd, Three Day Threshold
plays raw and with full force. The Boston foursome
incorporates banjo and fiddle into a rock 'n' roll
framework that would earn even AC/DC's approval.
On Behind the Barn. Three Day is in no way
subtle with the direction of their musical endeavors.
The first track, "Rock 'n' Roll Country Music"
screams out "You are rock 'n' roll, I am country music." This is a blatant call to arms for the revival of
hard edged, punked-out rockabilly. The irony is that
Three Day is, in fact, both country and rock 'n' roll.
On "Pub with No Beer," the quartet pushes their
rock/country fusion even further by adding in some
bluesy harmonica licks, as well as a faster tempo. This
foot stomping anthem is country angst punk that appropriately fits its name. One does not know whether
to head bang or to slap their thigh and two step.
Lead singer Kier Byrnes' banjo playing is highlighted on "Ride On." The banjo harmonizes perfectly
with the guitar work of Sam Reid. The solos are
catchy, as this is still American folk to the bone.
"Gold Rush" whether deliberately or not, alludes
to the backwoods, slow paced, contemplative works
of Neil Young. This is only during the intro of the

Three Day Threshold
Behind the Barn
(Pig Pile Records)
piece. After a minute or so, the tempo picks up, and
Threshold is back in bluegrass country. One is reminded of "Rocky Top" a traditional favorite of Colorado folk and Phish fans alike.
Speaking of traditional Appalachian/Celtic folk,
Threshold does not ignore its roots. "Haul Away Joe"
is a traditional song that tells the tale of meeting "Yankee girls" and "Irish girls." On this song, there are
no instruments except for a snare roll in the background. The vocal harmonies of Threshold are put to
the test as well, as they are brought to the forefront.
All pass.
Not every track on Behind the Barn is electric
and guitar driven. "Woman from Arlington" emphasizes the stripped down, but still upbeat, bluegrass of
such groups as early Leftover Salmon.
Behind the Barn is an album to eat, drink, and
be merry to. If you are looking for something avantgarde, cutting edge, or innovative, this is not the album for you. Three Day Threshold is a simple band
with a simple plan: play bluegrass hard until your
banjo bleeds.
Threshold conveys a great amount of creative
energy and emotion. They stay true to form, and seem
to be destined for nothing more than pubs and bars.
Let's hope they don't run out of beer.

guilty Preasurel
Hootie changed my life forever
Mike Meyer
I am proud to say that nearly two
years ago, I attended a Hootie and
The Blowfish concert at the Avalon
here in Boston. Keep in mind this
is at least fiveyears after their prime,
which lasted for all of a year. The
band had just released Scattered,
Smothered, and Covered. (To those who are unfamiliar with Hootie's later and more sophisticated work,
Scattered is an album consisting of Hootie covering
the likes of Led Zeppelin and Tom Waits. They basically water down all the songs in true Hootie fashion, but the album is still a must have for true fans.)
At this concert Hootie played all their hits and
songs from Scattered. 1 kid you not, I saw several 30something men bawling like babies to Tom Waits' "I
Hope Thai I Don't Fall in Love With You," not to
mention an astronomical amount of extremely awkward dancing by drunk couples. It is a sad sight to
see people who are about 10 years removed from
college and have been sitting at an office at Initech
for the last eight years gradually losing all touch with
reality outside of their memories of college and their
cubicle. I feel their pain when 1 slip in Cracked Rear
View, Musical Chairs, or Fairweather Johnson.
By no means am I denying the irresistibility of
Darius Rucker's soulful vocals backed up by the
simple but intoxicating musicianship of the Blowfish. Listening to Hootie and The Blowfish gives a
glimpse into how terrible the early '90s were, and
not just the music but that half of the decade in general. Apparently, Hootie was a widely popular col-

lege band. It amazes me that kids were throwing back
some Pabst Blue Ribbons and partying to "Running
From An Angel." Not that T haven't done this, but I
wouldn't consider myself a hip college student either, plus now it is really funny.
To elaborate on how cool these guys were and
still are, the members of the band leaned out from the
backstage door after the aforementioned concert and
told their crew which beauties they wanted to be
brought backstage. This was no discrete operation
either. I think I even saw one selected girl's boyfriend
escorted out by security and his head used to open
the door.
Many people think that Hootie went downhill in
their efforts after Cracked Rear View. I beg to differ.
Faii-weather Johnson and Musical Chairs may lack
the "Hold my Hand" and "Let Her Cry"-level hits,
but song for song the two later albums blow Cracked
out of the water.
Hootie's genius is in their ability to say something simple, with a catchy beat behind it and Hootie's
voice carrying the lyrics. You may not feel enlightened after listening to their music, but you will go
back for more.
Unfortunately, my secret love for Hootie and The
Blowfish came crumbling down when Darius Rucker
released a solo album a couple months ago. This guy
has some kind of nerve thinking that just because he
was referred to as Hootie that he can make it without
the irreplaceable Blowfish. From now on 1 will just
call him Darius.
Mike Meyer is the assistant arts & review editor of
The Heights. His column appears weekly in this section.

On Shaman, Santana again uses guest artists, as he did on the Grammy Award-winning Supernatural.

Santana returns, with friends
**1

By Kunal Dave
Heights

Staff

Though Carlos Santana's recently released Shaman is a decent album in and of itself, Santana limits
himself severely on this album as it is an open attempt to recreate the style and success of its multiplatinum selling and multiple Grammy award-winning predecessor, Supernatural. Here, again, Santana
combines with stars of pop, hip-hop, R & B, and other
genres on many of the tracks. On Shaman, Michelle
Branch, Chad Kroeger of Nickelback? and Placido
Domingo replace Dave Matthews, Eric Clapton, Rob
Thomas, and Wyclef Jean, who appeared on Supernatural.
Despite the recognizable names who contribute
to the album, Santana, like any celestial body, appears to shine brightest when there are no other stars
in his vicinity. Two of the best tracks on the album,
"Foo Foo" and "Victory is Won," feature only Santana
and his backing band. True to its whimsical title, "Foo
Foo" is a vibrant and lively song which, like Bobby
McFerrin's "Don't Worry be Happy," is guaranteed
to lift your spirits and get you out of your seat. On the
other hand, "Victory is Won" is a stirring instrumental that seamlessly fuses elements of jazz and rock
together in a convincing whole. The combination of
Chester Thompson's passionate organ-playing and
Santana's use of spacey guitar effects, in addition to
his typically inspired guitar playing, is an interesting
and pleasing one.
As described earlier, nearly all of the tracks on
which Santana collaborates with contemporary artists are mediocre, or worse. The current single, "Game
of Love," featuring Michelle Branch, is pure pop
nonsense, and another clear attempt by the otherwise

n

Santana
Shaman
(Arista)
great Santana to "dumb down" his music for

mass

appeal. "Nothing at All," featuring Musiq, is a botched
attempt to recreate the success of "Maria Maria,"
which featured the irreplaceable Wyclef Jean. The best
moments of "America," with P.0.D., are Santana's
blistering guitar solo, during which his contemporaries take a back seat to El Jefe himself.
Despite these multiple failings, possibly the best
track on the album is one on which Santana collaborates with the great tenor, Placido Domingo for
"Novus." This juxtaposition of superstars from very
different genres works startlingly well, as Domingo's
vocals mesh with the fiery, driving Latin percussion
and gorgeous piano line and melody. This closing
track begins and ends with sounds of waves crashing
on a beach, which accentuates the song's lyrical
themes of love and passion, gloriously conveyed by
Domingo's sonorous voice. "Hoy es Adios" is the
other decent example of Santana's collaborations.
This track serves as a showcase of Santana's tasteful
nylon string guitar skills, instead of his usual electric

guitar playing.
On the whole, though Santana limits himself to
emulating the over-rated Supernatural, Shaman remains a good album, though one may be more satisfied with Santana's unadulterated earlier works, such
as Abraxas and Santana, on which Santana and band
stick to their unique blend of rock, jazz, and Latin
fusion.
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BC senior lays down talents on album
By Dwan Pineros

For The

Heights

The aptly-titled debut album Heritage
by Boston College student Danny Lee
Girton, A&S '03, is a testament of precisely what the title suggests. Heritage is
an intrinsic musical history of the artist
that reflects his diverse background and
influences. Girton spoke with The Heights
about the album and its importance in presenting him to the world as a pianist and a
composer.
Work on Heritage began when a close
friend of Girton passed away two winters
ago from breast cancer. "The family asked
me to perform a couple of her favorite
songs at the funeral," he said. "Because
she was such a good person, a loving
mother, a speciaJ friend, I composed a song
for her that I performed at the service. That
song is 'Nancy.'"
Afterwards, Girton was asked by the
family to make a copy of the song, but
gradually one song became a compilation.
"Initially, 1 intended to make one copy of
that one song for the family. However, as
I developed musically. I thought it would
be interesting and fulfilling to record a
handful more songs that have significance
for me."
Although actual recording and mastering of the album took about eight to 10
hours to complete between his home studio and at Granger Musikwerk's studio
(sound engineer of Sex and the City),
Girton began to conceptualize some of the

compositions on Heritage as far back as
age 12. "Some of the songs on Heritage
are nearly a decade old," he said. "For instance, the title song. "Heritage" contains
excerpts from a couple songs I composed
when I was 12," he said. By contrast, one
of the compositions, "First There," took
one night to complete.
Like "Nancy," all of the compositions
on Heritage have had a profound source
of inspiration that range from several elements of Girton's life. "Each one has been
composed either for someone dear to me
or in response to some paramount event
in my life," he said.
Girton's musical influences are as
varied as his sources of inspiration. While

Enigma, Moby, Seal, and Phil Sawyer
among many are his most prominent musical influences, the music in Heritage also
incorporates an array of elements from his
multiethnic background. "There are distinctly oriental passages contrasted against
a Scottish highlander melody mixed with
ambient airs and engaging, almost cinematic passes," said Girton. As such it is
difficult to decipher under which category
to place his music. Perhaps the best classification that can do Heritage justice is
Ethnic New Age.
Girton has made use of a number of
resources to promote his music, such as a
Web site (www.devotion. ws/dannylee). His
music is currently managed by Peachtree
Entertainment and may be purchased online at www.cdbaby.cotn/dlg.
"In addition, I am working on arrang-

Danny Lee Girton, A&S '03, released an album called Heritage, which was influenced by many personal events
ing radio play time. It's being played over
in the Philippines," he said. He also performs at smaller coffeehouse venues in
cities throughout the Northeast.
Heritage is one of two albums re-

leased by Danny Lee Girton. A third album is in the works. Presently there is no
end to what he has in sight. Although Heritage is a personal compilation that has elevated music from a placement of hobby

to a way of life for the artist, Girton sug-

gests that above all the listener should
make the music his own. A suggestion
that resounds in a defining personal saying of his: "Let the music be your guide."

Elvis Costello plays timeless show at Orpheum
The veteran rocker danced
around the stage with an
amount of energy uncharacteristic of many performers
his age.

By Dan Elliot
For The Heights
Stepping aside from his easy-listening, jazz influenced ventures, Brit-punk
icon Elvis Costello is making a return to
his musical roots this year. Along with his
strong backing band, the Imposters,
Costello has released what he describes
as his "first loud album in some lime." The
album, When I Was Cruel, continues to
receive rave reviews from critics and fans
alike. The troubadour is now on the road

with his band and rediscovered sound.
They blazed into Boston's Orpheum Theatre last Monday night, and they did not
disappoint the near sold-out crowd.
The crowd leapt to its feet as Costello
and his band strutted out onto the stage
and tore through the opening number, "1
Hope You're Happy Now." Costello's vocals were impressive: his voice is as strong
as it was when he first started out 25 years
ago. The veteran rocker danced around the
stage with an amount of energy uncharacteristic of many performers his age. Although Costello and the band were in high
spirits, those many crowd members
seemed surprisingly calm as they sat for

Elvis Costello returned to his roots with an impressive performance at the Orpheum

most of the show.

The following set included numbers
from When IWas Cruel, such as "Tear Off
Your Own Head," "Spooky Girlfriend,"
and "45." The keyboardist extraordinaire,
"Professor" Steve Nieve, was given an
opportunity to show off his skills during
these songs.
After hammering out 12 electric numbers, including a masterful rendition of
Solomon Burke's "The Judgment,"
Costello picked up his acoustic guitar and
began to play some of his older material.
Rarities such as "Indoor Fireworks" and
"I'll Wear It Proudly" (from his 1986 hit
album King of America) were definitely
crowd pleasers.
The regular set ended with a soulful
performance of "Deep, Dark, Truthful
Mirror." Costello left the stage and returned to kick off the first in a series of
encores. The first encore ended with the

song that put Costello on the map in 1977,
"Alison." The crowd stood and sang along
with Costello and applauded wildly, but
he was no where near finished.
After another extremely short break,
he returned onto the stage and launched
into "Beyond Belief." The second encore
ended with a bizarre performance of
"When I Was Cruel No. 2," with Costello
utilizing a beat box for sound effects.
A third encore was also slated for this
night. This encore set was a dream ending
for any Costello fan. It began with rocking renditions of two of his early hits,
"Radio, Radio," and "Pump It Up." The
final two songs, "I Want You" and "Almost Blue," were Costello's most emotional, gut-wrenching songs. The lights
turned the stage dark purple, and all that
was visible was Costello's face, which was
lit yellow. The mysterious atmosphere lent
even more intrigue to the two closing numbers. Costello walked off the stage amid
thunderous applause and a standing ovation.
The night's show, full of new and old
rarities alike, left the crowd stunned.
Costello's tour continues this week, when
he plays two consecutive shows at New
York City's Beacon Theatre.

Festival showcases student talent
2
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and catchy melodies.
Lowercase j took the stage
third, and performed one of the
best sets of the night, including
covers of the Stone Temple Pilots'
"Plush," the Gin Blossoms' "Hey
Jealousy," and Dispatch's "The
General," as well as a great original "Dirty Angel." The lead singer,
Mark Archambault, A&S '04, did
a solid job on "Plush," especially
since Scott Weiland is such a great
singer in his own right. Also, guitarist Kenny Ko, A&S '04, received a much deserved round of
applause for his solid handling of
the tricky intricacies of "The General."
The next band was Crowding
Out Effect, which featured the
unique instrumental lineup of two
guitars, bass, drums, and violin.
The band played originals as well
as covers of Neil Young and an
electric reworking of an acoustic
Nirvana song. Though the violin
worked incredibly well, especially
during the Neil Young cover, it was
the drummer who stole the show
with his energy, stage presence,
wild facial expressions, and wig.
Equally impressive were his skills
in singing and drumming, quite a
feat.
Jade Monkey did very well
with the difficult task of following the above bands. They were

actually the first band to inspire
people to get up and dance in front
of the stage. They played mostly
originals (only one cover) in a
great, loud punk rock set. Possibly their best song, which got the
most enthusiastic response from
the crowd, was written in response
to the protests held on Common-

wealth Avenue in regards to the
Church's sex abuse scandal. Another high point of the show was
the onstage theatrics of the guitarists, who leapt into the air in time
with the music.
The night ended with Flux,
who played covers of Green Day's
"Longview" and Pearl Jam's "Corduroy" and the often overlooked
classic "Yellow Ledbetter," as well
as original songs. While the opener
of "Corduroy" was decent, the
band really picked things up with
a great version of "Longview,"
complete with the lead singer acting out certain parts of the song.
Though lowercase j and the
Crowding Out Effect had better
overall sets, the single best performance of the long night was "Yellow Ledbetter." The singer did a
great job of covering Eddie
Vedder, arguably the coolest voice
in rock, and the rhythm guitarist
did an amazing job in covering
Mike McCready's classic guitar
solo. The singer finished the song
on his back seven feet in the air,
being held up by half a dozen

members of the enthusiastic audience, and musicians from other
bands, a feat which I've yet to see
Eddie Vedder accomplish. It was
appropriately the last song of the
evening, as nothing could have
followed that.
All in all, the festival of the

tK

bands was a smashing success.
Every single one of the bands elicited a great response from the
crowd, and overall the event was
successful in drawing attention to
a noble cause that should be of
great concern to those of college
age.
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Vanilla Ice melts
Rat crowd

-

intentionally triggering a wildly
comical situation in which DJ Rob
was forced to towel off the turntables and records that had been
caught in the deluge. The show
also included such wholesome
titles as "Get Your Ass Up," "Roll
it Up," and a rendition of the 1998
stunner "Prozac," complete with a
shoutout to Ice's favorite pharmaceuticals, including Adderol and
Xanax.
Fulfilling every young boy's
fantasy. Vanilla Ice revisited the
shining moment of his career, his
legendary cameo in Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles II: Secret of the
Ooze by performing an energetic
version of "Ninja Rap." Several
songs later, in another return to the
old school, the familiar David
Bowie/Queen beat threw the
crowd into a frenzied chorus of
"Stop, collaborate, and listen" followed by a refreshingly true to
form version of the 1990 smash hit
"Ice Ice Baby."
A standout moment of the
evening came when Chris "the
Hitman" played a remarkably
frightening drum solo during
which his eyes glowed green and
he hysterically pounded everything
in his range of motion, including
the drums, the chandelier abovehis
head, and himself. From the disjointed motion of the Hitman's
arms and neck, one was inclined
to believe that his head might actually come flying off. During the
soon to be classic "Hot Sex," the
privileged audience members
onstage, some of whom had evidently escaped from the "drinking
pen," danced exuberantly alongside the illustrious Ice himself.
Despite the complete lack of
redeeming musical value, the night
made us reflect on how far we've
come, and admittedly appealed to
the desperate-to-be-cool 10-yearold in all of us. So here's to you
Vanilla. Thanks for an enlivening
walk down memory lane.

"Godspell," presented by the Contemporary Theater of BC, featured a great ensemble cast under the direction of Kyle Stewart, A&S '03

Godspell is heavenly
By Michelle Sanders

parables are acted out in skits that

Heights

feature different cast members as
the characters of the biblical stories. The parables displayed a
range of emotions, from touching
in the story about the adulteress
forgiven to comic in the fight for
the remote control teaching one to
love his enemies. A particularly
well performed parable was the
tale of the Prodigal Son. The narration and lip-synching of the lines
as well as the physical comedy in
this short scene made it one of the
best scenes of the musical.
In this version of "Godspell"
the cast got the audience involved
in the action. To sing "Turn Back,
O Man." Jen Gartner, LSOE '05,
borrowed a chair from an audience
member. During the parable of the
sheep and the goats, Matt Thompson, A&S '05, stole and chewed
on the shoes of audience members.
During "Light of the World," the
cast poured wine (grape juice) and
distributed it to those in the audience. The audience interaction was
one of the high points of the show.
The spotlight being turned on the
audience members from time to
time made those sitting in the back
wish they were in front to be part
of it all, and glad they were in the
back to observe it all.
Act two focuses on the life of
Jesus and his crucifixion. In this
act Jesus and Judas are further developed as characters. The fact that
twin brothers were cast as Jesus

Staff

Rock 'n' roll and religion
came together last weekend as

"Godspell," presented by the Contemporary Theatre, was preformed
at the Bonn Studio. The two-act
musical interprets the gospel according to Saint Matthew through

song, dance, and drama. Directed
by Kyle Stewart, A&S '03.
"Godspell" brought together what
audiences love about musicals: a
high energy cast, great costumes,
and songs that get stuck in their
heads for the rest of the week.
Each production of "Godspell" is a little different. Every
director puts his or her own personal spin on the musical, adapting it towards the audience. This
adaptation of "Godspell" used
many pop culture references to the
delight of the audience. A shining
example of this is the scene where
Jesus (Anthony Nunziata,
A&S'O6) played host to Who
Wants to he a Millionaire. Contestant Judas (Will Nunziata, A&S
'06) garnered laughs as he used his
"phone a friend" to call his mother
(Tamara Nolte, A&S '03) in
Brooklyn. Other pop-culture moments that worked well were references to The Real World: Jerusalem and the use of cell phones in
the opening.
Act one focuses on the
Parables from the gospel. These

and Judas put an interesting spin
on their relationship. In "All for the
Best," Jesus and Judas take opposing viewpoints and stand side by
side to sing their arguments. The
brothers had a terrific blend, and
their similar looks made one think
twice about whose opinion was
whose. The scene in the Garden of
Gefhsemane where Judas betrays
Jesus was also made more poignant due to the casting. Seeing the

brothers side by side seemed to
drive home the idea of how close
Judas and Jesus had been, and how
awful this betrayal was.
The strong personalities
paired with strong voices within
the ensemble made "Godspell" a
memorable event. Each cast
ber had a distinct character, yet
none overshadowed the others.

See Cast, C9

Love! Valour! to
go up in Bonn
By Paul Crocetti
Arts & Review Editor
The Dramatics Society of
Boston College will present
Terence McNally's controversial
"Love! Valour! Compassion!" this
weekend.This play marks a departure from what is normally seen
onstage anywhere, as the cast of
characters is all gay men, one of
the characters is blind, and two of
them are twins.
"It's a very different type of
theater than we usually see," said
Don Panella, director of the show
and A&S '03.

The play is about a group of
eight friends and it takes place over
the course of three summer holiday weekends. The play's topics,
include relationships, friendships,;
and AIDS, as two of the charac-;
ters have ttfe disease. It is not a;
musical, but Panella said there are!
a few dance sequences and songs.
Panella, who has been in musicals at BC, said one reason he!
picked the play is because of the!
music and dance.
"I enjoy the incorporation of
music and dance into a play," he'

.

In keeping with the Boston
College tradition of resurrecting
early '90s rap legends (Coolio,
Tone Loc), Vanilla Ice performed
in the Rat last Wednesday night as
part of the UGBC Pub series. Touring in support of his newest album
Bipolar, the Iceman transported his
concertgoers back to the simpler
days of Hammer pants, scrunchies,
and slap bracelets.
After a memorable show in
the BC cafeteria. Ice continues to
tour with a vengeance, performing
at such prestigious events as
"Rob's Birthday Party" and the
USAC Car Show Finals. If future
turnouts compare to the attendance
at Wednesday night's show, Mr. Ice
should be looking forward to no
less than 200 enthusiastic supporters at each venue.
In a slightly pathetic yet curiously endearing exhibit. Ice actually assembled much of his own
stage before the show, in addition
to coordinating the sound check.
By 7:45 p.m., the feeling in the line
outside the Rat was reminiscent of
the supercharged atmosphere surrounding the highly anticipated
1990 release of Ice's multi-platinum album To the Extreme. And
although the diehards were permitted admittance at 8 p.m.. Vanilla
Ice did not grace fans with his presence until nearly 9:30 p.m. As the
chants of "Ice! Ice! Ice!" elevated
and the crowd became increasingly
restless, Ice finally decided to reveal himself and was received with
the fervent adoration reserved for
childhood heroes.
Accompanying Ice onstage
was drummer Chris Antonopoulos,
DJ Rob Jimenez, and vocalist Rod
J. The foursome immediately
launched into what would become
the musical tone of the evening
a noisy blend of hip hop and metal.
Sporting an Insane Clown Posse
T-shirt, black cargo capris and a
backwards baseball cap, the
heavily tattooed wannabe bad boy
charged around the stage as homemade pyrotechnic sparks exploded

from the camouflage-covered DJ
tables. In a peculiar attempt to rile
up the audience, Ice frantically
flung mass quantities of bottled
water at the assembled crowd, un-

\

By Brittany Brown
For The Heights

See Controversial, C9

Six BC bands rock Late Night at Plex
Vanilla Ice would not allow the Heights photographer to take photos at
his concert Wednesday, so it can be assumed that he looks like a
combination of his new and old school styles, as shown here.

The Iceman
speaks... sort of
Paul Crocetti
After his performance
Wednesday night, Vanilla Ice spent
some time chillin' with his fans.
Personally, I had the defining moment of my life when I met him
and got his autograph. Unfortunately. Ice was not in the mood for
an interview, so I decided to think
about what that interview might
have been like
...

Heights: Hi, Mr. Ice. Wait, first of

all, what should I call

you?

By Kunal Dave
Heights

Staff

Vanilla Ice: Iceman, please.
Heights: All right Iceman, how are
you feeling today?
Iceman: Pretty cool.
Heights: That's funny.
Iceman: Thanks. I came up with
it myself.
Heights: So you're still writing?
Iceman: The Iceman doesn't stop.
Heights: I think my favorite line
from your new stuff is "Word, like
my name is Larry Bird."
Iceman: Yeah well, you know
it's like, word.

BC's Peer Education Network (PEN) hosted the second annual Late
Night at the Plex last Saturday night, an event designed to lure students
away from alcohol-related activities. It was a night for their own benefit
as well as a show of acknowledgement of the many individuals who
suffer from alcoholism or related illnesses. Though there were several
draws, including free-throw and football-toss contests, an obstacle
course, and free food, the Festival of the Bands drew the most people
over the course of the long night. Beginning just before 10 p.m. with
Innate, six BC bands played 20 to 30 minute sets until the event's end at
2 a.m.
Innate's show was their first performance ever. They began and
ended their set with originals, and in between played covers of Pearl
Jam's "Hail, Hail," Sublime's "What I Got," and the Smashing Pumpkins' "Today." Though "Hail, Hail" was a good performance with solid
lead guitar work and a punk rock style vocal delivery, "What I Got" and
"Today" were definitely the highlights of the set. Innate rolled skillfully
through a dead-on cover of "What 1 Got" before launching into their
own interpretation of "Today," including a great, heavily distorted guitar solo.
Next up was Sorry Charlie, a lively and energetic punk band that
sounded, simply for comparison's sake, a little like Green Day. Though
it is doubtful that many people in the crowd knew the songs they played,
the band was still able to captivate the audience with their tight playing
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Flux was one of six BC bands that performed at the Late Night at the
Plex Saturday night. They finished the show with "YellowLedbetter."

